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110NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL HYDRAULIC
NUCLEAR REACTOR CALCULATIONS
L INTRODUCTION
It is well known that thecross sections which characterize neutron interactions
within a nuclear reactor are highly dependentupon the physical conditions within the
reactor core. Neutron cross sectionsare strongly dependent upon both the density and
temperature of the interaction medium.In turn, these cross sections, through the
fission process, determine thepower distribution within the reactor, and thispower
distribution leads directly toa change in the temperature and density of the materials
within the core.Thus, the dependence of the neutroniccross sections upon thermal
hydraulic variables, such as density andtemperature, leads to a complex feedback
interaction between the thermal hydraulic andneutronic processes within the nuclear
reactor. As a result, the simultaneous solution of the thermalhydraulic and neutronic
calculations of a reactor core is particularly challenging.This problem becomeseven
more complex for the case of the Boiling Water Reactor(BWR), in which the
moderator / coolant undergoesa change of phase within the core. This phase change
has a particularly pronounced effecton the neutronic cross sections as the density of
the moderating medium decreases drastically.
Coupled calculations are of particular interestfor BWR's since the true solution is
most closely approximated when performing sucha calculation. When performing a
core simulation which is not coupled in nature, neutronicand thermal hydraulic
calculations are performed independently andapproximating the true solution is
dependent upon a proper estimate of the thermalhydraulic state of the reactor.2
Similarly, the accuracy ofthe thermal hydraulic calculations isdependent on a
foreknowledge of the power distribution within thereactor. Although these estimates
are relatively accurate for the case of a Pressurized WaterReactor (PWR), they are
much more difficult and crucial when simulatingBWR operation. Coupled calculations
eliminate these estimations in the calculationprocess by solving the entire problem
simultaneously and with much greateraccuracy.
This paper is intended to present several solutionmethods which can be employed
to solve the coupled neutronic / thermal hydraulic problemnumerically. A detailed
discussion of the solution methods and numericalprocedures necessary for the solution
of this problem will first be presented, followedby a presentation of many results which
demonstrate the performance of each solutionmethod. Results are also given which
are intended to provide insight into the nature of coupled neutronic/ thermal hydraulic
calculations.
A.General Methodology
The general methodology of this investigationis to develop a simplified neutronics
/ thermal hydraulics model by which coupledcalculation proceduresmay be examined.
The objective is to simulate the numericalperformance of a more rigorouslyaccurate
model, while still allowing a timely investigationof coupled phenomena.
The initial step in this investigation isto generate a code based upon the simplified
model which is able to parallel current calculationprocedure performance. This portion
of the investigation serves two crucial functions.First, an examination of the results
from the simplified model will confirm thatthe model is of sufficientaccuracy to
analyze coupled nuclear reactor phenomena.In addition, by comparing the behavior of3
the numerical solution from the simplifiedmodel to that of themore rigorous
calculations, it is possible to confirm that the simplifiedmodel is capable of accurately
simulating the numerical performance ofa more rigorous calculation procedure. An
examination of the performance ofcurrent calculation procedures will also provide
insight into the possible development ofmore efficient and stable calculation
procedures.
With the experience gained from the investigationof known calculation methods,
and with a working model touse as a benchmark, it is then possible to attemptto
develop improved numerical procedures for thesolution of coupled neutronics /
thermal hydraulics problems. The execution of thisgeneral methodology is detailed in
the remainder of this paper.
B.Coupled Neutronic/Thermal Hydraulic Calculations
In order to obtain a complete solution forthis coupled scheme, a converged
solution must be obtained for the coolant quality,neutron flux, effective multiplication
factor, temperature field, and neutroncross sections. There are several other variables
of interest which must be calculated inorder to couple the neutronic and thermal
hydraulic components, including the internal heatgeneration and void fraction. A brief
description of a general calculationprocess is given here, and this is followed bya
functional representation of the mathematicaloperators which are used throughout this
document.4
LFundamental Calculations
The general procedure followed in this work isto begin an iteration process in
which one first assumes an arbitrary flux distribution.From this flux one is able to
calculate the initial internal heat generation which isnecessary to begin the iterative
procedure.The iterative procedure then proceedsas outlined by the following
sequence of calculations.
a.Axial Coolant Thermal Hydraulic Calculation
With the internal heat generation known, it is possibleto calculate the axial void
fraction distribution and the axial channel heat transfercoefficient. The heat transfer
coefficient is determined here since it is requiredas a boundary condition for the
conduction calculation which follows.
b.Conduction Calculation
Using the heat transfer coefficient and internal heatgeneration matrix calculated
above, it is then possible to obtaina solution for the temperature field throughout the
fuel pin.5
c.Cross Section Calculation
After the void fraction distribution andtemperature fields have been updated
during the previous calculations, thenecessary data is available for the calculation of
the neutron cross sections whichare assumed to depend upon these two thermal
hydraulic parameters.
d.Multigroup Diffusion Calculation
A multigroup diffusion calculationcan then be performed using the updatedcross
sections which have been adjusted basedupon the thermal hydraulic results. Since the
flux profile has been updated in the finalstep outlined above the calculationprocess can
return to the axial coolant thermal hydraulic calculationto repeat the procedure. The
process is then continued in an iterative procedure until all variablesof interest are
converged. There are several choices available forthe precise iterative technique to be
used to obtain a converged solution. These differingprocedures exhibit various levels
of efficiency and stability.In addition, the degree to which the thermalhydraulic and
neutronic calculations are solved simultaneously(coupled) is also dependentupon the
particular solution technique chosen.The techniques whichare discussed in the
following sections demonstrate varying degrees ofefficiency, stability, and coupling.6
2.Functional Notation
The calculations required in this coupled schemecan also be expressed in terms of
the functional dependence of each primary variable.Using a notation similar to that
originally used to describe the method of Void Iterations[1], which is also a coupled
calculation technique, we can represent the calculationsby:
G(r, z) = f G(a,(1)) (1)
h(z) = f h(G) (2)
T(r, z) = f T(G, h) (3)
a(r, z) = fa (T, h) (4)
4:1(z) =i4)(cr) (5)
Here the following definitions have been made:
G =Internal heat generation (volumetric heat rate)
h =Coolant enthalpy
T = Fuel and cladding temperature field
a = Multigroup cross sections
(/)= Multigroup neutron flux.
Expressing the total calculation in terms ofan operator on the volumetric heat rate, the
calculation can be summarized by expression (6).
G(r, z)= f GffatfT(G,f h(G)),f h(G)],4[faV*T(G,f h(G)),f h(G))] } (6)7
This is the non-linear calculation which is beingsolved by the coupled procedure. The
problem is made more clear ifa compound cross section operator is identifiedas:
fc(G) =ic[iT(G,f h(G)),A(G)] (7)
The internal heat generationcan then be expressed as a function of this compoundcross
section operator by the following expression:
G(r,z) =fG[fc(G),Mfc(G))] (8)
This is, of course, onlya restatement of the original assertion that the volumetric
heat rate is strictly a function of the multigroupneutron flux and the group fissioncross
sections.This notation is used primarily for theconvenience in representing the
complex iterative procedures whichare discussed in the following sections.
C.Literature Review
A review of literature in thearea of coupled neutronic/thermal hydraulic
calculations yields only a small amount ofinformation.Indeed, this is a poorly
developed field within the nuclear engineeringdiscipline. Some fundamental work has
been performed in thisarea [1], and this work forms the basis for the Decoupled
Iteration (DI)method, which is discussed throughoutthis document.The DI
technique is currently employed in several"state-of-the-art" reactor core simulators.
SIMULATE-3 [2] [3] is an advanced nodalthree-dimensional core simulations code
which employs the DI technique forcases in which a coupled calculation is required.
Another code which is devoted to PWRsafety analysis is PANBOX [4], which8
performs coupled transient calculations. Althoughdocumentation for the methodology
[3] [5], and validation [3] [6] of these codes isreadily available, very little is available
regarding the precise coupling mechanisms inuse in these codes and others like them.
Given this scarcity of informationon the topic, much of the information in this
document was developed basedupon fundamental principles.Through personal
communication with the authors of SIMULATE-3[2],Studsvik of America
Incorporated, the precise coupling methodology is thiscode has been established.
Other work in the area of coupled neutronic/thermalhydraulic calculations has also
been conducted in cooperation with Studsvik of America.
D.Objectives
There are several objectives whichwere identified in this investigation.These
objectives focus on both the numerical proceduredevelopment and results portions of
the material presented here.The following is a brief listing of the objectivesof this
effort.
1.Production Code Simulation
The goal of this research was not to developa large scale, three-dimensional
production code to solve the complete neutronic /thermal hydraulic reactor physics
problem.Such a code is both unnecessary and undesirablefor the purposes of this
investigation. For this investigation theproper computer code must obtain a solution
with a minimum of computational effort,as compared to the time required for a9
solution from a production scaleprogram.In this way, the developed codemay be
executed in a timely manner to investigate the behaviorof a given coupled solution
procedure. It is necessary that the code developed be ableto parallel the behavior of an
advanced production code, but the goal isto simulate such behavior with more
simplified neutronic and thermal hydraulic models.
2.Examine Solution Behavior of Decoupled IterationMethod
The iterative procedure in whicha complete converged solution is obtained at each
of the four general calculation steps (axial coolantbehavior, conduction, cross section,
and diffusion) is the least coupled of the iterationprocedures, and has thus been termed
the Decoupled Iteration (DI) method. This procedureis of interest in this study since it
is the procedure which currently experiences themost practical application.This
procedure is also of interest since typical large scaleproduction calculations are
performed using highly non-linearcross section feedback relationships which currently
necessitate the use of a decoupled iteration.
Thus, one objective of this investigation isto examine the behavior of the
decoupled iteration procedure. Experience with this methodsuggests that an instability
arises in some cases.Therefore, one goal of this examination isto examine this
instability and to attempt to determinea method of improving the stability of this
procedure.10
3.Develop and Examine Coupled Solution Techniques
Due to the instability which can occur when applying thedecoupled solution
method, the development of a more directly coupled iterationprocedure is also of
interest.Thus, one primary objective of this research is to developand examine a
coupled iteration method which eliminates the instability inherentto the decoupled
procedure. In this effort, several possible methods have beenexamined which are more
directly coupled. The efficiency and stability of these methodsvaries greatly, but it will
be shown that there exists at leastone method which is more directly coupled and
appears to be stable in all cases. In addition, the coupled method examined ingreatest
detail also exhibits greater efficiency.
4.Detailed Analysis of Results
As suggested above, a primary objective of this analysisis to generate a set of
results from these numerical calculation methods whichwill allow a comparative
evaluation of the stability and efficiency of the methods. Inparticular, a large set of
parameters was identified for detailed evaluation. This list is summarized below.
a.Rate of Convergence
The rate of convergence is evaluated intwo ways, as applicable.In the cases in
which a given iteration is of comparable computationalexpense to another method, the11
number of iterations required forconvergence is considered to be an accurate
comparison of the computational efficiency of themethods.Another means of
comparison, which is applied for iterations whichare dissimilar, is the total time
required for convergence on a givencomputer system, as measured by the computer's
internal chronometer. These two methodsare used together to evaluate and compare
the computational efficiencies of all methods underexamination.
b.Stability
The stability of each solution method is evaluated ina more qualitative fashion. A
solution method is identified as "unstable" if the couplediteration does not lead to a
convergent solution.Cases in which an instability slows therate of convergence are
also discussed.
c.Cross Section Functional Relationships
Since the dependence of the neutroncross sections upon thermal hydraulic
variables is the origin of the coupling phenomena,the functional dependence of the
cross sections upon the density and temperature must be determined inat least an
approximate manner. These functional relationshipsare examined by the generation
and comparison of a large set of fuel cell homogenizedcross sections with varying
temperatures and void fractions. These dataare then used to estimate the behavior of
the cross sections as a function of the thermal hydraulicvariables.12
d.Decoupled Scheme Damping Coefficients
The instability of the DI method mentioned abovecan be alleviated by a damping
of the void fraction or internal heat generation changeacross successive iterations. The
effect of differing values of these damping coefficientsupon the stability and rate of
convergence is discussed within the context of the decoupled method.
e.Reactor Thermal Hydraulic Operating Parameters
The behavior of both the coupled and decoupled solutionmethods, in terms of
stability and efficiency, may also bea function of the system's thermal hydraulic
characteristics. For instance, the decoupled iterationmay exhibit greater stability as the
reactor power is decreased and void fraction impact is lessened.In order to examine
these effects, the performance of the various solutionmethods will be examined fora
broad array of system operating conditions.
f.Array Initialization Values and Convergence Criteria
Two factors which also affect the performance of thecoupled solution techniques
are the computer code array initialization values (initial guesses) andconvergence
criteria.Since convergence criteria havea great impact upon both the computational
expense of the calculation and the accuracy of the result, theseparameters are of great
interest. Therefore, another objective of this analysis isto examine the impact of these13
parameters upon performance of the solution methods.Similarly, array initialization
values are also known to impact the efficiency of iteration methods.This impact is
studied in order to develop some insight into the optimumarray initialization values.14
II. MODELING AND ASSUMPTIONS
A.General Treatment
In order to develop a computer code which is capable of accurately predictingthe
coupled phenomena which occur withina nuclear reactor core, a great deal of
mathematical modeling is required. However, for this investigation themodeling must
be kept as simple as possible, while still accurately describingreactor behavior, so that
the examination of the various calculation techniquesmay be performed within a
reasonable amount of time.Thus, several assumptions are required which allowa
simplification of the phenomena under investigation.
Thissectioncontainsonly thefundamentalgoverningrelationshipsand
assumptions relevant to this development. A more detailed derivation of theexpression
used for the computer implementation of this model is given in AppendixA of this
document.
LOne-Dimensional (Axial) Treatment
This development is simplified most significantly by primarily treatingthe axial
direction only. Although some of the analysis, suchas conduction, must consider radial
variation, most of the analysis given here is one-dimensional innature.As will be
demonstrated, this single dimensional treatment is justified by the fact thatthe coupled
behavior of interest is manifested in the axial direction. Although theone-dimensional15
(1-D) modeling will necessarily be less accurate thana rigorous three-dimensional
(3-D) treatment, the results from a properly constructed 1-D modelare sufficiently
accurate for the purposes of this investigation.
Since this model is based upon the axial direction only, it is also only applicableto
a single reactor fuel pin within a given core. Thus, the radial variation of the neutron
flux across the reactor is not included.
2.Steady State
This analysis is also only intended to apply to steady state conditions. Therefore,
all transient terms in the thermal hydraulics, conduction, and diffusionequations have
been eliminated.The coupled procedures developed in this workwere, however,
designed to be as generic as possible so thatan extension to transient analysis would be
possible.
3.Simplified Two-Phase Flow Model, Homogeneous Equilibrium Model
The Two-Phase flow treatment used in this analysisis the Homogeneous
Equilibrium Model (HEM). Although the HEM assumption of equal liquidand vapor
component velocities is not entirely valid for a BWR reactor coolant channel,this
assumption is necessary in order to constructa model which is suitable for this
investigation. The HEM assumption should also not greatlyaffect the behavior of the
iteration methods, so that this modelcan still be regarded as a reasonable reflection of16
the performance of a larger coupled code.In addition, typical steady state BWR
conditions consist of high pressure and flow rate, and it is under these conditions that
the HEM approximation is most valid [7].
4.Finite Difference Approximation
The computational model used in this analysis is a finite difference representation
of a reactor coolant channel.Figure1provides an illustration of the precise
discretizations used in this investigation. Although most calculations are performed in
the axial direction only, some calculations are modeled on a two-dimensional basis,
radial and axial, for a single fuel pin.Figure1also provides the fundamental
nomenclature for the discretization of the two spatial dimensions. The spatial indices
for the radial and axial directions are i and j, respectively. The total number of points in
the axial direction is represented as M, while the number of grid points in the fuel and
cladding are NF and NC, respectively.
Other assumptions are more closely related to the particular calculation being
performed. Thus, these assumptions are discussed within the context of the particular
treatment.r = Rf
r = Rco
Gap
Neglected
Fuel
1111111111111
i=1 i=2
Figure 1Reactor channel geometry and discretization variables.
Cladding
i=NF1=NF+NC18
B.Internal Heat Generation Calculation
Before any of the necessary thermal hydraulic calculationscan be performed, the
internal heat generation within the reactor fuel must be determined. The internalheat
generation is determined based upon the fissionenergy release in the reactor.This
calculation is performed through the summation of thegroup fission cross section and
flux products. This calculation is given mathematically in expression (9).
G(i,j) =
C.Axial Channel Coolant Analysis
1.Coolant Temperature and Quality Calculation
(9)
The axial channel analysis calculationsare directed at determining the coolant
temperature, coolant quality, void fraction, and the convective heat transfer coefficient.
All of these variables are determined basedupon the internal heat generation and
geometrical parameters.The determination of the axial coolant temperature before
saturation is achieved by a simple 2-D numerical integration of theinternal heat
generation matrix, given by:
T ,(z) z Rfo
cpdT =2ir Jg(r, z)rdrdz .
0 0
(10)19
Once saturation is achieved, the integration of the heat generationcan be used to
calculate the enthalpy at a given axial location using the expression:
z Rfo
h(z) = h +fg(r, z)rdrdz
0 0
In the previous relationships, the following definitions have been made:
T,(z)= Coolant temperature at axial location z
c = Coolant specific heat
m = Coolant channel mass flow rate
g(r,z) =Internal heat generation rate
Rfo= Fuel outer radius
h(z)=Saturated steam enthalpy at axial locationz
hi =Inlet coolant enthalpy.
The value of the coolant specific heat cp is also assumed to beconstant within the
subcooled region of the reactor.Again, this assumption is well within thenecessary
accuracy of this model.This value of cg is determined from theaverage liquid
temperature in the subcooled region.
With the coolant enthalpy known at all axial locations, it is thenpossible to
calculate the equilibrium coolant quality from the simple expression:
h(z)hf
xe hfg wherehfg = hg- hf (12)
In the previous expression the following enthalpy definitions have been used:
hf =Saturated liquid enthalpy
hg =Saturated vapor enthalpy.20
One important assumption which accompanies theexpressions above as
implemented in this model is that the pressure is constantacross the axial length of the
coolant channel.This is not strictly true since there necessarily existssome finite
pressure drop through the channel, but this assumption has only a small impacton the
overall calculation accuracy, since suchpressure changes are normally small.If we
assume that the pressure remains the same across the length of the channel, the value of
the saturation temperature and pressure will remain unchanged. Thus,the calculation
of the coolant quality proceeds in a straight forwardmanner.The impact of a
superficially imposed pressure drop was examined, but the impact of thisphenomenon
was demonstrated to have a negligible impact upon the performance of the coupled
calculation techniques.
2.Coolant Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
In the single-phase region of the reactor coolant channel theconvective heat
transfer coefficient is calculated using the Dittus-Boelter correlation. Thiscorrelation is
well established as providing good results for single-phase heat transferwithin reactor
coolant channels [1], and it is given here for completeness in expression(13).
(Nu.)".Re0.8 pr0.4 (13)
Here the Nusselt number is considered to be faraway from entrance conditions
and not within an array of rods. This expressioncan be modified to account for both
entrance effects and the influence of other fuel rods within anarray of rods. The details
of this development are presented in Appendix A.21
The expression for the two-phase convective heat transfer coefficient ismore
difficult to establish since the physical phenomenon is muchmore complex and the
extent of scientific knowledge of two-phase heat transfer is limited. For this analysis,a
correlation for the case of annular flow two-phase heat transferwas adopted [7].
Although not all of the two-phase flow within a BWR coolant channel is annular in
nature, an annular flow correlation should provide a reasonable approximation of the
heat transfer coefficient. The greatest error should result in the portion of thereactor
coolant channel where nucleate boiling is the dominant heat transfer mechanism.
However, this region is typically short compared to the overall length of the channel.
Figure 2 provides a plot of a typical axial heat transfer coefficient distribution.The
overall error resulting from this assumption is well within the limits of this investigation,
since the heat transfer coefficient does not havea pronounced impact upon the
outcome of the overall coupled calculation. The two-phase heat transfer coefficient is
given by equation (14) [7].
h24) = (154.5 Vic (14)
In this expression h20 is the two-phase heat transfer coefficient, k is the single-phase
heat transfer coefficient, and Xt, is given by:
.(ix7)0 9 (L )0.5 (EV .1
x Ps Pt
In this expression, the following variables are defined as:
x = Coolant quality
pf =Saturated liquid density
pg =Saturated vapor density
= Saturated liquid viscosity
ttg =Saturated vapor viscosity.
(15)60
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Figure 2Axial distribution of the convective heat transer coefficient used in the coupled
one-dimensional model.23
D.Conduction Calculation
The other fundamental thermal hydraulic calculation is directed at determining the
temperature throughout the fuel pin itself.This problem is simply a multiregion
conduction problem with one convective boundary. Sincewe are interested in both the
radial and axial temperature profiles, this calculation is performed intwo spatial
dimensions. The fundamental equation for this case is the conduction equation which is
expressed in steady state form for the case of constant thermal conductivity in
expression (16).
V2 T(r,g(r'z)0
kf (16)
As suggested above, the problem of heat conduction ina nuclear reactor fuel pin is
a multiregion problem. Figure 1 illustrates the treatment of the conduction problem in
this model. Conduction in a fuel pin is treated hereas a two-region problem, consisting
only of the fuel and cladding. The gap which often exists between the fuel andcladding
is neglected in this treatment. Any error whichmay occur as a result of this treatment
should not have any impact upon the behavior of the iterative coupled solutions which
are the subject of this investigation. In each region the conduction equations take the
form given in the expressions below [8].
Fuel Region:
a2TlaTfa2Tf ±g
ar2
f.
+7 araz2kf
Cladding Region:
a2Tc1 aT, +a2Tc
artr araz2
(17)
(18)24
Here, the fuel region temperature is given by Ti. ,while the cladding temperature is given
by Tc.
The boundary conditions for this problem are given by:
Insulated axial ends:
aTf aTf
az
(0) = o =(L)
az
a Te(0) = 0 =ay',
(L) az az
Fuel / Cladding interface conditions:
(19)
(20)
aTf
arc
k jw..-(R f) = k c -5T(R f) Ti(Rf)= Tc(Ri) (21)
Convective boundary condition:
al'c -kcar (Rco)=hc[Tc(Rco)- Tcoolant] (22)
This set of equations is then solved using standard Successive Over-Relaxation
(SOR) techniques as commonly applied to elliptic partial differential equations.The
details of the finite difference representation for the SOR techniqueare presented in
Appendix A.However, the matrix notation for this calculation is presented in the
following section since this notation is used in later sections.25
1.Conduction Matrix Notation
The finite difference representation of the conduction equation results ina system
of algebraic equations, which can be expressed in matrix notationas:
A TT = fT (23)
This is the actual matrix problem, but the Gauss-Seidel iteration employedfor the
solution of this problem is an iteration of the form given in expression (24).
T(P+1)=BTT(P) +z(') (24)
In the previous expression, B is the iteration matrix and T is thetemperature solution
vector. The convention of expressing matrices in bold and vectors in italics is followed
throughout this document. The (p) and (p+1) superscripts in equation (24) indicatethe
p and p+1 iteration, respectively.
The solution of these equations completes the thermal hydraulic calculationsfor
the single reactor coolant channel under investigation.The accuracy of these
calculations is briefly evaluated in the following section.
E.Evaluation of Thermal Hydraulic Model Accuracy
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the thermal hydraulic model developedin the
previous section, it was necessary to compare the results from this modelto either an
analytical solution to the problem, an accepted numerical model,or to relevant26
experimental data. The most available of these verificationsources was an equivalent
numerical model. The computer code COBRA-IV PC [9] isa numerical model for a
single reactor coolant channel which is capable of calculating relevant thermal hydraulic
variables for both steady state and transient cases. Although COBRA isan older code
and is no longer "state-of-the-art", much experience has demonstrated theaccuracy of
this program, and the sophistication of the modeling is sufficient to verify theaccuracy
of the thermal hydraulic analysis given here.
By comparing the results from these two models for the crucial thermal hydraulic
variables, the accuracy of the coupled thermal hydraulic model is confirmed.In the
following section, the coolant temperature, convective heat transfer coefficient, coolant
quality, and fuel centerline temperature results are comparedas provided from each
code. As demonstrated, the results from the thermal hydraulic model developed here
are within acceptable agreement for the purposed of this coupled analysis. In addition,
the coupled model also appears to more properly treat both the two-phase and axial
conduction components of the thermal hydraulic calculation.
The primary input variables for the test caseare given below in Table 1. For both
cases a sine-shaped wall heat flux distribution is assumed.27
Table 1 COBRA thermal hydraulic test case input data.
Fuel Rod Diameter 12.27 mm (0.4831 in.)
Fuel Rod Pitch 16.20 mm (0.6378 in.)
Fuel Rod Length 4.0 m (157.5 in.)
Heat Perimeter 19.30 mm (0.7588 in.)
Subchannel Gap 0.1872 mm (0.0774 in.)
Cladding Thickness 0.813 mm (0.032 in.)
Fuel Pellet Diameter 10.40 mm (0.4095 in.)
Coolant Inlet Temperature 278 °C (532 °F)
Subchannel Mass Coolant Flux 1897 kg/(m2s)[1.4 Mlb /(hrft2)]
Wall Heat Flux 492.9 kW/m2 [0.156 MBtu/(hrft2)]
1.Coolant Temperature
The results from the coupled model and COBRA for the coolanttemperature as a
function of axial position are given in Figure 3.As demonstrated by the figure, the
results are of comparable value. The coolant temperature values differ slightlynear the
lower region of the axial channel.This difference is likely due to the value of the
convective heat transfer coefficient. As shown in the next section, thisparameter varies
quite significantly between the two models.288
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Figure 3Compulsion of the coolant temperature results from the coupled model and the
computer code COBRA.29
2.Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
The convective heat transfer coefficientas a function of axial position is plotted in
Figure 4. The values of this coefficient differ greatlynear the entrance to the coolant
channel and in the two-phase region. These differencesare readily explained, however,
by the assumptions inherent to the respective models. These differencesare relevant to
the entrance and two-phase regions of the coolant channel. Outside ofthese regions,
the results are clearly quite similar.
a.Two-Phase Region
COBRA appears to employ a single-phase correlationover the entire length of the
channel. Clearly, this will not provide accurate results in the two-phaseregion. On the
other hand, the coupled model employs an annular two-phase flow heattransfer
coefficient correlation in the two-phase region.As discussed previously, this is not
entirely accurate and does lead to some error in the nucleate boilingregion, but it is
clearly more accurate than using a single-phase heat transfer coefficientover the entire
length of the channel.70
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Figure 4Comparison of the convective heat transfer coefficient results from the coupled model
and the computer code COBRA.31
b.Entrance Region
In addition to the different two-phase treatments, COBRA doesnot include any
entrance effects which might affect the heat transfer coefficient.The coupled model
does include these effects using a calculation technique taken from Todreasand Kazimi
[7], which is outlined in Appendix A.
3.Coolant Quality
Regardless of the rather pronounced disagreement in the values of the heattransfer
coefficient, the coolant quality results from these two modelsagree quite well.As
given in Figure 5, the results from COBRAare only slightly higher than those from the
coupled thermal hydraulics model.
4.Fuel Centerline Temperature
Figure 6 provides a plot of the fuel centerline temperatureas a function of axial
position for both models.As shown, the temperature values alsocompare quite
closely.Any differences in the calculated resultsare attributable to the differing
two-phase modeling adopted by the two numerical approximations.In addition, the
coupled model also includes a 2-D conduction model which doesallow for axial
conduction. This degree of sophistication in the conduction model isnot achieved by
the COBRA model.12
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computer code COBRA.34
All of the thermal hydraulics variables ofconsequence to the coupled calculation
are accurately calculated to reasonably reflect BWR operating conditions.Thus, the
thermal hydraulic model presented is a reasonablecomponent for the coupled
neutronics / thermal hydraulics calculation.
F.Cross Section Calculations
Since the variation of neutron cross sectionsas a function of thermal hydraulic
parameters is not a rigorously developed field of study, no closed form relationships
exist which can be used to relate cross section changes directlyto the changes in
thermal hydraulic variables.Cross sections can be predicted for a particular set of
thermal hydraulic parameters using a cross section generation code, but performing this
calculation after each coupled iteration is far too computationally intensiveas a
coupling procedure. Instead, calculating this change is typically achieved bymeans of a
correlation or curve fit which matches the form known for such data,as predicted by
cross section generation codes. The functions which were chosen for this analysis have
the general form [2]:
where:
6g(z) = ag (0) CVOiD(Z) C Ti(0) (25)
ag(z) = Macroscopic cross section at axial position z
Cv = Coefficient of void induced cross section change
CT =Coefficient of temperature induced cross section change
VOID(z)= Void fraction at axial location z.35
This expression is then applied to all cross sections whichare to be used in the
neutron diffusion calculation. The values of the constants CT and Cv are determined
based upon results from cross section generation codes. One set of theseconstants is
determined in section III based upon the LEOPARD computer code.With these
constants available, the diffusion calculation can be performed to complete the coupled
calculations.
Since ag(0) is the only individually specified value of thecross section, this value
must be provided as an input to the calculation.Thus, all input cross sections to a
coupled calculation program must be at a specified location.The thermal hydraulic
variables associated with this fixed location can then be usedas a basis for the change in
temperature or void fraction. So that the cross sections can be input for a void fraction
of zero, the cross sections are normally specified at the bottom of thereactor coolant
channel.
G.Multigroup Diffusion Calculation
The diffusion calculation performed in this coupled model isa standard 1-D
Source Iteration (SI) method calculation [10].Thus, the flux solution is within an
outer iteration which determines the effective multiplication factor, kat. and fission
source. The boundary condition which is assumed for this calculation is the vacuum
condition.As is common with the use of the vacuum boundary conditions, the
transport corrected, extrapolated boundary is also assumed.The general diffusion
equation and boundary conditions are then represented by the following expressions
[10].Diffusion Equation:
Letting:
36
aog G g-1
DgjzaRgOg = qexg + (vaf)g<kg + a si(g > g)(1) (26)
g=1 gi =1
g-1 Xg vG
A qg = qexg + kvapgyg + a si(g g)4),g/
g=1 1=1
The diffusion equation can be written more simply as:
a c)(1)--Dg+Og=qg az az g
In these expressions, the following definitions have been used:
Dg= Energy group (g) diffusion coefficient
aRg= Group removal cross section
Trc= External neutron source
xg= Group fraction of fission spectrum
vaf= Nu-fission cross section product
Crsi= Slowing cross section
= Group neutron flux
qg= Group effective neutron source
k= Effective multiplication factor.
(27)
(28)37
The boundary condition for this equation is given by expression (29).The
extrapolation distance is given by the standard definitionas the distance beyond the
physical boundary of the multiplying medium at which the neutron flux becomesequal
to zero.
4g(Z0B)= 0 = 41.g(L +ZoT) (29)
The extrapolation distance is determined basedupon the transport cross section from
the relationship given by expression (30).
Zo = 0.7104Xir (30)
The determination of the effective multiplication factor is achieved bya standard
integration of the spatial distribution of the fissionsource.Then, the ratio of the
spatially integrated fission sources from two successive iterations is usedto calculate
the effective multiplication factor (eigenvalue) for the iteration.This is expressed
mathematically in equation (31) [10].
Ic(n+1)fJJ d3rso+1)0!)
k(n)fff d3rsoo(r)
(31)
Since the actual numerical calculation is performed inone dimension, the flux
solution to the diffusion equation is achieved by direct inversion of theresulting
tridiagonal matrix. The generality of the calculation is not, however, compromisedby
the use of this particular flux solution technique, andan iterative solution is
implemented later for comparison. The details of this developmentare presented in
Appendix A, while a presentation of the matrix notation for this calculationis given in
the following section.38
1.Multigroup Diffusion Matrix Notation
The finite difference representation of the SI method is in the form of an
eigenvalue matrix problem. This form is given in equation (32).
A04) = kefe4 (32)
Implementing the SI method generates a matrix problem with a constant right hand side
vector, S.
S = kefficl) (33)
The iterative form of this calculation is then given by the following expression:
4)(P+1)=Boo(P) +z() (34)
2.Diffusion Modeling Verification
The diffusion modeling given above, as implemented in a FORTRAN code, was
verified using known analytical solutions.The given model provides results which
approximate the analytical solutions with an arbitrary level of accuracy.The
analytically solvable cases examined were one-dimensional cases with the following
properties:
1.Uniform source distribution in a non-multiplying medium,
2.Plane source in a non-multiplying medium,
3.Uniform cross sections case in a multiplying medium.39
M. NEUTRON CROSS SECTION FUNCTIONAL DEPENDENCE
The assumed neutron cross section functional dependence is given by expression
(25).The values of the coefficients, Cv and CT, have not yet been determined,
however.These coefficients represent the strength of the relationship betweenthe
given thermal hydraulic variable and the particularcross section. In order to determine
appropriate values for these coefficients, the computer code LEOPARDwas utilized
to generate cell homogenized cross sections for a large variation of thermal hydraulic
conditions. The manner in which these coefficientswere determined is outlined below.
Then, the results are presented in a graphical and tabular form. AlthoughLEOPARD
is not the most advanced cross section generation code, the results obtainedhere are
only intended to provide an order of magnitude estimate of thecross section
coefficients. Thus, rigorous accuracy is not required. These results should,however,
provide a reasonable set of data for the completion of the coupled neutronic/ thermal
hydraulic calculations. The results given here should also providesome insight into the
thermal hydraulic dependence of the neutroncross sections.
A.Temperature Dependence Methodology
In LEOPARD there is an input for the temperatures of the fuel, cladding,and
moderator.All of these temperatures are variedover the range of values anticipated
for the normal steady state operation ofa BWR.The three temperatures (fuel,
cladding, and moderator) are changed simultaneouslyto reflect current operating
conditions. The results are then recorded.40
B.Void Dependence Methodology
The void variation is simulated in LEOPARD by taking advantage of thefact that
the LEOPARD input deck calls for the fraction of each region filled bythe specified
material. Using this function to reduce the fraction of the moderator in themoderator
region, a void effect can be simulated. The region which is specified inLEOPARD as
the 'extra region', which normally corresponds to additional coolantregions, also
contains water for these cases. Thus, the fraction of moderator in this regionwill also
be reduced.
C.Results
In this investigation, a four energy group scheme is used in whichgroup 1 is the
highest energy group, and group 4 is the lowest, thermalenergy group. The results are
given in Figures 7 through 14.These figures provide a plot of the cross section of
interest as a function of the given thermal hydraulic variable. Each ofthese results is
discussed in the following sections, and the values determined for thecross section
coefficients are summarized in Table 2 at the end of this section. Thegraphical data
given here is for the thermal energy group. The results from otherenergy groups are
only given if these results differ significantly from those of the thermalenergy group.41
LDiffusion Coefficient Temperature Dependence
The variation of the thermal group diffusion coefficientas a function of the square
root of the axial temperature change is given in Figure 7.All of the diffusion
coefficients demonstrate a small increase as a function of the axialtemperature change.
As given in Table 2, the diffusion coefficient temperature dependence coefficientsrange
from 2.4 for energy group 1 to 0.35 for the thermalgroup.
2.Fission Cross Section Temperature Dependence
Figure 8 provides a plot of the variation of the fissioncross section change as a
function of the square root of the axial temperature difference. Again all fourenergy
groups demonstrate the same general behavior resulting from the temperature variation.
All four fission cross sections are reduced as the temperature is increased,with the
thermal energy group having the strongest temperature dependence. Theapproximate
fission cross section temperature coefficientsare given in Table 2. The values of these
coefficients range from 0.005 for groups 1 and 3 to 0.0003 forgroup 2 and 0.06 for the
thermal group.0.358
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3.Removal Cross Section Temperature Dependence
The thermal group removal cross section temperature dependence is representedin
Figure 9. The removal cross sections for all fourgroups experience a marked decrease,
with the magnitude of the coefficients being comparable for all fourgroups.
4.Slowing Cross Section Temperature Dependence
The slowing cross section temperature dependence is similar to that for thefission
and removal cross sections.All slowing cross sections experiencea decrease in value
as the temperature is increased.Figure 10 demonstrates the functional shape of this
variation. The approximate values for the cross section coefficientsare given in Table
2.
5.Diffusion Coefficient Void Dependence
Figure 11 is a plot of the group diffusion coefficientsas a function of the coolant
void fraction.As seen in the figure, all four groups experiencean increase in the
diffusion coefficient. The reduction in scattering caused by thepresence of the voids
leads to a decrease in the transportcross section.Thus, the diffusion coefficient is
increased. The values of the void dependence coefficients,as given in Table 2, range
from 2.0 for group 1 to 1.0 for group 2. The coefficients for the othergroups are
within this range of values.0.0433
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6.Fission Cross Section Void Dependence
Figure 12 provides a plot of the thermal group fissioncross section as a function of
the lattice void fraction.As seen in the figure the fission cross section forgroup 4
decreases with increasing void fraction.Similar behavior is seen for groups 1 and 3,
but group 2 demonstrates a pronounced increase for values of the void fractionnear
100%. The fission cross section for group 2 remains fairly constant otherwise.It is
likely that this effect will never be witnessed in coupled calculations, however, since
such large void fractions are not normally observed in BWR operation,except for some
transient conditions. As anticipated, the thermalgroup coefficient possesses the largest
value, while the group fission cross section least impacted by void changes isgroup 2.
7.Removal Cross Section Void Dependence
Figure 13 illustrates the functional dependence of thegroup removal cross sections
as a function of the local void fraction. As seen, the removal cross sections decrease in
a nearly linear manner across the entire range of void fraction values.The void
coefficient for the removal cross sections are all negative and of comparable value,
ranging from -0.071 for group 3 to -0.013 in group 4. The precise values determined
for these coefficients are given in Table 2.0.06
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8.Slowing Cross Section Void Dependence
Similar behavior is seen for the group slowingcross sections. The magnitude of
the variation of slowing cross sections asa function of the void fraction is much greater
than the variation resulting from temperature changes. Figure 14 providesa plot of the
values of the slowing cross sections for the fullrange of void fraction values.
Table 2 Neutron cross section functional dependence coefficients.
Coefficient Energy
Group #1
(Fast)
Energy
Group #2
Energy
Group #3
Energy
Group #4
(Thermal)
Diffusion Coefficient
Void Coefficient
1.7 0.84 0.88 0.61
Diffusion Coefficient
Temperature Coefficient
1.4E-3 6.4E-4 5.1E-4 2.8E-4
Removal Cross Section
Void Coefficient
-5.1E-2 -6.7E-2 -7.1E-2 -1.3E-2
Removal Cross Section
Temperature Coefficient
-4.1E-5 -4.8E-5 -3.5E-5 -2.4E-5
Slowing Cross Section
Void Coefficient
-5.0E-2 -6.9E-2 -6.7E-2
Slowing Cross Section
Temperature Coefficient
-4.1E-5 -4.8E-5 -6.3E-5
Nu-Fission Cross
Section Void Coefficient
-7.2E-4 -1.7E-7 -2.5E-4 -5.8E-3
Nu-Fission Cross
Section Temperature
Coefficient
-1.7E-6 -7.6E-8 -1.3E-6 -2.7E-50.07
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IV. DECOUPLED ITERATION METHOD
The first solution method for the coupled problem which is examined here is the
Decoupled Iteration (DI) procedure.This procedure is termed decoupled since each
calculation is treated nearly independently of all other calculations.A complete
solution is obtained for each calculation (axial coolant analysis, conduction, and
neutron diffusion) before another parameter is calculated.A complete decoupled
iteration consists of cycling through all individual calculations.Thus, the operators
given in expressions (1) through (5) are applied successively,as outlined below.
A.Iteration Description
The DI procedure is structured such that an outer iteration controls the repetition
of the series of calculations listed in Section I.B. The DI technique is similar innature
to the method of Void Iterations of reference [1], but in this document this method is
labeled the Decoupled Iteration to differentiate it frommore coupled techniques.In
this analysis, this outer iteration is called the 'outer flux profile iteration'. The precise
calculations performed within this outer flux profile iteration determine thenature of
the iteration procedure and the level of coupling achieved. The calculations contained
within the outer flux profile iteration for the decoupled procedureare listed below.
Figure 15 provides a flow chart for the DI procedure.T---)ectITipled Iteration Method E
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Figure 15Decoupled Iteration (DI) method computer code flow chart.
Not
Converged55
LBegin Outer Flux Profile Iteration
After reading the input and initializing thenecessary arrays for a particular case,
the first step is to initiate the first outer flux profile iteration. As mentionedabove, this
is the primary iteration loop which controls the coupled calculation.
2.Calculate Internal Heat Generation and Perform Axial Channel Analysis
The initial flux guess or the flux result from the previous iteration is usedto
calculate the internal heat generation for all axial pointsas outlined in the Modeling
section.Using this complete axial set of values for the heat generation, the coolant
temperature, quality, void fraction, and convective heat transfer coefficientcan all be
calculated. Thus, a complete set of axial coolant parameters is determined basedupon
the current estimate for the neutron flux.This corresponds to the application of the
operators functionally represented by equations (1) and (2), which are repeated here for
convenience.
G(r, z) =fG(a, 4))
h(z).fh(G)56
3.Conduction Calculation
Since the coolant temperature, heat generation, and convective heat transfer
coefficient are all known directly from the coolant enthalpy, it isnow possible to
perform a complete 2-D SOR conduction calculationas outlined in the Section II.D.
As illustrated in Figure 15, complete convergence upon the temperature field is
achieved before the calculation is terminated, and equation (23) is solved completely.
A TT =fT (23)
4.Neutron Cross Section Calculation
With all thermal hydraulic variables updated, all neutroncross sections are now
recalculated to reflect these current values. This calculation is completed for all axial
points and all energy groups before proceeding to the diffusion calculation. Thus, the
cross section operator represented by equation (4) is applied.
5.Multigroup Diffusion Calculation
As shown in Figure 15, the diffusion calculation performed at thisstep in the outer
flux profile iteration is a standard SI method calculation, which results ina converged
flux profile for each energy group and a converged value for the multiplicationfactor.
This constitutes a complete solution to the diffusion equation basedupon the current57
values of the neutron cross sections.For the finite difference model used, this
corresponds to the matrix problem given in equation (35),
A4)4) = S, (35)
where S is given by expression (33).
6.Neutron Flux Normalization and Convergence Check
After obtaining a solution for the neutron flux from the diffusion calculation all
calculations for the particular decoupled iteration are complete.Then, the only
remaining operation is to evaluate the convergence of the outer flux profile iteration.
However, in order to check the convergence of the flux profile for eachenergy group
the flux values must be normalized so that each iteration is convergingupon a profile of
the same magnitude. This requirement is a result of the fact that the actual magnitude
of the neutron flux is arbitrary, just as the reactorpower level is arbitrary. Thus, the
magnitude of the flux profile generated by the diffusion calculation will naturallyvary
regardless of whether or not the flux profile is converged.In order to alleviate this
problem, the flux profile is normalized to the same magnitude. Then, theconvergence
of the flux profile may be evaluated.In addition, the convergence of the effective
multiplication factor is evaluated at this step.
If convergence has not yet been achieved, control of the calculationreturns to step
1 to begin another outer flux profile iteration.58
B.Iteration Performance
This decoupled iteration method of solving the coupled neutronics/thermal
hydraulics problem will normally converge upon theproper flux profile after several
outer flux profile iterations.However, there are many cases, which are primarily
determined by the values of the cross section functional dependence coefficients and the
input cross sections, for which the decoupled iteration does notconverge.
1.Non-Convergent Case
Figures 16 and 17 provide plots of the thermal neutron flux profile after eachouter
flux profile iteration.These figures illustrate the iteration behavior of the decoupled
iteration for the non-convergent case. As illustrated by the figures, thenon-convergent
solution results in two well defined flux profiles after several iterations.The flux
solutions oscillate between these two profiles indefinitely, and thus the iteration does
not converge. This oscillatory behavior is anticipated for non-convergent solutions and
is well documented [2]. Methods of eliminating this instabilityare discussed in a later
section.1
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2.Convergent Problem
If the flux profile peak after the third iteration is bounded by the first andsecond
iterations, the iteration is normally convergent. This behaviorcan be seen in Figure 18,
which illustrates the flux profile iteration behavior fora convergent problem. With the
third iteration bounded by the first and second, the iterationcan be seen to be
converging upon a single neutron flux profile.Thus, for this case, the decoupled
iteration is convergent and the result is a solution to the coupled neutronics / thermal
hydraulics equations.Although the DI technique is convergent formany cases, the
instability which does induce divergence for many problems isa serious numerical
limitation of this particular technique.This divergence is essentially due toan
over-correction of the neutron cross sections basedupon the temperature coefficients.
This divergence phenomenon is discussed further in section VIII.C.2, buta damping
procedure which is designed to mediate this problem is discussed in thenext section.
C.Damping Coefficients
The instability demonstrated by the non-convergentcase, illustrated by Figures 16
and 17, can be eliminated by the use of damping coefficients to lessen the change ofa
given parameter across successive decoupled iterations.This technique is a rather
straight forward damping procedure represented by the following expression:
x(1)(i,j). x(P+4) (i,j)Damp+ x(P)(i,j)(1Damp) . (36)
This particular expression involves a generic matrix x(id), since in practice this
damping procedure is applicable to any variables within the decoupled iteration(outer1
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flux profile iteration). In the application of this technique, the dampingequation, (36),
is normally utilized immediately after the relevant variable, x(i,j), has beencalculated.
This calculation is performed over the entire domain of the problem (i=1,N; j=1,M).
The particular applications of this procedure within the decoupled codeand the results
are discussed in the following sections.
LVoid Fraction Damping
The void fraction is selected for damping since this variable isone of the primary
factors which determines the values of the recalculatedneutron cross sections. Void
damping is also utilized here, since historically this variable hasproven effective in
inducing convergence. The damping coefficient for the void fraction dampinghas been
designated as Vdamp. The damping equation thenappears as:
where:
V(P+1)(j)= V(154.1) (j)Vdamp+ V(19) (j)(1 Vdamp) . (37)
VU)= Void fraction array
Vdamp = Void fraction damping coefficient.
As shown in Figure 15 the void fraction damping calculation is performed immediately
after the axial coolant analysis calculation is completed and the voidfraction is
calculated.
Using the modeling in this investigation, the damping of the void fractionhas little
impact upon the stability of the decoupled iteration. Fora broad range of cases, void64
fraction damping was not found to cause an unstablecase to converge, but it only
slowed the rate at which the divergence occurred. Fora stable case, the void damping
technique does slightly decrease the number of decoupled iterations required for
convergence. Figure 19 provides a plot of the number of decoupled iterations required
for convergence as a function of the void fraction damping coefficient. As illustrated
by the figure, the void damping technique has onlya small impact upon the behavior of
the solution except to increase the number of iterations required forconvergence for
small values of the damping coefficient.
2.Internal Heat Generation Damping
The other primary variable influencing the recalculation of the neutroncross
sections is the temperature within the fuel. However, damping the temperature matrix
is found to be somewhat less effective than damping the internal heat generation, which
is the driving factor determining the fuel temperature. The heat generation damping,
using the damping coefficient Gdamp, appears as:
G(1)(i,j)= G(P0(i,j)Gdamp +G(P)(i,j)(1Gdamp) . (38)
The heat generation damping is performed immediately after the calculation of the
heat generation in step 2 of the decoupled iteration procedure. The location of this
calculation is illustrated in the DI method flow chart (Figure 15).110
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The damping of the internal heat generation hasa much greater impact than the
void fraction damping technique upon both the stability and efficiency of the decoupled
iteration. Figure 20 demonstrates the iterative behavior of the flux profile for thesame
problem which was unstable in the previous discussion.The iteration now behaves
quite similarly to a solution which is stable without any damping.
Figure 21 provides a plot of the number of iterations required forconvergence as a
function of the heat generation damping coefficient. This plot clearly indicates that the
damping coefficient has a significant impact upon both the stability and efficiency of the
solution. The solution is found to be stable for a damping coefficientas large as 0.8.
Such a large stable damping coefficient is typical of all cases examined, with valuesas
large as 0.95 also being stable.In addition, Figure 21 suggest the existence of an
optimum value of 0.55 for the damping coefficient for which the number of iterations is
minimized.Using this optimum value of the damping coefficient the number of
iterations required for convergence is reduced to 21, while valuesnear 0.2 or 0.3
require 30 or more iterations.1
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V. COUPLED ITERATION METHODS
Although the decoupled iteration method is convergent formany cases and can be
made to converge using damping procedures,more directly coupled iteration methods
suggest the possibility of a more stable or more efficient technique for the solution of
the coupled neutronics / thermal hydraulics problem.Since some experience has
already been gained in the application of the decoupled iteration method,the
development, examination, and analysis of amore directly coupled calculation method
are all major goals of this investigation. As suggested in the introduction section, the
analysis of the decoupled iteration method served mainly to provide insight into
possible coupled methods.
The concept of a more directly coupled method suggests that the solution ofthe
equations outlined in the Modeling and Assumptions sectionmore closely approximates
a true simultaneous solution than for the case of the DI method. In this investigation,
two basic levels of coupling are attempted.The first level of coupling involvesa
technique which combines the iterative solution of the conduction calculation with the
outer diffusion iteration. Thus, the fission source and temperature fieldare converged
simultaneously, but since the axial coolant analysis calculation in this model doesnot
require iteration, it is calculated separately. The second level of coupling involves the
simultaneous calculation of all parameters.In this technique all calculations are
performed at a given axial location before proceeding to thenext axial location, and
there is only one controlling outer iteration.These methods are discussed in detail in
the following sections and results are given which demonstrate theaccuracy, stability,
and efficiency of each method.70
A.Outer Iteration Coupling (OIC) Technique
The fundamental calculations performed in the decoupled iteration techniqueare
also performed in this technique, but the manner in which the iterationprocess is
executed is quite different. As suggested above, the fundamental difference between
this technique and the DI method is that the diffusion outer iteration and the conduction
iteration are both combined into the outer flux profile iteration.During each outer
iteration the conduction and coolant parameter calculationsare performed over the
entire axial domain of the reactor coolant channel. This corresponds to the complete
application of equations (1) and (2),
G(r, z) = f G(a, and h(z) = f h(G)
and a complete application of the conduction iteration equation:
=B7,7(P) +z(f) . (24)
In addition, the diffusion inner iteration matrix problem is fully solved,
Aol) = S (35)
for the neutron flux, 0, based upon the current values of the neutroncross sections and
the fission source. The fission source and multiplication factorare then updated using
the converged flux result. The details of this techniqueare also described in the flow
chart given in Figure 22.71
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Figure 22 Outer Iteration Coupling (OIC) technique computer code flow chart.72
B.Results and Analysis
Since the diffusion calculation no longer includes the outer iteration, the flux
profile is not converged after each iteration, and the complete coupledcalculation
requires many more iterations for convergence. However, each iteration requiresmuch
less computational time than in the case of the decoupled technique.This coupled
procedure does require somewhat more time for completeconvergence, but the
stability of the coupled procedure is superior.This coupled technique appears to be
stable, and it is not dependent upon heat generationor void fraction damping for
stability. In addition, there are some techniques whichcan be applied to accelerate the
convergence of the coupled technique, such that the efficiency of the coupled method is
consistently higher than the decoupled procedure. These accelerationtechniques are
discussed in a later section.This technique is also found to bea much more
"well-behaved" iteration.The OIC method achieves a solution systematicallyas the
error is decreased during each iteration. This is not true to the DI technique where the
iteration can actually over-correct to producean error result which is of opposite sign
as the error from the previous iteration.This asymptotic, or more accurately,
monotonic behavior of the OIC iteration is discussed further in sectionVIII.D.
Figures 23 and 24 provide plots of the axial neutron flux profilesafter every 10
iterations.These figures illustrate the convergence of the solution.Although the
change in the neutron flux profile is small after each iteration, each iterationrequires
much less computational time to complete.Thus, the total time required fora
converged solution is only slightly greater than for thecase of the decoupled iteration.1
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C.Acceleration Techniques
There are two techniques which can be used to improve thecomputational
efficiency of the coupled iteration procedure presented above. One of thesemethods
involves the generation of an improved initialguess for the coupled iteration procedure
based upon the decoupled method, and the other technique isan acceleration method
directed at increasing the rate of convergence of the neutron flux.
LDecoupled Initialization Technique
Since the flux profile requires many iterations forconvergence, an improved initial
guess for the neutron flux profile should reduce the total number of iterations required
for convergence. In this technique, the DI method is usedto obtain this initial guess for
the neutron flux profile.Regardless of the stability of the DI method fora given
problem, the second iteration always producesa result which is a reasonable
initialization value for the coupled iteration (Figure 16). In fact,even for unstable cases
of the decoupled iteration, every even numbered iteration isa reasonable approximation
to the solution.In order to obtain a reasonable guess with the leastamount of
computational effort, the second iteration is the logical choice.Therefore, beginning
the coupled iteration technique with two decoupled iterations shouldeffectively reduce
the number of iterations required forconvergence. Although an initial guess of a cosine
shaped flux profile might be as effective, the decoupled initialization ofthe coupled
iteration assures that the initial guess will be of theproper shape. Assigning an initial
guess is more efficient if the proper guess is made, but this technique must be carefully
applied.Array initialization (initial guess) effectsare discussed in greater detail in
section VIII.C.76
The result from this technique is an iteration whichassumes a proper shape for the
neutron flux profile in substantially fewer iterations than without the decoupled
initialization.As a result, convergence is obtained in fewer iterations.For the case
given above which required 271 iterations forconvergence without the initialization,
the solution is obtained in 254 iterations using two decoupled iterationsto initialize the
coupled technique. However, this advantage is not withouta cost. The computational
effort required for the decoupled iterations reduces the benefit of this method, but
overall this technique does increase the efficiency of the coupled techniqueas originally
presented.The best means of evaluating the effectiveness of this procedure isto
compare the total execution time required for a program which implements each
method. For the same problem discussed above, the execution time is reduced from
50.97 to 42.36 seconds with the use of the decoupled initialization technique.
2.Neutron Flux Acceleration Technique
The other acceleration technique which proves to be effective in increasing therate
of convergence of the coupled iteration is a direct acceleration of theneutron flux.
This technique takes the form of an over-relaxation method in whichthe flux
acceleration is given by the expression:
where:
4M+1)4)(P) +0tflux(4)(P-1-1) _4)(p))
a
.tiux= Neutron flux acceleration factor
(11(P)= Neutron flux at iteration p.
(39)77
The flux acceleration factor assumes values between 1.0 and 2.0. However,not all
values will result in a stable iteration.Experience suggests that values of the
acceleration factor as large as 1.9 are normally stable. Thus,a significant acceleration
of the neutron flux can be achieved without negatively affecting the stability of the
coupled technique.
This technique is applied here for simplicity.Other acceleration techniques exist
which are somewhat more effective and aremore typically applied to the acceleration
of the outer diffusion iteration. One such technique is Chebyshev acceleration.
Although Chebyshev acceleration is applied to the fissionsource rather than the
neutron flux, the impact upon the rate of convergence of the coupled iteration should
be similar to that seen for the simplified acceleration technique applied here.
Figure 25 provides a plot of the number of coupled iterations required for
convergence as a function of the flux acceleration factor discussed above.As
demonstrated by the figure, the number of iterations is significantly reduced usingthis
technique.For an acceleration factor of 1.0 (no acceleration), 104 iterationsare
required for convergence, while an acceleration factor of 1.95 (optimumacceleration)
reduces the number of iterations to 59.105
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VI. AXIAL COUPLING (AC) TECHNIQUE
A more directly coupled iteration method is achieved by performing all calculations
simultaneously at the same axial location.Thus, the diffusion outer iteration is
eliminated and an inner iteration remains which controls the diffusion and conduction
iterative calculations. Within this iteration is an axial loop which controls the location
of the current calculation.These iteration methods are discussed below along with
some of the results from a computer code generated to implement each method.
There are two variations of this method whichwere examined in an effort to
develop an efficient and stable iteration method for the solution of the coupled
neutronics / thermal hydraulics problem. These methodsare distinguished by the nature
of the axial loop within the iteration. One method is basedupon a single direction of
axial progression (j=1,M), while the other technique reliesupon an alternation of the
direction of axial progression (j=/,M ; j=M, /,-/).The single direction method is
discussed first, followed by the alternating direction method.
A.Single Direction Iteration Method
The AC method is coupled at the level of the axial position within thereactor. All
calculations are performed at a given axial location before proceedingto a new
location.For a given location the coolant parameters, temperature values,cross
sections, and neutron flux values are updated, and then the axial loop advancesto a
new location. Thus, a complete application of both the temperature and flux iterative
equations is used:T024-1)= BTT(p) +z(r)
(0+1)=N (P) +z(4)19)
80
(24)
(34)
while the internal heat generation and axial coolant analysis equationsare fully solved,
(1) and (2).This is similar in nature to the OIC technique, but here the two iterative
equations are solved simultaneously, using updated cross section and thermal hydraulic
values as calculated in the previous axial step.
When the axial loop is complete, the fission source and multiplication factorare
updated and the convergence of the outer iteration is evaluated. Ifconvergence has not
been achieved, the calculation advances to anew outer flux profile iteration to begin
another axial loop. This method is illustrated by the flow chart in Figure 26.
B.Alternating Direction Iteration Method
The alternating direction iteration method is a variationon the method described
above in which the axial loop described is first performed in the j =1,M direction and is
then repeated for the j=M, 1,-/ direction. Thus, the axial loop is performed twice,once
for each direction of axial progression. As given below in the Results andAnalysis
section, the behavior of each of these solution methods is quite different.81
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Figure 26 Axial Coupling (AC) technique computer code flow chart.82
C.Results and Analysis
1.Single Direction Iteration Method
The shape of the neutron flux profile after each iteration is depicted in Figures 27
and 28 for the single direction iteration method. As demonstrated in the figures, the
neutron flux profile peak is shifted progressively towards the upper region of the
reactor coolant channel. This progression proceeds until the peak is completely shifted
to the top of the channel and the flux near the bottom of the reactor approacheszero.
Thus, this iteration method does not converge.Although this exact method is not
appropriate for the solution of the coupled neutronics / thermal hydraulics problem, the
discussion and results are given here for future investigations.
2.Alternating Direction Iteration Method
The alternating direction coupled iteration method also doesnot result in the
proper solution for the neutron flux profile, but the iteration does produce a flux peak
which is stable and near the proper location.Figures 29, and 30 demonstrate the
iterative behavior of the alternating direction coupled calculation.As shown in the
figures, the later iterations of the calculation lead toa decrease of the neutron flux near
the upper coolant channel region. These upper flux values eventually approachzero.
Thus, the solution obtained is incorrect.1
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VII. MODIFIED AXIAL COUPLING (MAC) TECHNIQUE
The failure of the AC technique whichwas discussed above does, however,
provide enough insight into the behavior of the coupled calculationsto suggest some
modifications which might lead to a directly coupled method which isconvergent.
These modifications include an increased weightingon the diffusion calculation and a
rearrangement of the multigroup diffusion energy loop within the outer flux profile
iteration.
A detailed examination of the iterative behavior of the preceding directly coupled
methods suggests that the rate of convergence of the diffusion calculationis
significantly slower than the thermal hydraulic calculations. This behavior ismanifested
in the fact that the diffusion calculation normally requires bothan inner and outer
iteration when employing a finite difference SI technique. Thus,one possible means of
constructing a convergent iteration method is to allow the diffusion calculationmore
emphasis within the AC technique discussed above.In the extreme that a complete
inner diffusion iteration is employed to obtaina converged flux solution, this alteration
is known to induce a convergent iteration, since this is precisely the OICtechnique
discussed previously.Therefore, providing slightly more emphasis to the diffusion
calculation than given in the AC technique, should increase the performanceof the
iteration method.
In the AC technique, all energy group dependent calculationsare grouped
according to the particular type of calculation.For example, the effective neutron
source is calculated for all energy groups before proceeding to the actual flux
calculation.This method is not a direct reflection of the SI technique.In the SI
method, the energy group loop includes all calculations from thesource calculation
until the group neutron flux is converged.In the AC technique, each of these
calculations is performed individually over allenergy groups.Thus, altering the88
previous technique to more closely resemble the SI method might improve the
performance of the coupled technique.
A.Description of Modified Iteration
The Modified Axial Coupling (MAC) technique isone in which the modifications
discussed above have been implemented. The energy loop is expandedto encompass
all calculations from the neutron source calculation to the termination of the axialloop,
thus more accurately resembling the standard SI calculation. The only otherprimary
difference between this technique and the AC method is the inclusion ofa complete
axial diffusion sweep within the controlling axial loop.In this way, the diffusion
calculation is weighted more heavily than in the AC technique. A flow chart of this
iteration procedure is given in Figure 31.89
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Figure 31 Modified Axial Coupling (MAC) technique computer code flow chart.90
B.Results and Analysis
LStability and Efficiency
The modified axial coupling technique does lead toa converged solution and the
iteration is quite stable. This technique is less efficient than both the DI methodand the
OIC method. While the OIC and DI techniques require comparable computationtime
for convergence, the MAC technique requires nearly twice the computationtime.
However, of even greater significance is the more subtle characteristics of this iteration.
As will be shown in section VIED., this iteration approachesa solution in a very
monotonic manner.This characteristic of this method suggests thatmore elaborate
acceleration techniques could be constructed which would improve the efficiencyof
this technique.
2.Iteration Behavior and Acceleration
The behavior of the iteration is found to be thesame as that of the OIC technique.
Plots which illustrate this behavior are given in Figures 23 and24, which were
originally given in the OIC results section. The same slowconvergence of the neutron
flux profile found for the OIC case is witnessed here for theMAC technique.
However, for the latter none of the previous acceleration techniqueswere found to be
effective in improving this rate of convergence. The acceleration methodsattempted
were the SOR optimum over-relaxation factor calculation for successive displacements,
an eigenvalue based acceleration factor for both the neutron flux and conduction91
calculations, and an outer flux profile iteration flux acceleration factor similarto
equation (39). None of these acceleration techniques were effective in increasing the
rate of convergence.Since the diffusion and conduction calculationsare closely
coupled, the iteration matrices of both calculations are rapidly changing. Therefore, the
normal SOR eigenvalue based iteration optimization methodswere ineffective.It is for
this same reason that the outer iteration acceleration methodwas not effective.It is
also likely that methods such as Chebyshev acceleration will not be effective. However,
as suggested above, the well-behaved nature of the iteration suggests that accelerations
methods specifically designed for this iterationmay be successful. This development is
left for future work.
C.Energy Group Indexing Alteration
Since the alteration of the diffusion energy loop discussed abovewas effective in
generating a convergent iteration, the question arises whether the complete axialsweep
during the diffusion calculation is necessary, or if the change in thetreatment of the
energy loop is sufficient to induce convergence. Therefore, this energy loop alteration
was made to the AC technique independently of the full sweep diffusion iteration. The
results is that the AC technique is still not convergent. The behavior of theiteration for
both the single direction and alternating direction versions of the ACtechnique
remained unchanged from the previous discussion.92
D.Full Axial Sweep Alteration
In keeping with the philosophy of the previous discussion, the utilization ofa
complete axial sweep, independent of any change in the energygroup indexing from the
AC technique, is examined. The computer code implementing the AC procedurewas
rewritten to include a complete axial sweep, while the energy loopwas not changed.
This results in an iteration which is convergent, but does not yield theproper solution.
The behavior of such an iteration is given in Figures 32 and 33.The neutron flux
profile peak is stable, but it is located near the upper end of the reactor coolant channel.
In fact, the neutron flux profile which is converged upon is nearlya mirror image of
what is known to be the proper solution. The reason for this behavior hasnot yet been
determined and is left for further investigations.1
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VIM PARAMETER STUDIES
In order to achieve a better understanding of the performance of these solution
methods, several input parameters have been selected for investigation. By studying
the effect of these parameters on the efficiency, stability, and ultimate result of each of
the solution methods, an improved description of the behavior of coupled calculations
is achieved.These studies also provide further insight into the advantages and
disadvantages of each of the solution methods presented.
These studies begin with an evaluation of the impact of the primary coupling
mechanism, the cross section coefficients.This is followed by an evaluation of the
iterative performance of each method as it dependsupon the system's thermal hydraulic
operating conditions such as system pressure, inlet coolant temperature,reactor power,
and coolant mass flow rate. The impact and importance of particulararray initialization
values is also presented, followed by a discussion of theconvergence criteria used for
coupled calculations.
A.Cross Section Coefficients
The cross section coefficients are the single most influential input factor in
determining the stability of the DI technique, but as demonstrated in this section, these
coefficients have only a small impact on the efficiency of each method. These effects
are studied by varying the cross section coefficients from a value of zero,
corresponding to no thermal hydraulics dependence of thecross sections, to the values
given in Table 2.Twenty test cases are used while varying the set of coefficients96
uniformly between the two limits given. The results from thesecases are discussed
below in terms of each method's efficiency and stability.
LEfficiency
Since the methods developed vary significantly in terms of the computational
expense of each individual iteration, a direct comparison of the efficiency of the
methods can not be achieved in terms of the number of iterationsrequired for
convergence. The alternative method of comparing the computation time required for
convergence can, however, still be employed.
The presence of two essentially different flux solution methods requirestwo
independent comparisons to be performed. Since the MAC technique necessitatesthe
use of an iterative flux solution, all other methods which are to be compared against
this method must also obtain a flux solution byan iterative technique. This provides a
reasonable basis for comparison of the techniques.The methods which employ the
faster (in 1-D), matrix inversion techniques, DI and OIC methods,are then compared
independently.97
a.Matrix Inversion Flux Solution Methods
Figure 34 provides a plot of the time required forconvergence for each of the
twenty test cases. This figure contains the data for the methods which employ matrix
inversion flux solution techniques.As shown in the figure, the OIC method
demonstrates the best performance. While the DI technique does obtainconvergence
faster in some cases, the performance of this decoupled method is less consistent. The
OIC method, on the other hand, has a consistently low computation time. In addition,
although the DI technique demonstrates comparable efficiency to the OIC method, the
DI method is not convergent for more strict convergence criteria.
Due to the nature of the DI procedure, a smaller convergence criterion leadsto an
iteration which requires much longer to converge. The decoupled nature of the DI
technique results in an iteration which does not approach a solutionas asymptotically as
the more coupled methods. As a result, the iteration tends to "bounce" around the
solution after quickly approaching it.If the convergence criterion is highly restrictive,
the iteration is slow to converge, and the time required forconvergence is difficult to
predict. This fluctuation in the efficiency of the DI method isseen in Figure 34, as the
time required for convergence varies widely for similar inputcases.The effects of
specific convergence criteria are discussed in further detail in Section VIII.D.
The consistent efficiency of the accelerated OIC method is desirableover all other
matrix inversion techniques.Although this technique is less coupled than the MAC
method, the following section demonstrates that the iterative version of the OIC
method is also superior to the MAC iterative procedure.80
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b.Iterative Flux Solution Methods
The results for all twenty sets of cross section coefficients using the iterative
versions of the DI, OIC, accelerated OIC, and MAC methodsare given in Figure 35.
As suggested above, this figure also demonstrates that the accelerated OIC method
possesses the greatest efficiency of all methods under investigation.Again, the DI
method efficiency is inconsistent and highly sensitive toconvergence criteria.
c.Modified Axial Coupling Technique
One of the primary objectives of this investigation was to developa highly coupled
iteration technique for the solution of the coupled problem. The MAC technique is the
most coupled of the convergent techniques developed, and although the efficiency of
this procedure is less than that of the OIC methods, the method is of significant value
and interest.More sophisticated acceleration techniques could easily improve the
efficiency of this method beyond that of the OIC method. In addition,a more detailed
analysis of a functional coupled technique such as this isa necessary first step in the
development of a more rigorous coupled neutronics / thermal hydraulics solution
technique.180
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2.Stability
The stability of each technique has been discussed in the previous sections, and is
only briefly summarized here.Since one of the primary reasons for attempting to
develop a more coupled iterative procedure for the solution of the coupled neutronics /
thermal hydraulics problems was to eliminate the instability found in the DI technique,
the stability of the OIC and MAC procedures suggests that these proceduresmay be
good alternatives to the decoupled technique.
Both the OIC and MAC techniques appear to be stable for allcases, and they are
not dependent on any damping coefficients for convergence.This assurance of
convergence is crucial in production code development due to the expense of such
calculations. The only means of assuring convergence for the DI method isto choose a
very small damping coefficient, which is prohibitively expensive in terms of efficiency.
Although a means of eliminating the instability from the decoupled technique itself
has not yet been determined, the examination of the internal heat generation damping
does suggest an alternative to the void fraction damping technique. Thecause of the
instability in the DI procedure is discussed in detail in part C of this section, buta
means of eliminating the need for damping has not yet been determined. Part C also
demonstrates that the performance of the DI technique can be greatly improved by
using a proper initial guess. As given in this discussion, the initialguess which provides
this improvement is unexpected.102
B.System Thermal Hydraulic Conditions
This section includes the results from a study conducted to determine ifa
particular set of thermal hydraulic conditions would result ina significantly different
performance for any of the solution methods discussed in this work. In this study, the
reactor power (heat generation rate), coolant mass flow rate, system pressure, and inlet
coolant temperature were individually varied, while holding all other input values
constant. The results from these cases are plotted in Figures 36 through 39. A brief
analysis of these results is given below.
LResults
Figures 36 through 39 provide plots of the total time required forconvergence as a
function of the given thermal hydraulic variable.The impact of these operating
conditions is not particularly significant for any of the methods examined. As expected,
all coupled calculation methods perform more efficiently under conditions which would
tend to induce a low void fraction, such as increased systempressure, low inlet coolant
temperature, lower heat generation rate, or high coolant flow rate. The stability also
shows very little dependence on these input conditions. The most pronounced of these
effects in seen with the inlet coolant temperature plot in Figure 39.The total time
required for convergence approximately doubles for all three methodsas the inlet
temperature increases from 260 °C to 290 °C.Overall, however, the impact of these
thermal hydraulic parameters does not prove to bea major factor in determining the
efficiency and stability of these solution techniques.120
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C.Array Initialization Values
The primary variables which require initialization ("initial guess" values) for the
computer code implementation of these calculational techniques are the internal heat
generation, temperature field, and multigroup neutron flux. The choice for the shape of
the initialization values for these variables has a significant impactupon the total
number of iterations required for convergence.In addition, the initialization values
used have a significant impact on the stability of the decoupled iteration.Specifically,
the maximum stable Gdamp value varies significantly with the various initialguess
values.
All codes written to implement the methods discussed abovewere equipped with 9
array initialization options. These initialization profile shapes are given in Figures 40
and 41. Table 3 provides the efficiency results as wellas the maximum stable Gdamp
value for each case.to0.8
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Table 3 Maximum stable Gdamp values and efficiency values fromarray
initialization study.
Initialization Shape DI
Maximum
Stable
Gdamp
DI
Efficiency
OIC
Efficiency
MAC
Efficiency
Uniform 0.6 26 166 212
Sine Shape 0.63 30 149 207
Saw-Tooth 0.61 34 164 208
Ramp-Up 0.59 23 214 264
Ramp-Down 0.6 38 238 285
Step-Down 0.6 34 216 275
Step-Up 0.58 23 234 294
Sine-Ramp 0.65 26 135 178
Ramp-Sine 0.61 24 178 223
LOIC and MAC Results
The values given in Table 3 suggest that the sine-ramp initialization shape isthe
most effective in reducing the number of iterations required forconvergence for the
OIC and MAC techniques. This is expected since the sine-ramp shape ismost similar
to what is known to be the solution to the coupled problem for the standard BWR input
case used. This shape most closely approximates the solution, and thus fewer iterations
are required for convergence.111
2.DI Results
The decoupled iteration, however, demonstratesa very different behavior in
response to different array initialization values. As given in Table 3, convergence is
achieved most quickly for the Ramp-up and Step-up input shapes. This behavior isdue
to the unstable nature of the first 3 iterations of the decoupled iteration. In fact, the DI
method instability was the primary reason for attempting various initialization schemes.
Through an examination of the DI method iterative behavior, it is clear that theprimary
instability of this method is due to the over-correction of thetemperature coefficient
portion of the neutron cross sections.This instability is best described by analyzing
each iteration of an unstable case.
Assuming a uniform array initialization case, the first iteration results ina standard
sine-shaped flux and thermal hydraulic profiles, since the neutroncross sections have
not yet been significantly altered by the thermal hydraulic feedback.As shown in
Figure 16, the second iteration of an unstablecase is a reasonable approximation to the
anticipated solution. However, upon re-evaluation of the thermal hydraulicvariables
based upon the neutron flux of iteration 2, the fuel temperaturesare heavily peaked in
the lower region of the axial channel.Although this conduction calculation isa
reasonable reflection of the neutron flux induced heat generation, thenext calculation
of the neutron cross sections results in a severe depression of thecross section in the
high temperature region. This over-correction by the temperature coefficients shiftsthe
neutron flux profile to the upper region of the reactor coolant channel during thenext
diffusion calculation (iteration 3). Then, as mentioned in section IV.B,cases in which
the third iteration peak is not bounded by the first and secondare typically unstable.
Thus, damping procedures are most effective when directedat eliminating this
over-correction by the temperature coefficients.112
Altering the array initialization values changes the results from the first iteration of
this pattern.Thus, the results in Table 3 reflect the impact of these changeson the
outcome of the complete decoupled iteration process as altered by the first iteration.
Predicting which initialization values will produce the best results is difficult, since the
unstable and complex decoupled iteration is further complicated byany damping
procedure.Therefore, the optimum array initialization profilesare best determined
through experience. In general, however, choosing anarray initialization profile which
is a poor approximation to the solution improves the performance of the iteration.
The predictability of the optimum initialization values of the OIC and MAC
techniques is another advantage of these methods, and this property is relatedto the
degree of monotonicity of the iteration.This monotonic behavior is crucial for an
effective coupled iteration method. This property is discussed below inpart D of this
section in connection with convergence criteria.
D.Convergence Criteria
There is a broad range of variables which could be used to evaluate the
convergence of coupled calculation. The precise variable chosen and the value of the
convergence criterion both affect the performance of the iteration method. In addition,
convergence criteria exist for the subordinate calculations which impact the efficiency
of both the subordinate calculation itself and the overall coupled method.In this
section, the precise variables chosen for aconvergence test are discussed. In addition,
the impact of variations in these convergence criteriaare demonstrated by the results
from a large set of test cases.113
LConvergence Variables
a.Coupled Calculation (Outer Flux Profile Iteration)
The outer flux profile iteration offers several variables which could beused to
evaluate the convergence of the iteration. The primary results from the iterationare the
neutron cross section values, internal heat generation matrix, void distribution,
temperature field, fission source, and multigroup neutron flux.Although any one of
these variables could be used, it is typical practice toconverge upon the variable of
primary interest.In the case of these studies, this is the multigroup neutron flux.
Convergence upon the internal heat generation or fissionsource is also assured if
convergence is achieved for the neutron flux, since both of these variables are directly
obtained from the neutron flux.However, convergence upon the neutroncross
sections is also a reasonable approach since these variablesare of great interest in the
overall calculation. Convergence on the neutroncross sections is not, however, used in
this analysis. Due to the broad range of possible choices, the precise conventionfor
this study is explicitly stated below.
It is the convention of this analysis to evaluate theconvergence of the outer flux
profile iteration based on the convergence of both the multigroupneutron flux (eflux)
and the effective multiplication factor (eigenvalue) (ek0).The convergence of the
thermal hydraulic variables is assured through the coupling of theneutron cross
sections.Convergence of the effective multiplication factor furtherassures that the
neutron cross sections and fission source are converged. The results from particular
values of these convergence criteria are given in part 2 of this section.When using
calculation techniques which are more coupled (the OIC and the MAC methods),the
conduction temperature convergence (ET) is also of interest. Thus,convergence of the
temperature field is an additional convergence condition for these methods. The impact114
of having two independent convergence criteria for the outer flux profile iteration is
discussed in part 2 of this section.
b.Subordinate Calculations
In the modeling used in this investigation, only the diffusion and conduction
calculations require iteration.In the DI method both of these iterations function as
subordinate calculations to the main coupling methodology. Hence these subordinate
calculations require an individual convergence scheme.
For the DI method, convergence of the conduction calculation is naturally
evaluated based upon a convergence of the temperature field. Using thetemperature
array alone as a means of convergence is also employed for cases when the conduction
calculation is directly coupled to the remaining calculations, since this is the only
natural choice.
The diffusion calculation is a somewhat more complex iterative calculation, and
requires a separate treatment when either a coupled or subordinate calculation. When
the diffusion calculation is completed, solving equation (32),
A4)4) = keffF4 (32)
convergence of both an inner and outer iteration is required. Convergence of the inner
iteration is naturally evaluated based on the multigroup flux. Theconvergence of the
outer iteration, on the other hand, can be evaluated based upon the multiplication factor
and flux, multiplication factor and fission source,or the multiplication factor alone.
Although convergence on the multiplication factor alone is the most straight forward of115
these approaches, care must be taken in choosing a value for this convergence criterion
(e). As demonstrated in Figure 42, a value for this criterion which is too large leads to
a severe slowing of the iteration.This result stems from the nature of the decoupled
iteration.With a large convergence criterion for Icea, the subordinate SI diffusion
calculation converges before a truly accurate flux profile has been achieved. This error
is repeated during each decoupled iteration, and the result is an iteration which is
convergent, but it requires many more iterations to minimize this repeated error to
within the limits of convergence of the outer flux profile iteration.
All other subordinate calculations do not require an iterative solution in this model,
and thus do not need to be considered. A study of the convergence criteria used in this
analysis is given in the following section.
2.Convergence Criteria
The performance of each of the primary methods has been examined over an
extensive range of convergence criteria to study the impact of each parameter.
Appropriate values for the convergence criteria are determined by correctly balancing
the accuracy necessary for a given calculation with the impact of each convergence
parameter on the efficiency and stability of the calculation technique. The results from
these studies provide insight into the sensitivity of each technique to these criteria.200
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a.Eigenvalue Convergence Criteria
The variation of the number of iterations required forconvergence as a function of
eko has been studied for each of the primary methods. These studieswere performed
for several values of e.Figures 43 through 45 provide plots of the resulting data.
These results are discussed below.
i.DI Method
Figure 43 provides the results for the DI technique. As demonstrated in the figure,
the eigenvalue convergence criterion has the greatest impact forcases in which er is
small.In addition, a large decrease in the number of iterations required for
convergence is witnessed as e varies from 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-6. This is true for all values
of CT,but the effect is most pronounced for large values of thisparameter.
The increased impact for larger ET is due to the coupling methodologyof the DI
technique.Large values of e7. provide a poorly converged temperature field which
results in poorly converged neutron cross sections. Then, the eigenvalueof the coupled
calculation is not likely to meet the criterion,4o. This effect is primarily an artifact of
the independence of each calculation in the DI method.
The sharp increase in performance witnessednear the 1.0E-7 to 1.0E-6 range is
due to the value used for the convergence of the eigenvalue in the subordinatediffusion
calculation (e).For this study,Ck was given a value of 1.0E-6.For values of eko
smaller than 4 the convergence of the eigenvalue must be achieved duringthe outer140
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flux profile iteration. This is clearly undesirable, since theouter flux profile iteration is
much more computationally intensive than theouter iteration of the diffusion
calculation.
Therefore, the eigenvalue convergence criteria for the DI calculation(eko and %)
should be chosen such that eko < ek,while still assuring that eko is sufficient for the
needs of the calculation.In addition, as demonstrated by Figure 42 in part 1 of this
section, the value of % must be chosen sufficiently smallto assure convergence of the
fission source. These conditions provide the pair of eigenvalue criteriawhich result is
the most efficient use of the DI technique.
ii.OIC Method
Recalling that the OIC technique applies calculation couplingat the outer diffusion
iteration level, one expects to see onlya small variation in the number of iterations
required for convergence as a function ofeko. This expectation is confirmed by Figure
44. The efficiency of the iteration is not strongly affected by the value ofEko, since the
calculation effort required is primarily driven by efl..
The computational effort is, however, shown to be stronglydependent upon the
value of ET used in the calculation.For the OIC technique, convergence of the
temperature field and multigroup flux are equally important. In this study the value of
eAixwas held constant at 1.0E-4. As illustrated by Figure 44, the performance of the
iteration is unchanged for the er values of 1.0E-2 and 1.0E-3. Thisresult is due to the
fact that, at these values, the conduction calculation isnot of significant computational
expense, as compared to the diffusion calculation. For values of el. smaller than 1.0E-3,320
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the conduction calculation begins to contributemore to the overall computation time
required for the calculation.The actual values of the convergence criteriaare not
significant, since the conduction and diffusion calculationsare quite different in nature,
but the increased impact of the conduction calculation must be anticipated if highly
accurate temperature results are desired.Typically, ET should be chosen large enough
that the conduction calculation is not dominant (1.0E-4or greater).
iii.MAC Method
Figure 45 illustrates the impact of CT and eko on the efficiency of the iteration. As
seen in the figure, the performance of the technique is quite similar to that of the OIC
method, except for the larger number of iterations required forconvergence for the
MAC technique.The only major exception to this is for the value ofer equal to
1.0E-4.For this value of the conduction convergence criterion, the iteration
convergence is a less smooth function of the value of eko. The cause of this behavior in
not clear, but experience indicates that this typically occurs for the conditions whenET
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b.Outer Flux Convergence Criteria
Although eko does have some impact on the performance of the coupled iteration
methods, convergence of the outer flux profile iteration is evaluated primarily based
upon the convergence of the multigroup neutron flux. Hence, it is anticipated that eft.
will have a pronounced effect on the performance of the solution technique.The
impact of this parameter has been studied for a large range of values. The results from
these studies are given in the following paragraphs.
i.DI Method
For the DI method the value of a particularly important, since too small a
value can result in an iteration which doesn't converge. This fact is reflected in Figure
46 which provides a plot of the number of iterations required forconvergence as a
function of eihThe iteration is shown not to converge for an ell,. smaller than 1.0E-5.
In fact, the DI method does not perform well for a convergence factor of less than
5.0E-5. This is another major limitation of the DI technique, andas demonstrated in
the following sections, the more coupled methods effectively alleviate this problem.
Besides the divergence of the iteration, the impact ofeft. is as anticipated. The
number of iterations required for convergence significantly decreasesas the value of
eft,is increased. The impact of er is also predictable from previous results. As given in
Figure 46, the number of iterations required for convergence is minimized for smaller
values of the temperature criterion (ET).This same effect was witnessed for thec
study presented in the previous section. Again, for large values ofer the temperature200
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Figure 46Number of iterations required for convergence of the DI method as a function of
the flux convergence criterion (outer flux profile iteration).125
field is not fully converged during the subordinate conduction calculation, and theouter
flux profile iteration must then be executed a greater number of times to compensate
for this poorly converged temperature field.
Overall, the DI technique is best utilized by requiring a strict convergence in the
subordinate calculations (diffusion and conduction) and a somewhat lesssevere
convergence for the outer flux profile iteration.Thus, the convergence required by a
given problem should be used as the convergence criteria for the outer flux iteration,
and more strict convergence criteria should be used for the subordinate calculations.
For the value of Er is appears that a value of 1.0E-4 provides the optimum balance of
accuracy and efficiency.
ii.OIC Method
The efficiency of the OIC technique is a much more smoothly varying function of
the flux convergence factor as compared to the DI method.The impact of Efl,is
illustrated in Figure 47. This figure provides a plot of the number of iterations required
for convergence as a function of the outer flux convergence criterion, for several values
of £T. As anticipated, the OIC technique much more closely approximatesa standard
iterative solution. A exponential decrease in the number of iterations required for
convergence is experienced as ef,is increased.The exponential decrease continues
until the flux convergence criterion is sufficiently large that the coupled calculation is
dominated by the temperature convergence criterion, which does notvary. This results
in the section of the plot in which the number of iterations remains constant.As
anticipated, the calculation is more readily dominated by the conduction calculation
when ET is small.400
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It should also be noted that the OIC technique does not readilyconverge for very
small values ofeflux.Figure 47 indicates that in this study the iterationwas not
convergent for eflux values less than 3.0E-7.However, this level of convergence is
acceptable for nearly all calculations of interest, and at this level ofconvergence it is
not clear whether a failure to converge is attributable to the nature of the iterationor
machine error. The convergence possible for a given iteration technique is dependent
upon the degree to which a true solution is approached monotonically. Although the
OIC iteration is much more monotonic than the DI iteration, there still remainsa
convergence criterion below which the iteration does not converge. As demonstrated
below, the degree to which the iteration is monotonic is inherently coupled to the
degree to which the iteration is directly coupled.So, it is expected that the MAC
iteration is the most monotonic of all methods presented here.
iii. MAC Method
Figure 48 shows the results from the same study performedon the MAC method.
However, for this case the variation is even more smooth and predictable,as
anticipated. As a result of the monotonic behavior, the iteration was found toconverge
for convergence criteria as small as 5.0E-10. Again, at this level ofconvergence, it is
not clear whether a failure to converge is due to an oscillatory behavior of the iteration
or machine round-off error.Thus, it is apparent that a higher degree of coupling does
provide an iteration which performs superior in terms of stability and predictability.
However, as demonstrated in these studies, this stability is often achieved at the
expense ofthe efficiency of the iteration.However, as mentioned earlier, this
performance suggest that it may be possible to construct acceleration techniques which
apply to the overall coupled flux calculation. Given theproper acceleration methods,
the MAC technique may prove to be an optimum alternative for coupled calculations.550
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IX. SELECTED TOPICS
A.Additional Non-Linearities
The introduction of additional non-linearities into the coupled calculation further
degrades the performance of the DI technique.This effect was evident as variable
thermal conductivity was introduced into the conduction calculation. For the standard
test case used in this analysis (semi-stable DI input), the maximum stable heat
generation damping factor was found to be 0.94 with constant thermal conductivity.
After the variable thermal conductivity was introduced, the maximum stable value for
Gdamp was reduced to 0.68.Although instabilities are not present for the other
coupled iteration techniques, the introduction of variable thermal conductivity does
impede the convergence of the iteration.
A similar effectis seen for other complexities of the coupled calculation.
However, no other additional complexities to the calculation hadas pronounced an
effect as the variable thermal conductivity.Among the calculation contributions
examined were:
1. Radially, as well as axially, varying fission cross sections,
2. Superficially induced axial pressure drop,
3. Variable calculational mesh spacing.
All of these complexities contributed to a reduction in the efficiency of all
methods, and a decrease in stability of the decoupled iteration.Therefore, itis
reasonable to conclude that other non-linearities and complexities will have similar
effects.130
B.Computer Codes
Due totheinherentcomplexityof coupledneutronic/thermalhydraulic
calculations, the computer coding details of these calculations are necessarily an
integral part of the technique itself. For this reason, abbreviated versions of the crucial
computer codes are included in the Appendices of this document. The subroutines
which are repetitious in each coupled iteration method are included only in the DI
method code. In subsequent codes where these subroutines are required, an 'include'
statement is used to facilitate this replacement.
The three essential codes which are included in this document are DI.FOR,
OIC.FOR, and MAC.FOR.Other FORTRAN codes which are referenced in
'include' statements, are identified in the DI method code comment areas. A description
of all three of these codes is left to the comment sections of the codes themselves.
Further information regarding the implementation of these methods is available from
the author. The Appendices which include these programs are detailed below.
Appendix B: Decoupled Iteration Method Computer Code, DI.FOR.
Appendix C: Outer Iteration Coupling Method Computer Code, OIC.FOR.
Appendix D: Modified Axial Coupling Method Computer Code, MAC.FOR.131
C.Coupled Calculation Results
Although a great deal of discussion has been devoted to the solution methods for
coupled neutronics/thermal hydraulics problems, little has been said regarding the
results from such calculations.As suggested in the Introduction section, coupled
calculations much more closely approximate the true solution for nuclear reactor
simulation problems in which thermal hydraulic feedback is prominent. For thecase of
a BWR, where thermal hydraulic feedback is dominant due to the change of phase of
the coolant, coupled calculations are of great benefit. To illustrate these results, Figure
49 provides a plot of the neutron flux profile results for several values of the inlet
coolant temperature.As demonstrated by these results, the shape of the power
distribution in a BWR is greatly affected by the inlet coolant temperature. Modeling
these complex feedback interactions between the neutronic and thermal hydraulic
components with this level of accuracy can only be achieved by performing a coupled
calculation.1.6E+20
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(an example of coupled calculation results).133
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this investigation of numerical techniques for coupled neutronic/thermal hydraulic
nuclear reactor calculations, the Decoupled Iteration (DI) technique, which is the
currently employed calculation procedure, has been shown to have several limitations.
These limitations have encouraged this investigation into numerical solution techniques
which more closely approximate a true simultaneous solution.After developing a
simplified, one-dimensional model by which coupled phenomena could be examined,a
computer code was constructed which was capable of simulating the numerical
performance of an advanced, 3-D nodal code.This program was then also used to
investigate several characteristics of the DI technique.This investigation of the DI
method served to both provide insight into possible coupled techniques, and to allowan
attempt to improve the decoupled iteration itself.
The DI method is known to be unstable for many cases, and this instabilitywas
correctly simulated by the simplified model used in this work.While a means of
eliminating this instability was not determined, several methods of mediating this
problem were noted.The most effective of these methods was the internal heat
generation damping procedure.While a damping of the void fraction has been
historically, this work suggests than a damping of the internal heat generation is much
more effective in inducing convergence.The performance of the DI method was
shown to be only mildly affected by changes in the system operating conditions, while
other, more computational factors were found to be of great significance. A rather
unexpected result is that the decoupled iteration performs better in terms of stability
and efficiency when an initialization profile is chosen to start the iteration which isvery
dissimilar to the problem solution.The decoupled iteration was also shown to be
impacted heavily by changes in the convergence criteria.Most importantly, the DI
method does not converge for values of the fluxconvergence criterion less than
approximately 10 '.In addition, is was shown that choosing; < ek. greatly improves134
performance, by providing adequate convergence of the diffusion calculation in the
subordinate calculation, where the computationalexpense is less than the outer flux
profile iteration.All of these problems are, however, alleviated withuse of more
coupled iteration techniques which provide greater stability.
The first level of coupling beyond the DI technique is the Outer Iteration Coupling
(OIC) technique.The OIC iteration achieves a level of coupling where the outer
iteration of the diffusion calculation is combined with the inner iteration of the thermal
hydraulic calculations. The most important feature of the OIC method is that it has
been found to be stable for all cases examined. Thus, this method alleviatesmany of
the problems associated with the DI technique. Another important feature of the OIC
iteration is that is quite generally constructed.This technique is not dependent upon
how the flux solution is obtained or even the number of dimensions required by the
calculations.Thus, this technique is readily extended toan advanced 3-D, nodal
treatment.An extension to transient analysis should also be possible within the
structure of the OIC technique.
The most highly coupled of the solution schemes examinedwas the class of coupling
techniques termed the Axial Coupling (AC) techniques. By coupling all calculationsat
the level of the axial location within the reactor, the application of the iterative
equations for both the neutronics and thermal hydraulicsvery closely approximates a
truly simultaneous solution. The AC techniques were shown not toconverge, but the
experience gained from the AC methods suggested several modifications which might
induce convergence. This development lead directly to the Modified Axial Coupling
(MAC) technique. The modified procedure primarilyuses a full axial sweep for the
diffusion calculation during each axial step for the thermal hydraulic calculation. The
MAC iteration was also found to be stable for all cases examined. More importantly,
the behavior of the MAC iteration is as expected froman iteration method. The MAC
procedure approaches a solution asymptotically, and is convergent forconvergence
criteria of nearly arbitrary size. In all other ways the MAC techniquewas found to be a135
smoothly varying function of all variables examined.The primary limitation of the
MAC technique is that the efficiency is significantly less than that of either the DI
method or the OIC method.In addition, due to the high degree of coupling of the
equations involved in the MAC method, the incorporation of this technique intoan
existing code would prove much more difficult.The MAC technique is, however,
worthy of further investigation, since the well-behaved nature of the iteration, promises
that this technique may provide superior performance when refined.
The solution of coupled neutronic/thermal hydraulic nuclear reactor calculations isa
particularly challenging field, but the benefits of a code whichcan produce the accuracy
possible from coupled calculations are impressive. The numerical techniques developed
here provide the fundamental basis for coupled iteration techniques whichcan allow
these calculations to be performed dependably and efficiently.136
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John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1988.APPENDICESAppendix A: Derivation of Coupled Equations
A.Introduction
138
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the precise algebraic forms of the
governing relationships used in this simplified coupled neutronicsthermal hydraulics
model. In addition to a presentation of the governing relationships for the convective
heat transfer coefficient, this appendix includes the finite difference development for
both the conduction and diffusion calculations.This presentation begins with the
convective heat transfer coefficient.
B.Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient
The convective heat transfer coefficient consists of two expressions;one for the
single-phase region, and one for the two-phase region.In this development, the
following variable definitions are required:
x = Coolant quality
p =Single-phase coolant density
pf =Saturated liquid density
Pg= Saturated vapor density
=Single-phase coolant viscosity
tif =Saturated liquid viscosity139
=Saturated vapor viscosity
C,= Coolant specific heat
= Square fuel rod array correction factor
P = Fuel rod array pitch
D = Fuel rod outer diameter
L = Coolant channel length
Ph= Coolant channel hydraulic diameter
Af= Coolant channel flow area
Nu= Nusselt number
Pr= Prandtl number
Re= Reynolds number
(Nu), = Nusselt number for single fuel rod in circular channel
=Single-phase convective heat transfer coefficient
h2+= Two-phase convective heat transfer coefficient.
The standard definitions for the Nusselt, Reynolds, and Prandtl numbersare given in
the expressions below [7].These fluid flow characterization numbers are used to
evaluate the validity of the heat transfer correlations used in the following sections.
Re =
pvD
p.Cp
k
Pr
NuhD h140
1.Single-Phase Coefficient
The single-phase heat transfer Nusselt number for a single fuel rod in a circular coolant
channel is given by expression (40), the Dittus-Boelter correlation [7].
(Nu.)c.t = 0.023Re0.8pr0.4
This correlation is valid for:
0.7 <Pr < 100,
Re > 10000,
L/D > 60.
a.Rod Array Effects
(40)
In order to account for the effect of a regular lattice of fuel rods, the correlation
given in equation (40) is modified by the correction factor:
P P 1! = 0.9217 +0.1478D 0.1130exp[-7(D-- 1)] . (41)
This correction factor is valid for 1.05 < P/D < 1.9 [1].
Then the heat transfer coefficient is given by equation (42).
Nun = (Nu 00)c .ell (42)141
b.Entrance Effects
For an abrupt entrance, such as the entrance to a reactor coolant channel, the effects on
the single-phase heat transfer coefficient can be approximated by the function given in
equation (43) [7].
NII(Z)=(1I-VINIloo
De
(43)
The range of validity for this relationship is given as, 1 < z /De < 40.Otherwise the
single-phase heat transfer coefficient is given by expression (42).
2.Two-Phase Coefficient
The two-phase heat transfer coefficient is given by the expressions given previously in
section H.C. The equations are repeated here for completeness.
h24) = (3.54'5)hc
1( x
;"
1(19( Pf 0.5 gg )0.1
) ITO
(
(14)
(15)
This complete set of equations can then be used to generate heat transfer coefficient
results which are sufficiently accurate for the purposes of this investigation.142
C.Conduction Calculation
The details of the two-dimensional (r,z) conduction calculation used in this coupled
calculation analysis are given in this section. This presentation consists primarily ofan
abbreviated derivation of the finite difference equations used to calculate the
temperature field in each region of the fuel rod.In order to begin this analysis, the
following definitions must be made:
Tf = Fuel region temperature
T = Cladding region temperature
M = Total number of axial mesh points
N = Total number of radial mesh points in the fuel
P = Total number of radial mesh points in the cladding
Rf = Fuel outer radius
= Cladding outer radius
Az =Axial mesh spacing
Arf = Fuel region radial mesh spacing
Arc = Cladding region radial mesh spacing
1c1 = Fuel region thermal conductivity
k = Cladding region thermal conductivity.143
LFuel Region
The general partial differential equation which governs heat conduction in the fuel
region was given by equation (17) of section II.D. This equation is repeated here for
convenience.
a2 TflaTfa2 Tf ,er,z)
are7' az2kf (17)
Leaving off the f subscript for now, this equation must also be evaluated at the pointr =
0.Taking the limit as r approaches zero, it is found that the governing equation
becomes:
a2T a2T+er,z) 2 + =0 . artaz2 k (44)
In this analysis, second order accurate approximationsare used for all derivatives.
These approximations are given by the following expressions [8].
a2 TT,+1,-2T y+T1-1
are Arz
a 2 T 21'41+7'4-1
az2 Az2
DT
ar 2,Ar
Substituting these approximations into equation (17) and defining the following
constants:
[31 = 2Az2 + 211r;71Az2Az2Arf 2r;
Az2Arf
81Az22r,
the equation can be rewritten as expression (45), after some manipulation.
2
3Az
0
2
Tip=y1Ti+i + 01 + Arf (Tii+i +j_i ) +
A
144
(45)
Solving forand d adding and subtracting Tv on the right hand side, the standard
Gauss-Seidel (Successive Displacements) iterative form is achieved.Writing the
conduction equation in the form given in equation (46), the residual is defined.
TCP-.F1)=+R(Pa zd /,/ (46)
In equation (46), a is the over-relaxation factor, and R. is the residual. Then, it is clear
that the residual for the fuel region is given by:
1 _,_ A.2 A ,2 T R=[riA i--F-. piii+i ii_im 1,/ r+1,/ 1-1,/j
giiArpx2
kf 01Tid
(47)145
2.Fuel Centerline
However, for the point at which r = 0 equation (44) applies, and thusa different form
of the difference equation results. Substituting the finite difference approximationsfor
the derivatives into equation (44), the difference equation is obtained,
2Az2T. 1. 40z2+ 2Az2 Tii + Arj. T.j1 2Ar; T_ i+
gijAz2Ar;0 .
kf
Defining the constant /32, and recognizing that at the centerline of thecylindrical fuel
rod symmetry exists, =
P2 = 2Ar; + 4Az2
the residual for the r = 0 equation can then be written in the form of equation(48).
R ; 1-[4,Az2T;+Ar2T ;+ Ar2T.+
411-14 Zal f
P21 /d 132 1+12/f f 1ji kf 121]
(48)
3.Fuel-Cladding Interface
The equation for the interface between the filel and cladding isnot easily derived using
the simple differencing techniques, aswas done for the general fuel region. The finite
difference approximation for the interface is obtained here by performinga heat balance146
on a point on the interface.This heat balance element is shown graphically in Figure
50.
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Figure 50Conduction interface region heat balance element.
A statement of energy conservation asserts that about the interface point (i= N):
Net heat flow out of the element = Heat generation in the element.
This is mathematically expressed in equation (49),
q1A1 ±q2A2 +q3A3 +q4A4 ±q5A5 +q6A6 (49)
where q is the surface heat flux, g is the internal heat generation, and V is theelement
volume.Expanding these heat flux terms and areas, expression (50) is obtained.
aT 1. aT [ Arc 22 -kci.-(N+V)AN4ii-kc-a7K1+-±-.){1r(rN+-rid}-
aT {[ 2 Arf ar . kfyzord+)rN- (rN- +kj-67.-(N-1-,j)AN_fj+
Ic4aT(N i-1){4r2 -(rAT-A-A2]}+L--aT(Nj--1-)x J aZ 2 Niv2 J aZ 2
tC(rN+ 2Arc)2_rN21}..._
gNiit[rN2(riv_Ar2f)2
Substituting the following difference approximations for the derivatives:
aT 1 .TN+14-TN,1 (N+-
'j)= ar 2 Arc
aT
1 TN,,-TN-1.4 (N--'j)- ar 2 Art-
azvv+1
21
\TArj.".__T
Az
aT .1Tislib14-1 (N J) =
aZ 2 Az
and defining the constants:
Arf Arc cl =rN- c2=rN+
Ar .?, Ar c3=rmArf- c4 = rmi, rc + c,
147
(50)the interface equation can be rewritten as,
fA 2 2 2iA2 TNii[ ci +1Ac2 +2c3kf+2c4kc]= TNij c1+
2
TN+1j
2kAc2 + N i+i (c3nf+ ceLc) + 7 /cr f +c4nc ,.Az2gArj
If further constants are defined:
2kfAz2
Y3 = Arc c2
2k fAz2
e3 = c
113 = c3kf+c4kc
=Y3+93 + 2c3kf+ 2c4kc
the residual can finally be written in equation (51).
RNj
1
= N+1 jY3 + T N-1 j43 +113(T Nj+1+ T Nj-1)+
c3Az2gNi
R3TNdi
148
(51)149
5.Cladding Region
The general finite difference equation for the cladding region is very similar to that for
the fuel region with .Arf replaced by Arc. The only additional change is that the internal
heat generation term, gd, is zero in the cladding region. Defininga few more constants:
134 = 2Az2 + 2Ar
74Az2Az2Arc2r;
,2Az2Are
°4,
2r,'
the residual for the cladding region can be given by equation (52).
1R.---[1A ,/ 134 1+1j
44
I 1-14
A r2 T A r2 T CA ii+111-11C4 134 Tii]
(52)150
6.Convective Boundary
On the convective boundary, the general cladding finite difference equation must be
modified. The convective boundary condition, as given previously in equation (22), is
treated here by performing an energy balance about a point on the boundary (i = N+P).
7'
,
T N+P-11[2
it(r co
2
A r c ).6a]+aral'c (r = r co)2nr co Az+
TN-I-Pli-l-TN+Pf [ 2 A2rc
Az 7c rco(rco 2 )1-
TN+P ,j-T N+P j-1[ 2, Arc)
N 2
Az a r cokrco ]= Av
Multiplying by Az, canceling the les, and substituting equation (22) for the radial
derivative at the boundary, equation (53) is obtained.
,rc, Az(T
coolant
2 (TN+p_iTN+pi),,c(2rco
2h
Arc) + kc coolant T N+P j)±
2
(T N_Fp j+i + T N_Fp j_i 2T N_Fp j)(r co Ar c ) =0
Defining the following constants:
Az2
c5 = 7(2r coAr c)
3Ar
c6 = rcoArc
QSC 5 ± 2C 6 +
AZ2
(53)the residual for the convective boundary can then be expressed as equation (54).
r
RN+Pj 5 N+P-1c 6(T N+P j+1T N+Pj-1)+
2hcrcoAZ2
kc A
T
coolant-135TN+Pj]
7.Axial Boundary Conditions
151
(54)
The axial boundary conditions used for this analysis are the insulted conditions at both
axial ends of the fuel rod. As given by expressions (19) and (20), this implies that the
axial derivatives are zero at both ends of the fuel rod for both the fuel and cladding
regions of the rod.These conditions also apply at both the interface region and the
convective boundary. For any radial point, a zero axial derivative at the z = 0 (j = 1)
point implies,
Ti0 = .
The point To is the so-called "pseudo-point" [11]. The exact forms of the residual for
these cases are not given here, since the derivation of these results from the results
given is trivial.Similarly, for the z = L (j = M) case an insulted condition implies,
=152
8.Iteration Acceleration
This completes the set of iterative equations for the SOR solution of the two-region
conduction problem mentioned in section H.D. The computer code implementation of
these equations also includes an optimization of the over-relaxation factor basedupon
the dominance ratio of the iteration matrix. This code also implementsan eigenvalue
based acceleration technique, which is commonly used for SOR calculations of this
nature [12].
9.Thermal Conductivity
In the computer code implementation of the conduction calculation described above,
the thermal conductivity of the fuel and cladding are updated after each iteration based
upon the average temperature in each region.In order to perform this calculation,
however, the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of the fuel and
cladding must be known.Thermal conductivity values for standard UO2 fuel and
Zircaloy cladding have been tabulated, and they are readily available [13]. From this
data, it is possible to construct correlations which provide the functional dependence of
the material over a specified range of validity.153
a.Cladding Thermal Conductivity
As given in the book by Ma [13], the thermal conductivity of Zircaloy cladding is nearly
linear in nature. Thus, a simple linear fit to the data given by Ma providesa thermal
conductivityfunction whichissufficientlyaccuratefor the purposes of this
investigation. Using the following data:
k (T=200 °C)= 13.4 W/(°C*m)
kc (T=1000 °C) = 18.0 W/(°C*m)
the thermal conductivity function can be written as,
kc = 0.00575T(°C) + 12.25.
b.Fuel Thermal Conductivity
(55)
The thermal conductivity of UO2 fuel is a function of both the fuel temperature and
density. The functional form for the fuel thermal conductivity is given by expression
(56) [14].
ki(T, p) = 0.0130 + T(0.48480.4465p)]-1 (56)
This expression yields values for the thermal conductivity whichare in W/(°C*cm), and
the fuel density must be input in the units of g/cm3.154
D.Multigroup Diffusion Calculation
This section is intended to present the specific finite difference equations whichwere
derived for the solution of the multigroup neutron diffusion equations. This section is
not intended to provide a general discussion of the Source Iteration (SI) method which
is employed to solve these equations.Such a discussion is readily available in many
references [10].
Assuming that the effective neutron source is available by equation (27).The
derivation of the finite difference equations begins with equation (28), which is repeated
here for completeness.
a c)(1)
+ a R 4)gqg azaz g (28)
The group index, g, will be eliminated for now, since the finite difference result is
identical for all energy groups. The geometry for this derivation (1-D, axial) is shown
in Figure 1.The finite difference equations are most readily obtained bya direct
integration of equation (28).
Z. 1 Z. 1 Z. 1
1+1 -/+2
dZ7a zDt+dzaR.. dzq
z. z. z.
Performing thesethese integrations and substituting finite difference approximations for the
derivatives, expression (57) is obtained.
D
.1
.
+ T
(4.'+1
A/ +D 1( 4)/11)+(RJOjA=qiA
Az
(57)155
Using the average values of the diffusion coefficient between nodes, the following
definitions are used,
D=Di+Di+i=DT it- 2
DAD D. 1= --DB
2
Then the finite difference equation can be written in the form of equation (58).
+ (DT+DB
a+RiAz2)0i _D jAz2
Making the following definition:
ai=DT+DB+aRjAz2,
the matrix for the flux solution can be written in compact tridiagonal form as,
0 R l2D1ZOB
DB2 ot2 D T2
DBE aj DTI
DBM-1am-1
-2DMZOTym 0
TM-1
Az2z0B
q2Az2
q.&2
(58)
(59)156
The matrix relationships for the j=1 and j=M points were obtained from the vacuum,
extrapolated boundary condition, where the extrapolation distances (Z0) are given by
equation (30). The derivation of these relationships proceeds in a similar manner as
before, by the integration of the diffusion equation over a point at the boundary. This
derivation is not included here, since the fundamental procedure is similar.The
definitions if )3 and vas used at the boundaries is given below,
Y = [(2DM+ aRmAzZOT)(ZOT +Az)]
13 = [(2D1 + (TR AzZoB )(ZoB + Az)]
The system of equations given by equation (59) is readily solved using a tridiagonal
matrix inversion technique.Since the more directly coupled computational methods
require the use of an iterative flux solution instead of a matrix inversion technique,
these iterative equations are also presented.
4(P+1)(pasoA27r tt742 P) r I 1 oB 0BFn.
4)(p+=4)(p) +asa oR[q,Az2 41)i+00r)
(60)
(P) aR (I)Ai(P+1)= +so [qmAz2Z0T+2DAIZOTOm_i-4)]
In these equations, asoR is the iterative over-relaxation factor, and a is simply the
constant defined previously.This completes the fundamental equations necessary for
the flux solution within the SI method multigroup diffusion calculation.All other
calculations involved in the SI method are performed in a standard manner [10].157
E.Supplementary Calculations
This section includes a description of calculations which are important to the overall
coupled calculation scheme, but which were not included elsewhere in this document.
The calculations which were not discussed previously are the void fraction calculation,
and the method of determining fluid properties in the computer code implementation of
the coupled methods.
LVoid Fraction
Since the HEM model was assumed in this analysis, the void fraction can be determined
directly from the coolant quality, with only a knowledge of the saturated state fluid
properties being required. The particular method used to obtain these fluid properties
is given in the following section, but once these are obtained, the calculation of the void
fraction is readily performed using equation (61) [7].
1a
1+1-2-P-6-x Pf
2.Fluid Properties
(61)
In order to provide a means of obtaining the saturated and subcooled properties of the
reactor coolant (assumed to be water), subroutines were constructed which contained158
steam table data from reference [11].These fluid properties subroutines interpolate
between these tabulated values in order to determine the relevant properties. Thus, it is
not necessary to provide this data at the input level, and the only requiredinput is the
system operating pressure, inlet coolant temperature, and inlet coolant enthalpy.
a.Range of Validity
The temperature dependent subcooled liquid properties generated by the subroutine
TPROP include the specific heat (Cp), thermal conductivity (k), viscosity (2), and
density (p).Although these properties are also dependent upon pressure, this
dependence is mild since only the subcooled liquid is of concern.Thus, the data
included in this subroutine is only for one pressure. This pressure was chosen to be 6.9
MPa (1000 psi), since this is near the operating pressure of most BWR's. The range of
temperature values included in this data extends from 93 °C (200 °F) to 366°C (690
°F), which covers the range of operating conditions reasonably expected to occur.
The saturated fluid properties subroutine, SATPROP, provides the saturated liquid and
vapor densities, enthalpies, and the saturation temperature as afunction of the
saturation pressure.In this analysis, the system operating pressure is assumed to
correspond to the saturation pressure. The range of saturation pressure values included
in the data in SATPROP range from 5.7 (827 psi) MPa to 9.14 MPa (1326 psi), but an
extension of the data in these subroutine would be a trivial matter.159
Appendix B: Decoupled Iteration Method Computer Code (DI.FOR)
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO MODEL THE COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL **
C** HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA IN A SINGLE NUCLEAR REACTOR COOLANT CHANNEL. **
C** THIS PROGRAM TREATS THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: STEADY-STATE, ONE-**
C** DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON DIFFUSION, TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION (r,z), **
C** UNIFORM RADIAL NEUTRON FLUX PROFILE, SPATIALLY VARIABLE NEUTRONIC **
C** CROSS-SECTIONS, CONSTANTS COMPUTATIONAL GRID IN EACH REGION, TWO**
C** REGION MODELING OF THE FUEL PIN (FUEL AND CLADDING, NEGLECTING **
C** THE FUEL/CLADDING GAP), VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES (TEMPERATURE AND**
C** PRESSURE DEPENDENCE).***********************************************
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE PERFORMS THE COMPLETE CALCULATION SUCH THAT THE THERMAL **
C** AND NEUTRONIC (DIFFUSION) CALCULATIONS ARE COUPLED THROUGH THE **
C** THERMAL HYDRAULIC DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSS SECTIONS.AN ITERATIVE **
C** SOLUTION FOR THE POWER PROFILE IS OBTAINED BY THE STANDARD **
C** DECOUPLED ITERATION TECHNIQUE. THE INNER AND OUTER ITERATIONS **
C** ARE COMPLETED FOR EACH VARIABLE OF INTEREST BEFORE PROCEEDING TO**
C** THE NEXT VARIABLE, AND THE NEUTRONIC AND THERMAL HYDRAULIC **
C** COMPONENTS ARE ONLY COUPLED THROUGH THE VARIATION OF THE NEUTRON**
C** CROSS SECTIONS. THIS PARTICULAR METHOD IS NOT UNCONDITIONALLY **
C** STABLE. STABILITY IS DEPENDENT UPON THE CHOICE OF AN APPROPRIATE**
C** VALUE FOR THE HEAT GENERATION DAMPING COEFFICIENT (GDAMP). **
C** STABILITY IS ALSO AFFECTED BY THE CHOICE FOR THE INTIAL GUESS **
C** FOR THE TEMPERATURE, HEAT GENERATION, AND MULTIGROUP FLUX. **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE WAS WRITTEN IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS**
C** FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. THE **
C** AUTHOR OF THIS CODE AND THE THESIS, "NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES FOR **
C** COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL HYDRAULIC NUCLEAR REACTOR CALCULATIONS" **
C** IS: **
C ** Curt Matthew Betts **
C** **
C** bettsc@ucs.orst.edu **
C** bettscu@flop.engr.orst.edu **
C** bettscm@fermi.ne.orst.edu **
C** **
C** THIS WORK WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE SUPPORT OF THE UNITED STATES **
C** DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (USDOE).THE CODE CONTAINED HEREIN MAY NOT**
C** BE FULLY FUNCTIONAL. A FULLY FUNCTIONAL CODE CAN BE OBTAINED BY **
C** CONTACTING THE AUTHOR OR Dr. Mary M. Kulas at Oregon State Univ. **
C** THE AUTHOR ALSO WISHES TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE CONTRIBUTION OF **
C** STUDSVIK OF AMIERICA INCORPORATED IN THE DEVELOPEMENT OF THIS CODE**
C** AND THE AFOREMENTIONED THESIS. MORE ADVANCED CODES WHICH SOLVE **
C** THE COUPLED PROBLEM WITH STABILITY (USING A MORE COUPLED **
C** COMPUTATIONAL METHOD) ARE AVAILABLE (OIC.FOR AND MAC.FOR) **
C** **
c***********************************************************************
C** THE LAST REVISION DATE OF THIS CODE IS :02/11/94 **
c***********************************************************************
C********************SOURCE FILE TABLE OF CONTENTS**********************
C** THIS BLOCK CONTAINS A LISTING OF THE LOCATIONS OF THE MAJOR **
C** COMMENT AND CODE SEGMENTS OF THIS SOURCE CODE FILE. THESE **
C** LOCATIONS ARE GIVEN BY LINE NUMBER, AND THUS PERTAIN ONLY TO THE**
C** ORIGINAL SOURCE FILE.
C**
C**
C** SECTION:
C**
C** OPENING HEADER
* *
* *
BEGINS ON **
LINE#: **
**
1 **160
C** THIS TABLE (CONTENTS) 51
C** LISTING OF CODE VARIABLES 90
C** INPUT FILE LISTING AND DESCRIPTION 340
C** 'PROGRAM' STATEMENT AND VARIABLE DECLARATIONS 580
C** FILE OPEN STATEMENTS 609
C** STACKED CASE CONTROL SECTION & OUTPUT HEADER 613
C** READ INPUT SECTION 619
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION INITIALIZATION 1161
C** 'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE CALL 1269
C** 'CONDUCT' SUBROUTINE CALL 1297
C** 'DIFFUSE' SUBROUTINE CALL 1411
C** CONVERGENCE CHECK ON FLUX AND Keff 1448
C** 'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE (THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS) 1626
C** 'HCSUB' SUBROUTINE (HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT) 1709
C** 'CONDUCT' SUBROUTINE (2-D CONDUCTION) 1799
C** 'THRMLK' SUBROUTINE (THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY) 1984
C** FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION 2029
C** CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVTY FUNCTION 2040
C** 'DIFFUSE' SUBROUTINE (MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION) 2048
C** DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE (DINT) 2151
C** SINGLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE (SINT) 2226
C** 'THOMAS' SUBROUTINE (TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER) 2267
C** 'TPROP' SUBROUTINE (TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SUBCOOLED 2295
C** LIQUID FLUID PROPERTIES)
C** 'SATPROP' SUBROUTINE (PRESSURE DEPENDENT SATURATED 2388
C** STATE FLUID PROPERTIES)
C** SOURCE FILE END 2502
C**
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS COMMENT BLOCK CONTAINS A LISTING AND DESCRIPTION OF THE **
C** VARIABLES USED IN THIS CODE. THE VARIABLES ARE CLASSIFIED **
C** ACCORDING TO EITHER THE TYPE OF VARIABLE OR THE TYPE OF **
C** CALCULATION IN WHICH THEY ARE INVOLVED, OR BOTH. **
C** * *
C** THIS BLOCK MAY BE REFERENCED USING AN INCLUDE STATEMENT IN LATER**
C** CODES. **
C** **
c***********************************************************************
C******************GEOMETRICAL VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS******************
C** **
C** RFO FUEL OUTER RADIUS (m) **
C** RCO CLADDING OUTER RADIUS Cm) **
C** L AXIAL CHANNEL LENGTH (ACTIVE FUEL LENGTH) **
C** PITCH FUEL ROD ARRAY PITCH (SQUARE ARRAY ASSUMED) **
C** PI 3.14159268359 **
C** AFLOW CHANNEL FLOW AREA **
C** PH HEATED PERIMETER **
C** PW WETTED PERIMETER **
C** DH HYDRAULIC DIAMETER **
C** DE EQUIVALENT DIAMETER **
C** PDR PITCH-TO-DIAMETER RATIO **
C** CHANT' ROD LATTICE HEAT TRANSFER MAGNIFICATION FACTOR **
C** DRF - RADIAL GRID SPACING IN FUEL **
C** DRCL RADIAL GRID SPACING IN CLADDING **
C** DZ AXIAL GRID SPACING **
C** BETA1 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** BETA2 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C1 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C2 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C3 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C4 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** BETA4 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C5 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** C6 CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **161
C** GAM1(J) CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** THETA1(J) CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** GAM4(J) CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** THETA4(J) CONDUCTION CONSTANT (GEOMETRY ONLY) **
C** R(I) RADIAL GRID POINT LOCATION ARRAY **
C** RCALC RADIAL GRID ARRAY CALCULATION VARIABLE **
c***********************************************************************
C********THERMAL HYDRAULIC VARIABLES (AXIAL,HCSUB,TPROP,SATPROP)********
C** **
C** AXIAL: **
C** **
C**TCIN CHANNEL INLET COOLANT TEMPERATURE **
C**XIN CHANNEL INLET ENTHALPY **
C**PSAT SYSTEM SATURATION PRESSURE **
C**MFR SYSTEM MASS FLOW RATE **
C**HIN -INLET ENTHALPY **
C**TSUB AVERAGE SUBCOOLED LIQUID TEMPERATURE = (TCIN+TSAT)/2 **
C**CPSUB AVERAGE CP OVER SUBCOOLED REGION **
C**HF SATURATED LIQUID ENTHALPY AT SYSTEM PRESSURE **
C**HG SATURATED VAPOR ENTHALPY AT SYSTEM PRESSURE **
C**RHOF SATURATED LIQUID DENSITY AT SYSTEM PRESSURE **
C**RHOG SATURATED VAPOR DENSITY AT SYSTEM PRESSURE **
C**TD(I,J) R(I)*G(I,J),HEAT GENERATION INTEGRATION MATRIX (2-D)**
C**HINT 2-D INTEGRATION SPACING **
C**KINT 2-D INTEGRATION SPACING **
C**PHI INTEGRATED HEAT GENERATION MATRIX **
C**INTVAL RETURNED INTEGRATION RESULT **
C** **
C** HCSUB: **
C** **
C**T TEMPERATURE FOR Hc CALCULATION **
C**X QUALITY FOR Hc CALCULATION **
C**Z AXIAL LOCATION FOR Hc CALCULATION **
C**HCALC CALCULATED Hc VALUE **
C**MUT VISCOSITY OF SUBCOOLED LIQUID AT TEMPERATURE T **
C**MUF -SATURATED LIQUID VISCOSITY **
C**MUG SATURATED VAPOR VISCOSITY **
C**V FLUID VELOCITY **
C**RE REYNOLDS NUMBER **
C**CP CURRENT TEMPERATURE SPECIFIC HEAT **
C**PR PRANDTL NUMBER **
C**KL SUBCOOLED LIQUID THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY **
C**HCHAN CHANNEL ONLY Hc **
C**H2F TWO-PHASE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (Hc) **
C**LDR CHANNEL LENGTH TO DIAMETER RATIO **
C**XTT Xtt (TWO-PHASE Hc CALCULATION FACTOR) **
C**PLR Z/DE (POSITION TO DIAMETER RATIO) ENTRANCE REGION **
C** FACTOR **
C** **
C** TPROP: **
C** **
C**TEMP(I) SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY DATA ARRAY **
C**CP(I) SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY DATA ARRAY **
C**K(I) SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY DATA ARRAY **
C**MUM SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY DATA ARRAY **
C**X INTERPOLATION FACTOR **
C**DENS(I) SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY DATA ARRAY **
C**CPT SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY RESULT **
C**MUT SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY RESULT **
C**KT -SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY RESULT **
C**DENST SUBCOOLED FLUID PROPERTY RESULT **
C** **
C** SATPROP: **
C** **C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
Cr *
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C **
C **
C **
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
PSATD(I) SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
TSATD(I) - SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
VGD(I) SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
VFD(I) SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
HGD(I) SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
HFD(I) SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE DATA ARRAY
PSAT SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
TSAT SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
DENSF SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
DENSG SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
HF SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
HG SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
X INTERPOLATION FACTOR
VF SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
VG - SATURATED FLUID PROPERTY STEAM TABLE RESULT
CONDUCTION ITERATION VARIABLES:
ALPHA - OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR
EIG - ITERATION MATRIX MAXIMUM EIGENVALUE
SUMR SUM OF THE SQUARED RESIDUALS
SUMROLD SUM OF THE SQUARED RESIDUALS (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
ALPHOLD CALCULATED OPTIMUM ALPHA (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
RESID(I,J) RESIDUAL ARRAY
EPSAL OPTIMUM ALPHA CONVERGENCE CRITERION
SQRTARG OPTIMUM ALPHA CALCULATION SQUARE ROOT ARGUMENT
ALPHAT TEMPORARY ALPHA (TEST VALUE)
TESTAL OPTIMUM ALPHA CONVERGENCE CHECK
TEST TEMPERATURE FIELD CONVERGENCE CHECK
EPS TEMPERATURE FIELD CONVERGENCE CRITERION
AF TEMPERATURE ITERATION ACCELERATION FACTOR
TESTAF ACCELERATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE CHECK
AFOLD ACCELERATION FACTOR (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
EPSAF ACCELERATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE CRITERION
CONDUCTION VARIABLES:
KF FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
KC CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
G(I,J) HEAT GENERATION MATRIX
T(I,J) TEMPERATURE FIELD VECTOR
TOLD(I,J) TEMPERATURE FIELD VECTOR (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
MAIN VARIABLES:
G(I,J) HEAT GENERATION MATRIX
X(J) COOLANT QUALITY
TC(J) COOLANT TEMPERATURE
HC(J) HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
T(I,J) TEMPERATURE FIELD
FLUX(I,J) GROUP FLUX VECTORS
VOID(I,J) VOID FRACTION
FLUXOLD(I,J)- GROUP FLUX VECTORS (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
VOIDOLD(I,J)- VOID FRACTION (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
DIFFUSION VARIABLES:
FLUX(J,I) GROUP FLUX VECTORS
ZOB(I) GROUP LOWER EXTRAPOLATION DISTANCE
ZOT(I) GROUP UPPER EXTRAPOLATION DISTANCES
DT(J,I) - GROUP UPPER DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AVERAGE
DB(J,I) GROUP LOWER DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT AVERAGE
ALPH(J,I) GROUP DIFFUSION CONSTANT
BTA(I) GROUP DIFFUSION CONSTANT
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**C** GAM(I)
C** EPSK
C**
C** SR(J,I)
C** D(J,I)
C** SS(J,I)
C** QEXT(J,I)
C** QF(J)
C** TESTK
C** NUSF(J,I)
C**
C** NUSFG(I,J,G)
C** QEFF(J,I)
C** KOLD
C** KNEW
C** XKI(I)
C** A(J,3)
C** ST(J)
C** GF(J)
C** SINTO
C** SINTN
C** DIN(I)
C** SRIN(I)
C** SSIN(I)
C** QEXTIN(I)
C** NUSFIN(I)
C**
C** INTEGER
C**
C** NF
C** HC
C** M
C** ITMAX
C** NG
C** OIT
C** OITMAX
C** NSS
C** NSSC
C** PROIT
C** PROITX
C** NOTCONV
C**
C** JMAX
C** FLAG
C** IT
C** BOMB
C** AFCOUNT
C**
C** IGP
C**
C** IIN
C** IIM
C** IIG
C** IIS
C** ITGUES
C** IGGUES
C** IFGUES
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
ENPF
SUMG
NUSFG(I,J,G)-
TRAN(J)
GROUP DIFFUSION CONSTANT
EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE
CRITERION
GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTION
GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
GROUP TO GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION
GROUP EXTERNAL SOURCE
FISSION SOURCE VECTOR
EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE TEST
GROUP NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION PRODUCT
(RADIAL AVERAGE)
GROUP NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION PRODUCT, 2-D (r,z)
GROUP EFFECTIVE SOURCE (QF+SLOWING+EXTERNAL)
EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR (CURREN ITERATION)
GROUP FISSION SPECTRUM FRACTION
GROUP FLUX SOLUTION TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX
MATRIX SOLUTION KNOWN VECTOR
GROUP FLUX SOLUTION
INTEGRATED FISSION SOURCE (PREVIOUS ITERATION)
INTEGRATED FISSION SOURCE (CURRENT ITERATION)
INPUT GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
INPUT GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTION
INPUT GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION
INPUT GROUP EXTERNAL SOURCE
INPUT GROUP NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION
VARIABLES:
NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN FUEL
NUMBER OF GRID POINTS IN CLADDING
NUMBER OF AXIAL GRID POINTS
CONDUCTION MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
NUMBER OF NEUTRON ENERGY GROUPS
DIFFUSION OUTER ITERATION COUNTER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER ITERATIONS (DIFFUSION)
NUMBER OF GROUP TO GROUP TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS
SLOWING CROSS SECTION COUNTER
FLUX PROFILE ITERATION NUMBER
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FLUX PROFILE ITERATIONS
NUMBER OF POINTS NOT CONVERGED, FLUX PROFILE
ITERATION
AXIAL LOCATION OF HEAT GENERATION PEAK
FLAG INDICATING IF ALPHA HAS BEEN OPTIMIZED
GENERAL ITERATION COUNTER (CONDUCT)
NUMBER OF POINTS NOT CONVERGED IN CONDUCT
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS SINCE LAST ACCELERATION
(CONDUCT)
ENERGY GROUP FOR CROSS SECTION OUTPUT AT EACH
ITERATION
RADIAL DIRECTION ARRAY DIMENSION PARAMETER
AXIAL DIRECTION ARRAY DIMENSION PARAMETER
ENERGY GROUP ARRAY DIMENSION PARAMETER
SLOWING CROSS SECTION ARRAY DIMENSION PARAMETER
TEMPERATURE FIELD ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
FLUX ARRAY INITIALIZATION ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
ADDITIONAL VARIABLES IN MAIN:
ENERGY RELEASE PER FISSION
SUM OVER ALL ENERGY GROUPS OF NU*SIGF*FLUX
2-D SPATIALLY DEPENDENT NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION
HEAT GENERATION TRANSFER MATRIX FOR INTEGRATIONC** VDAMP
C** SIGF(I,J,G)
C** GMAX
C** GSET
C** TESTPRO
C** EPSPRO
C** POWRAT
C**
C** FMAX(I)
C** EPSKO
C**
C** DCV(I)
C** DCT(I)
C** SRCV(I)
C** SRCT(I)
C** SSCV(I)
C** SSCT(I)
C** SFCV(I)
C** SFCT(I)
C** FINIT
C** XARG
C**
C** GOLD(I,J)
C** GDAMP
C** FDENS
C**
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DAMPING FACTOR FOR VOID COEFFICIENT CHANGE
- FISSION CROSS SECTION (DIVIDING OUT NU)
PEAK HEAT GENERATION
SPECIFIED PEAK HEAT GENERATION
FLUX PROFILE ITERATION CONVERGENCE TEST
FLUX PROFILE CONVERGENCE CRITERION
RATIO OF CURRENT PEAK HEAT GENERATION TO SPECIFIED*
PEAK HEAT GENERATION
MAXIMUM GROUP FLUX
FLUX PROFILE ITERATION MUTIPLICATION FACTOR
CONVERGENCE CRITERTION
GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VOID COEFFICIENT
GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT *
GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENT
GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT *
GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENT
GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT *
GROUP FISSION CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENT
GROUP FISSION CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT *
FLUX INITIALIZATION VALUE
CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE FUNCTION SQUARE ROOT
ARGUMENT
HEAT GENERATION MATRIX FROM PREVIOUS ITERATION
DAMPING COEFFICIENT FOR HEAT GENERATION ITERATION *
FUEL DENSITY FOR USE IN FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY *
CALCULATION
c***********************************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** *INPUT FOR DI.FoR***************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS BLOCK DESCRIBES THE NECESSARY INPUT FOR THIS CODE, DI.FOR. **
C** EACH PARAMETER IS DESCRIBED ON A LINE-BY-LINE BASIS, AND A SAMPLE **
C** INPUT FILE IS INCLUDED. **
c***********************************************************************
C** **
C**LINE#1:NCASE **
C ** **
C ** NCASE = NUMBER OF STACKED CASES IN INPUT DECK. **
C** STACKED CASES NEED NOT BE SEPARARED BY ANY **
C** SPACES OR MARKERS.ALL CASES INCLUDE ALL **
C** INPUT AFTER LINE #1. **
C** **
C**LINE#2:RFO,RCO,L,PITCH **
C** **
C** RFO = FUEL PELLET OUTER RADIUS (m) **
C** RCO = FUEL CLADDING OUTER RADIUS (M), ROD OUTER **
C** RADIUS **
C** L = REACTOR COOLANT CHANNEL LENGTH (m), ACTIVE **
C** FUEL LENGTH **
C** PITCH = FUEL ROD PITCH (M), SQUARE ARRAY ASSUMED **
C ** **
C**LINE#3:M,NF,NC,NG **
C** **
C** M = NUMBER OF AXIAL NODES **
C** NF = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES IN FUEL REGION **
C** NC = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES IN CLADDING REGION **
C** (NC INCLUDES THE INTERFACE NODE) **
C** NG = NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS FOR NEUTRON **
C ** DIFFUSION **
C** **
C**LINE#4:PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS **
C** **
C** PSAT = SYSTEM SATURATION PRESSURE (Pa) **
C** MFR = CHANNEL MASS FLOW RATE (kg/s) **
C** TCIN = CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE (0C) **C** HIN = CHANNEL INLET ENTHALPY (J/kg)
C** FDENS = FUEL DENSITY (g/cm^3)
C**
C** LINE #5:TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
C**
C** TINIT = TEMPERATURE FIELD INITIALIZATION VALUE (0C)
C** FINIT = FLUX INITIALIZATION VALUE
C** GSET = PEAK HEAT GENERATION VALUE (W/m^3)
C** ENPF = AVERAGE ENERGY RELEASE PER FISSION (J)
C**
C** LINE #6:EPS,EPSAL,EPSAF,EPSK
C**
C** EPS = CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD CONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C** EPSAL = CONDUCTION OPTIMUM OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C** EPSAF = CONDUCTION ACCELERATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C** EPSK = DIFFUSION EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION (SHOULD BE < 1.0E-6)
C**
C** LINE #7:EPSPRO,EPSKO
C**
C** EPSPRO= OUTER FLUX PROFILE CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C** EPSKO = OUTER FLUX PROFILE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C**
C** LINE #8:ITMAX,OITMAX,PROITX
C**
C** ITMAX = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR CONDUCTION
C** SUBROUTINE TEMPERATURE FIELD SOLUTION
C** OITMAX= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER ITERATIONS FOR
C** DIFFUSION SUBROUTINE SOLUTION
C** PROITX= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE
C** ITERATIONS
C**
C** LINE #9:P1,P2,P3,P4
C**
C** P1 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE FUEL
C** CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE AND VOID FRACTION
C** AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AT EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P2 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE GROUP FLUX
C** AND MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AFTER EACH OUTER
C** FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (0=OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P3 = OPTIONAL OUPUT SWITCH FOR THE AXIAL COOLANT
C** CHANNEL BEHAVIOR (TC,X,HC,VOID) AFTER EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P4 = OPTIONAL CONDUCTION OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE
C** TEMPERATURE FIELD AFTER EACH FLUX PROFILE
C** OUTER ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P5 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE DIFFUSION
C** SUBROUTINE CROSS SECTIONS AFTER EACH OUTER
C** FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (0=OFF, 1=0N).
C** OUTPUT FOR ONE GROUP ONLY, SPECIFIED AT
C** EXECUTION
C**
C** LINE #10: ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
C**
C** ITGUES= TEMPERATURE ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG166
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C **
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE#11:
IGGUES= INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION ARRAY
INITIALIZATION FLAG
IFGUES= FLUX ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
ARRAY INITIALIZATION SHAPES (FLAGS = 1 THROUGH 9)
FLAG = 1 ---> UNIFORM INITIALIZATION VALUE
(CONSTANT)
FLAG = 2 ---> SINE SHAPE PROFILE
FLAG = 3 ---> SAW-TOOTH SHAPE PROFILE (LINEAR WITH
SLOPE 1 TO MID-POINT, LINEAR DOWN WITH
SLOPE -1)
FLAG = 4 ---> RAMP-UP ONLY (LINEAR UP, ZERO AFTER
MID-POINT)
FLAG = 5 ---> RAMP-DOWN ONLY (ZERO TO MID-POINT,
LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER MID POINT)
FLAG = 6 ---> STEP-DOWN (UNIFORM TO MID-POINT,
ZERO AFTER)
FLAG = 7 ---> STEP-UP (ZERO TO MID-POINT, UNIFORM
AFTER)
FLAG = 8 ---> SINE-RAMP (SINE SHAPED TO MID-POINT,
LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER)
FLAG = 9 ---> RAMP-SINE (LINEAR WITH SLOPE 1 TO
MID-POINT, SINE SHAPED AFTER)
ALL OF THESE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL THREE VALUES,
ITGUES, IGGUES, AND IFGUES.
DYDAMP
DYDAMP= DYNAMIC HEAT GENERATION DAMPING COEFFICIENT
FLAG:
FLAG = 1 ---> INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION
DAMPING COEFFICIENT IS DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTED
TO INDUCE STABILITY. INITAL VALUE IS STILL
THE INPUT VALUE GIVEN BY LINE #27.
FLAG = 0 ---> CONSTANT DAMPING COEFFICIENT
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: ALL CROSS SECTIONS ARE TO BE INPUT FOR THE REACTOR **
C** COOLANT CHANNEL INLET REGION. THE UNITS FOR ALL CROSS **
C** SECTIONS (MACROSCOPIC) ARE cre-1. **
c***********************************************************************
C**
C** LINE #12:GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
C **
C** DIN(G)(G=1,NG), REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
C** 2-GROUP EXAMPLE: DIN(1),DIN(2)
C**
C** LINE #13: GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTIONS
C**
C ** SRIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
C **
C** LINE #14: GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION
C**
C**
C **
C**
C** FOUR GROUP EXAMPLE:
SSIN(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED ON A GROUP TO GROUP
TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE
C**
C**
C**
SSIN(1 --> 2),SSIN(1 --> 3),SSIN(2 --> 3),SSIN(1 --> 4),**
SSIN(2 --> 4),SSIN(3 --> 4) **167
C**
C**
C**
LINE#15: GROUP NU*FISSION PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS
**
**
**
C** NUSFIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#16: GROUP EXTERNAL SOURCE STRENGTH **
C** **
C** QEXTIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#17: GROUP AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS RELEASED PER **
C** FISSION (NU) **
C** **
C** NU(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#18: GROUP FRACTION OF FISSION SPECTRUM (CHI) **
C** **
C** XKI(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CROSS SECTION VARIANCES ARE
C** NOT PRECISELY KNOWN BUT ARE DETERMINED BY VARYING
C** THE APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS IN AN APPROPRIATE CROSS
C** SECTION GENERATION CODE. THE UNITS FOR THESE PARAMETERS
C** ARE AS FOLLOWS: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT
C** --> 1/(cm*OC), VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT --> 1/cm.
c***********************************************************************
**
**
**
**
**
**
C** **
C**LINE#19: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** DCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#20: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE **
C** COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** DCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#21: REMOVAL CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SRCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#22: REMOVAL CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE **
C** COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SRCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#23: SLOWING CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SSCV(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#24: SLOWING CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE **
C** COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SSCT(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#25: NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SFCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** **
C**LINE#26: NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE **
C** COEFFICIENT **
C** **
C** SFCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **168
C**
C** LINE #27:
C**
C**
VDAMP,GDAMP
VDAMP = VOID COEFFICIENT DAMPING FACTOR,
**
**
**
**
C**
C**
0.0<VDAMP<1.0: 0.0 --> NO DAMPING,
1.0 --> COMPLETE DAMPING
**
**
C** TYPICAL VALUE --> 0.33 **
C**
C**
C**
GDAMP = HEAT GENERATION MATRIX DAMPING FACTOR,
0.0<GDAMP<1.0: 0.0 --> NO DAMPING,
1.0 --> COMPLETE DAMPING
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
PROGRAM DI
INTEGER IIN,IIM,IIG,IIS
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200,IIG=4,IIS=6)
REAL RFO,RCO,L,PITCH,G(IIN,IIM),X(IIM),TC(IIM),TCIN,PI,HC(IIM)
REAL PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF,XIN,PSAT,MFR,HIN,DRF,DRCL,DZ,AFLOW
REAL BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,R(IIN),RCALC,GAM1(IIM)
REAL THETA1(IIM),GAM4(IIM),THETA4(IIM),FLUX(IIM,IIG),TSUB,CPSUB
REAL T( IIN, IIM), EPSK, EPSAL ,EPS,EPSAF,ZOB(IIG),ZOT(IIG)
REAL BTA(IIG),SR(IIM,IIG),D(IIM,IIG),SS(IIM,IIS),QEXT(IIM,IIG)
REAL DT(IIM,IIG),DB(IIM,IIG),NUSF(IIM,IIG),GAM(IIG),XKI(IIG)
REAL SRIN(IIG),SSIN(IIS),QEXTIN(IIG),NUSFIN(IIG),KNEW,VOID(IIM)
REAL ENPF,SUMG,NUSFG(IIN,IIM,IIG),TRAN(IIM),INTVAL,NU(IIG),VDAMP
REAL SIGF(IIN,IIM,IIG),GMAX,GSET,TESTPRO,FLUXOLD(IIM,IIG),EPSPRO
REAL TESTK,POWRAT,KOLD,EPSKO,DCV(IIG),DCT(IIG),SRCV(IIG),SRCT(IIG)
REAL SSCV(IIS),SSCT(IIS),SFCV(IIG),SFCT(IIG),FINIT,XARG
REAL HF,HG,RHOF,RHOG,TSAT,FMAX(IIG),GOLD(IIN,IIM),GDAMP,TIME
REAL FDENS,ALPH(IIM,IIG),DIN(IIG),VOIDOLD(IIM)
INTEGER NF,NC,M,I,J,ITMAX,NG,OITMAX,NSS,NSSC,K,II,PROIT,PROITX
INTEGER NOTCONV,JMAX,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,IGP,ITICK1,ITICK2,DYDAMP
INTEGER MR,ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES,NCASE,ICASE,DAMPCNT,GFLAG
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/CONDUCT/BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,GAM1,THETA1,
CGAM4,THETA4,ITMAX,EPS,EPSAF,EPSAL
COMMON/AXIAL/PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG,PITCH,MFR,TCIN,HIN,CPSUB,
CXIN
COMMON/HCCON/AFLOW,PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF
COMMON/DIFF/NG,EPSK,OITMAX,D,SR,SS,QEXT,XKI,NSS,DT,DB,ALPH,BTA,
CNUSF,GAM,Z0B,ZOT
COMMON/FUELK/FDENS
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='DI.INP',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='DI.OUT')
OPEN(UNIT=39,FILE='DI-STK.OUT')
C***********************STACKED CASE INPUT SECTION**********************
READ(3,*)NCASE
WRITE(39,*)' CASE EPSKO TIME ITERATIONS Keff'
DO 3333 ICASE=1,NCASE
c*******************************TimE THE HuN****************************
CALL TIMER(ITICK1)
C***************************READ INPUT FILE DATA************************
READ(3,*)RFO,RCO,L,PITCH
READ(3,*)M,NF,NC,NG
READ(3,*)PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS
READ(3,*)TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
READ(3,*)EPS,EPSAL,EPSAF,EPSK
READ(3,*)EPSPRO,EPSKO
READ(3,*)ITMAX,OITMAX,PROITX
READ(3,*)P1,P2,P3,P4,P5
READ(3,*)ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
READ(3,*)DYDAMP
C*********CONDITIONAL FILE OPEN STATEMENTS FOR OPTIONAL OUTPUT**********
IF(P1.EQ.1) OPEN (UNIT= 7,FILE= 'TCL- VOID.OUT')
IF(P2.EQ.1) OPEN (UNIT= 9,FILE= 'DIFFUSE.OUT')
IF(P3.EQ.1)0PEN(UNIT=11,FILE='AXIAL.OUT')169
IF(P4.EQ.1) OPEN (UNIT= 13,FILE= 'CONDUCT.OUT')
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=15,FILE='X-SECT.OUT')
WRITE(*,*)' YOU HAVE SELECTED TO OUPUT THE CROSS SECTION DATA'
WRITE(*,*)' AFTER EACH POWER ITERATION.'
WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,*)' GENERATING OUTPUT FOR EVERY GROUP IS TYPICALLY TOO'
WRITE(*,*)' LARGE AN AMOUNT OF DATA TO VIEW IN AN EDITOR:'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' INPUT THE ENERGY GROUP FOR WHICH YOU WISH TO OUTPUT'
WRITE(*,*)' THE NEUTRONIC CROSS SECTIONS.'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY GROUP = '
READ(*,*)IGP
ENDIF
C************************DIFFUSION CODE INPUT DATA**********************
READ(3,*)(DIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRIN(I),I=1,NG)
NSS=0
DO 1 I=1,NG
NSS=NSS+I-1
1 CONTINUE
READ(3,*)(SSIN(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(NUSFIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(QEXTIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(NU(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(XKI(I),I=1,NG)
DO 2 I=1,NG
DO 2 J=1,M
D(J,I)=DIN(I)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)
QEXT(J,I)=QEXTIN(I)
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 I=1,NSS
DO 3 J=1,M
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)
3 CONTINUE
DO 340 II=1,NG
DO 340 J=1,M
DO 340 I=1,NF+NC
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
340CONTINUE
C**************READ INPUT CROSS SECTION FUNCTION CONSTANTS**************
READ(3,*)(DCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(DCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SSCV(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SSCT(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SFCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SFCT(I),I=1,NG)
C************************READ DAMPING COEFFICIENTS**********************
READ(3,*)VDAMP,GDAMP
c***********************************************************************
KNEW=1.0 !NEED SOME VALUE FOR K FOR FIRST COUPLING ITERATION
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C****************RESTRICTION ON NUMBER OF SPATIAL POINTS****************
C** THE DOUBLE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE, AS WELL AS OTHER ALGORITHMS, **
C** REQUIRE THAT M, NF, AND NC ARE ALL ODD VALUES AT THE INPUT LEVEL**
c***********************************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * ** *ECHO INPUT DECK * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * **
WRITE(*,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO170
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(5,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(*,*)' FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) '
WRITE(*,*)' CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (m) '
WRITE(*,*)' ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(m) '
WRITE(*,*)' SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa) '
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN = ',TCIN,'(oC) '
WRITE(*,*)' INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
WRITE(*,*)' PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,'(W/mA3) '
WRITE(5,*)' FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) '
WRITE(5,*)' CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (m) '
WRITE(5,*)' ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(m) '
WRITE(5,*)' SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN = ',TCIN,'(0C) '
WRITE(5,*)' INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
WRITE(5,*)' PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,'(W/mA3) '
wRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
c*****************1
wRITE(5,*),*******************************************************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*************************ECHO INPUT CROSS-SECTIONS*********************
WRITE(*,*)'***********************INPUT DIFFUSION PARAMETERS******
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(5,*)'***********************INPUT DIFFUSION PARAMETERS******
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(*,*)'GROUP SR(g) NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
C X(g) '
WRITE(5,*)'GROUP SR(g) NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
C X(g)'
DO 4 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
WRITE(5,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
4 CONTINUE
971FORMAT(3X,I2,5(3X,F9.6))
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' SOURCE TARGET'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP GROUP INDEX SLOWING'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' SOURCE TARGET'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP GROUP INDEX SLOWING'
DO 7 I=1,NG
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC =O
GO TO 7
ENDIF
DO 6 K=1,I-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
WRITE(*,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
WRITE(5,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
6 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'171
C*****************ECHO CROSS SECTION FUNCTION CONSTANTS*****************
WRITE(*,*)1*******************CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*
c*****************1
WRITE(5,*)' *******************CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)' CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
C'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1436 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I),SFCT(I)
WRITE(5,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I),SFCT(I)
1436CONTINUE
757 FORMAT(4X,I3,3X,3(5X,E14.4))
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)' CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1437 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
WRITE(5,757)I,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
1437CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*),*******************************************************
c*****************1
wRITE(5,*),*******************************************************
c*****************1
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
C************************ECHO DAMPING COEFFICIENTS**********************
WRITE(*,*)' ************************DAMPING COEFFICIENTS***********
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'
WRITE(5,*).************************DAMPING COEFFICIENTS*
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,*)' VOID DAMPING HEAT GENERATION DAMPING'
WRITE(5,*)' VOID DAMPING HEAT GENERATION DAMPING'
WRITE(*,1290)VDAMP,GDAMP
WRITE(5,1290)VDAMP,GDAMP
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
wRITE(*,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
**********172
wRITE(5,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
1290FORMAT(16X,F5.3,19X,F5.3)
c***********************************************************************
C************************EVALUATE GENERAL CONSTANTS*********************
c***********************************************************************
NC=NC-1
c***********************************NOTE********************************
C** THIS CONVERTS THE # OF RADIAL POINTS IN THE CLAD TO THE # NOT **
C** INCLUDED IN FUEL (EXCLUDES COUNTING I=NF TWICE).THE TOTAL # OF**
C** RADIAL POINTS IS THEN ITOT = NF + NC, AFTER THE TRANSFORMATION **
C** PERFORMED ABOVE.BEFORE IT WAS ITOT = NF + NC 1. **
c***********************************************************************
PI=ACOS(-1.0) !PI
CALL SATPROP(PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG) !PROPERTIES AT PSAT
C***************************ENTRANCE CONDITIONS*************************
IF(TCIN.GE.TSAT)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' THE FLOW IS 2-PHASE AT THE ENTRANCE!'
ENDIF
XIN=(HIN-HF)/(HG-HF)
c***********************************************************************
DRF= RFO /(NF -1) !SPACING IN FUEL REGION
DRCL= (RCO- RFO) /NC !SPACING IN CLADDING REGION
DZ=L/(M-1) !AXIAL SPACING
RCALC=0.0
DO 19 I=1,NF
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRF
19 CONTINUE !GENERATES R(I) MATRIX
RCALC=RFO+DRCL
DO 21 I=NF+1,NF+NC
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRCL
21 CONTINUE
C********EVALUATE CONSTANTS FOR AXIAL THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS********
TSUB=(TCIN+TSAT)/2.0 !AVERAGE SAT LIQUID TEMPERATURE
CALL TPROP(TSUB,CPSUB,ZIT1,ZIT2,ZIT3) !AVERAGE VALUE OF CP
AFLOW=PITCH*PITCH-PI*RCO*RCO
PH=2.0*PI*RCO
PW=2.0*PI*RCO
DH=4.0*AFLOW/PH
DE=4.0*AFLOW/PW
PDR=PITCH/(2.0*RCO)
CHANF=0.9217+0.1478*PDR-0.1130*EXP(-7.0*(PDR-1.0)) !CHANNEL FACTOR
C*******************CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY VERIFICATION****************
IF (PDR.LT.1.05.OR.PDR.GT.1.9)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' P/D = ',PDR,' VALIDITY RANGE: 1.05 < P/D < 1.9 '
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
C***********************EVALUATE CONDUCTION CONSTANTS*******************
BETA1=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRF*DRF
BETA2=2.0*DRF*DRF+4.0*DZ*DZ
C1=RFO-(DRF*0.5)
C2=RF0+(DRCL*0.5)
C3=(RFO*DRF)-(DRF*DRF*0.25)
C4=(RFO*DRCL)+(DRCL*DRCL*0.25)
BETA4=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRCL*DRCL
C5=((DZ*DZ)/DRCL)*((2.0*RCO)-DRCL)
C6=(RCO*DRCL)-((DRCL*DRCL)*0.25)
DO 23 I=2,NF-1
GAM1(I)=DZ*DZ+NDZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))173
THETA1(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))
23 CONTINUE
DO 25 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
GAM4(I)=DZ*DZ+((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
THETA4(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
25 CONTINUE
C*****************INITIALIZE FLUX AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS****************
IF(ITGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 15 I=1,NF+NC
DO 15 J=1,M !UNIFORM
T(I,J)=TINIT
15 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 115 I=1,NF+NC
DO 115 J=1,M !SINE SHAPE
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
115 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 215 I=1,NF+NC
DO 215 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
215 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 315 I=1,NF+NC
DO 315 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !RAMP UP
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
315 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 415 I=1,NF+NC
DO 415 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0 !RAMP DOWN
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
415 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 515 I=1,NF+NC
DO 515 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT !STEP DOWN
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
515 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 615 I=1,NF+NC174
DO 615 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0
!
ELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT
ENDIF
STEP UP
615 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 715 I=1,NF+NC
DO 715 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
!SINERAMP
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
715 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 815 I=1,NF+NC
DO 815 J=1,M
IF(J.LE. (M +1) /2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!RAMP SINE
ELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
815 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 16 I=1,NF+NC
DO 16 J=1,M
!UNIFORM
G(I,J)=GSET
16 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 116 I=1,NF+NC
DO 116 J=1,M
!SINE SHAPE
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
116 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 216 I=1,NF+NC
DO 216 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
216 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 316 I=1,NF+NC
DO 316 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!RAMP UP
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
316 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.5)THEN175
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 416 I=1,NF+NC
DO 416 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=0.0 !RAMP DOWN
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
416 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 516 I=1,NF+NC
DO 516 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET !STEP DOWN
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
516 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 616 I=1,NF+NC
DO 616 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=0.0 !STEP UP
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET
ENDIF
616 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 716 I=1,NF+NC
DO 716 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M) !SINERAMP
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
716 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 816 I=1,NF+NC
DO 816 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !RAMPSINE
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
816 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 17 I=1,NG
DO 17 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT !UNIFORM
17 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 117 I=1,NG
DO 117 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M) !SINE SHAPE
117 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.3)THENMR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 217 I=1,NG
DO 217 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*
ENDIF
217 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.4)THEN
DO 318 I=1,NG
DO 318 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE !RAMP UP
FLUX(J,I)=0.0
ENDIF
318 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 417 I=1,NG
DO 417 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=0.0 !RAMP DOWN
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
ENDIF
417 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 517 I=1
DO 517 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
517 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 617 I=1
DO 617 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
617 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 717 I=1,NG
DO 717 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
ENDIF
717 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 817 I=1,NG
176
)) !SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
(FINIT/MR)
.6)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=FINIT
,I)=0.0
.7)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=0.0
,I)=FINIT
!STEP DOWN
!STEP UP
!SINERAMP177
DO 817 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN !RAMP - SINE
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
817 CONTINUE
ENDIF
797FORMAT(' POWER DISTRIBUTION ITERATION #',I5)
747FORMAT(' CURRENT EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',F8.6)
1757FORMAT(' PROFILE MAXIMUM LOCATION: ',I4,' TOTAL # AXIAL NODES:
C ',I4)
C*****************DYNAMIC GDAMP ADJUSTMENT VARIABLES********************
DAMPCNT=0
GFLAG=0
c***********************************************************************
C************BEGIN OUTER ITERATION ON THE AXIAL FLUX PROFILE************
c***********************************************************************
DO 7777 PROIT=1,PROITX
WRITE(*,797)PROIT
WRITE(*,747)KNEW
C WRITE(5,797)PROIT
C WRITE(5,747)KNEW
WRITE(*,1757)JMAX,M
C WRITE(5,1757)JMAX,M
WRITE(*,*)"
C************SECTION FOR OPTIONAL DYNAMIC GDAMP ADJUSTMENT**************
IF(DYDAMP.EQ.1)THEN
DAMPCNT=DAMPCNT+1
WRITE(*,*)' DAMPCNT = ',DAMPCNT
IF(GFLAG.EQ.0)THEN
IF(DAMPCNT.EQ.3)PEAK1=JMAX
IF(DAMPCNT.EQ.5)THEN
IF(JMAX.GT.PEAK1)THEN
GFLAG=1
DAMPCNT=0
GDAMP=GDAMP-0.1
WRITE(*,*)' GDAMP DECREASED
ENDIF
ENDIF
ELSE
IF(DAMPCNT.EQ.2)PEAK1=JMAX
IF(DAMPCNT.EQ.4)THEN
IF(JMAX.GE.PEAK1)THEN
DAMPCNT=0
GDAMP=GDAMP-0.1
WRITE(*,*)' GDAMP DECREASED
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
DO 341 I=1,NG
DO 341 J=1,M
FLUXOLD(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)
341 CONTINUE
KOLD=KNEW
NOTCONV=0
C**CALCULATE AVERAGE FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR USE IN DIFFUSION THOERY**
DO 443 II=1,NG
DO 443 J=1,M
DO 445 I=1,NF
TRAN(I)=R(I)*NUSFG(I,J,II)
445CONTINUE178
CALL SINT(TRAN,O.O,RFO,NF,INTVAL)
NUSF(J,II)=INTVAL/(0.5*RFO*RFO)
443CONTINUE
DO 343 II=1,NG
DO 343 J=1,M
DO 343 I=1,NF+NC
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
343CONTINUE
C*********************STORE OLD HEAT GENERATION MATRIX******************
DO 1327 J=1,M
DO 1327 I=1,NF
GOLD(I,J)=G(I,J)
1327CONTINUE
C***************CALCULATE HEAT GENERATION BASED UPON FLUX***************
DO 447 J=1,M
DO 447 I=1,NF !CALCULATING THEHEAT GENERATION
SUMG=0.0 !MATRIX WITH THEFLUX ENSURES
DO 446 II=1,NG !THE PROPER SHAPEOF THE PROFILE
SUMG=SUMG+SIGF(I,J,II)*FLUX(J,II)
446CONTINUE !THE PROPER MAGNITUDE IS
G(I,J)=ENPF*SUMG !OBTAINED BY A MAGNITUDE SHIFT
447 CONTINUE !BELOW
C**********NOW ASSURE THAT HEAT GENERATION IS AT DESIRED VALUE**********
C** FIND MAXIMUM OF HEAT GENERATION MATRIX WHICH WAS CALCULATED BASED **
C** UPON THE NEUTRON FLUX, THEN DIVIDE BY THAT VALUE AND MULTIPLY BY**
C** THE SET REACTOR POWER (THIS WILL KEEP THE REACTOR POWER IN THE **
C** PROVERBIAL BALL-PARK AS LONG AS THE FLUX PROFILE IS REASONABLE). **
c***********************************************************************
GMAX =O.0
DO 450 J=1,M
DO 450 I=1,NF
IF(G(I,J).GT.GMAX)THEN
GMAX=G(I,J)
JMAX=J
ENDIF
450CONTINUE
POWRAT=GSET/GMAX
DO 451 J=1,M
DO 451 I=1,NF
G(I,J)=G(I,J)*POWRAT
451CONTINUE
C*****************DAMP THE HEAT GENERATION MATRIX***********************
DO 448 J=1,M
DO 448 I=1,NF
G(I,J)=G(I,J)*GDAMP+GOLD(I,J)*(1.0-GDAMP)
448CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
C** NOW G(I,J) IS READY FOR USE IN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS PORTION: **
C** THE HEAT GENERATION HAS BEEN CALCULATED ON THE TWO DIMENSIONAL **
C** FISSION CROSS SECTIONS, THE 1-D (RADIALLY AVERAGED) FISSION CROSS **
C** SECTION HAS BEEN CALCULATED, AND THE HEAT GENERATION MATRIX HAS **
C** BEEN NORMALIZED TO THE INPUT VALUE WHILE MAINTAINING THE **
C** CALCULATED AXIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION.********************************
c***********************************************************************
C******************STORE OLD VOID FRACTION FOR DAMPING******************
DO 1918 J=1,M
VOIDOLD(J)=VOID(J)
1918CONTINUE
C***********************CALCULATE AXIAL PARAMETERS**********************
WRITE(*,*)' AXIAL CHANNEL ANALYSIS
CALL AXIAL(G,TC,X,VOID,HC)
C***************OPTIONAL AXIAL THERMAL/HYDRAULIC OUTPUT*****************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN179
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)'********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCE RESULTS*
c******************I
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,904)PROIT
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)'Z(m) TEMP.(oC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%)
Cc (W/OC*Ie2).
Z=0.0
DO 1967 J=1,M
WRITE(11,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
1967 CONTINUE
WRITE(11,*).******************************************************
WRITE(11,*)"
ENDIF
ENDIF
C*********************DAMP THE VOID FRACTION CHANGE*********************
DO 1919 J=1,M
VOID(J)=VOID(J)*VDAMP+VOIDOLD(J)*(1.0-VDAMP)
1919CONTINUE
C**********************CALCULATE TEMPERATURE FEILD**********************
WRITE(*,*)' AXIAL & RADIAL CONDUCTION
CALL CONDUCT(G,HC,TC,T)
C*************OPTIONAL CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD OUTPUT**************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)'*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULT
cs*****************,
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,904)PROIT
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)' FUEL CENTERLINECLADDING INNER CLADDIN
CG OUTER'
WRITE(13,*)'Z(m) TEMPERATURE (C) TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERA
CTURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 1969 J=1,M
WRITE(13,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
Z=Z+DZ
1969CONTINUE
wRITE(13,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(13,*)"
ENDIF
ENDIF
C*****RECALCULATE CROSS SECTIONS BASED UPON THERMAL HYDRAULIC DATA******
C*******OPTIONAL FUEL TEMPERATURE AND VOID FRACTION PRINT SECTION*******
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(7,*)"
WRITE(7,904)PROIT
WRITE(7,*)"
WRITE(7,*)' FUEL CENTERLINE VOID'
WRITE(7,*)' TEMPERATURE FRACTION'
DO 736 J=1,M
WRITE(7,*)T(1,J),VOID(J)
736 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,*)"
ENDIF
ENDIF180
904FORMAT(' OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION # ',I4)
c***********************************************************************
DO 737 I=1,NG
DO 737 J=1,M
XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
D(J,I)=DIN(I)+DCV(I)*VOID(J)-DCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)+SRCV(I)*VOID(J)-SRCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
D(J,I)=DIN(I)+DCV(I)*VOID(J)+DCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)+SRCV(I)*VOID(J)+SRCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
737CONTINUE
DO 739 I=1,NSS
DO 739 J=1,M
XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)-SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)+SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
739CONTINUE
DO 741 II=1,NG
DO 741 J=1,M
DO 741 I=1,NF
XARG=T(I,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)+SFCV(II)*VOID(J)-SFCT(II)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)+SFCV(II)*VOID(J)+SFCT(II)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
741CONTINUE
C**********************OPTIONAL CROSS SECTION OUTPUT********************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
1913FORMAT(' ENERGY GROUP: ',I2)
1914FORMAT(3(5X,F11.8))
WRITE(15,*).***************************AXIAL CROSS SECTION DATA***
c*****************1
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,904)PROIT
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,1913)IGP
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,*)' DIFFUSION REMOVAL NU-FISSION'
WRITE(15,*)' COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION CROSS SECTION'
DO 2223 J=1,M
WRITE(15,1914)D(J,IGP),SR(J,IGP),NUSFG(1,J,IGP)
2223CONTINUE
WRITE(15,*)"
wRITE(15,*)1*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(15,*)
ENDIF
ENDIF
C**********************CALCULATE DIFFUSION CONSTANTS********************
C**********TRANSFORM FROM METERS TO CENTIMETERS FOR DIFFUSION***********
L=L*100.0
DZ=DZ*100.0
DO 29 I=1,NG181
DO 27 J=2,M-1
DT(J,I)=0.5*(D(J+1,I)+D(J,I))
DB(J,I)=0.5*(D(J-1,I)+D(J,I))
ALPH(J,I)=DT(J,I)+DB(J,I)+SR(J,I)*DZ*DZ
27 CONTINUE
ZOB(I)=2.1312*D(1,I)
ZOT(I)=2.1312*D(M,I)
BTA(I)=(2.0*D(1,I)+SR(1,I)*DZ*Z0B(I))*(ZOB(I)+DZ)
GAM(I)=(2.0*D(M,I)+SR(M,I)*DZ*ZOT(I))*(ZOT(I)+DZ)
29 CONTINUE
C***********CALCULATE FLUX PROFILE AND MULTIPLICATION FACTOR************
WRITE(*,*)' MULTI-GROUP DIFFUSION
CALL DIFFUSE(FLUX,KNEW)
C***************EVALUATE CONVERGENCE UPON THE FLUX PROFILE**************
c***********************************************************************
C***FIRST NORMALIZE THE PROFILE, SINCE THE MAGNITUDE DOES NOT MATTER****
DO 833 I=1,NG
FMAX(I)=0.0
DO 835 J=1,M
IF(FLUX(J,I).GT.FMAX(I))FMAX(I)=FLUX(J,I)
835 CONTINUE
DO 836 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)/FMAX(I)
836 CONTINUE
833 CONTINUE
C********************OPTIONAL DIFFUSION CODE OUTPUT*********************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)'*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,904)PROIT
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' Z(m) Group #1 Group #2 Group#3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 3001 J=1,M
WRITE(9,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
3001CONTINUE
WRITE(9,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(9,*)'
ENDIF
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
C***********************NOW PERFORM CONVERGENCE CHECK*******************
DO 837 I=1,NG
DO 837 J=1,M
TESTPRO=ABS((FLUX(J,I)-FLUXOLD(J,I))/FLUX(J,I))
IF(TESTPRO.GT.EPSPRO)THEN
NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1
ENDIF
837 CONTINUE
TESTK=ABS((KNEW-KOLD)/KNEW)
IF(TESTK.GT.EPSKO)NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1
WRITE(*,*)' POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',NOTCONV
WRITE(*,*)"
C WRITE(5,*)' POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',NOTCONV
C WRITE(5,*)"
IF(NOTCONV.EQ.0)GO TO 111182
C***********************OUTER ITERATION CONTROLLER**********************
7777CONTINUE
C****CONTINUE AND ECHO TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATIONS****
111WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,903)PROIT
WRITE(5,903)PROIT
903FORMAT(' TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE'/' ITERATIONS REQUIRED
C FOR CONVERGENCE :',I4)
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*****************OPTIONAL OUTPUT FILE MAPPING FOR USER*****************
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE TCL-VOID.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE FUEL CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE'
WRITE(5,*)' AND VOID FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION'
WRITE(5,*)' FOR EACH OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5, *)'
ENDIF
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE DIFFUSE.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE GROUP AXIAL NEUTRON FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' RESULTS AND EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AS A'
WRITE(5,*)' FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH OUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE AXIAL.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE, QUALITY,'
WRITE(5,*)' CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, AND VOID'
WRITE(5,*)' FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH'
WRITE(5,*)' OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE CONCUCT.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS AN OUTPUT OF THE TEMPERATURE'
WRITE(5,*)' FIELD AT THE FUEL CENTERLINE, FUEL-CLADDING'
WRITE(5,*)' INTERFACE, AND CLADDING OUTER SURFACE AS A FUNCTION'
WRITE(5,*)' OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH OUTER FLUX PROFILE'
WRITE(5,*)' ITERATION.'
WRITE(5, *)'
ENDIF
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE X-SECT.OUT WAS OPENDED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS EACH GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT,'
WRITE(5,*)' REMOVAL CROSS SECTION, AND FISSION CROSS SECTION AS'
WRITE(5,*). FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AFTER EACH OUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
C*************NORMALIZE FLUX MAGNITUDES TO THE PROPER VALUES************
DO 3467 J=1,M
FLUX(J,NG)=G(1,J)/(ENPF*SIGF(1,J,NG))
3467CONTINUE
DO 3477 I=NG-1,1,-1
DO 3477 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=(FMAX(I)*FLUX(J,NG))/FMAX(NG)183
3477CONTINUE
C**************************GENERATE AXIAL OUTPUT************************
WRITE(*,*)' ********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCE RESULTS**
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(5,*).********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCE RESULTS**
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)'Z (m) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) He
C (W/OC*m^2).
WRITE(5,*)'Z (m) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) He
C (W/OC*m^2).
Z=0.0
DO 967 J=1,M
WRITE(*,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
WRITE(5,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
967CONTINUE
968FORMAT(F7.4,3X,F7.2,5X,F7.2,7X,F7.2,7X,F14.4)
wRITE(*,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(5,*)1*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
C*********************TEMPERATURE FIELD AXIAL OUTPUT********************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)'*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
WRITE(5,*)1*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *I
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)'
C OUTER'
WRITE(*,*)
CURE (C)'
WRITE(5,*)
C OUTER'
WRITE(5,*)
CURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 969 J=1,M
WRITE(*,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
WRITE(5,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
Z=Z+DZ
969CONTINUE
970FORMAT(F7.4,7X,F7.2,11X,F7.2,11X,F7.2)
wRITE(*,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
wRITE(5,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
C*********************DIFFUSION CODE OUTPUT RESULTS*********************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5, *)'
WRITE(*,*)'*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'
WRITE(5,*)'*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(5,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
'Z (m)
'Z (m)
TEMP.(OC)
TEMP.(0C)
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERAT
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERAT184
WRITE(*,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
C Group #4'
WRITE(5,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 2001 J=1,M
WRITE(*,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
WRITE(5,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
2001CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
317FORMAT(F10.4,4(5X,E10.4))
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** *STOP TIMING RUN * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * **
CALL TIMER(ITICK2)
TIME=(ITICK2-ITICK1)/100.0
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
WRITE(5,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
C***************************STACKED CASE OUTPUT*************************
WRITE(39,*)ICASE,EPSKO,TIME,PROIT,KNEW
C***************************STACKED CASE CONTROL************************
3333CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
CLOSE(5)
CLOSE(39)
STOP
END
C*******************AXIAL COOLANT BEHAVIOR SUBROUTINE*******************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE PRIMARY CONTROLLING CODE FOR DETERMINING **
C** THE AXIAL DEPENDENCE OF COOLANT PARAMETERS (COOLANT TEMPERATURE, **
C** QUALITY, AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT).THIS SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS **
C** AS AN ARGUMENT OF THE HEAT GENERATION MATRIX (2-D), AND IT RETURNS**
C** THREE 1-D ARRAYS CONTAINING THE AXIALLY DEPENDENT COOLANT TEMP, **
C** QUALITY, AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (TC,X,HC). ALTHOUGH THIS **
C** CODE WAS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN TO PREDICT THE PERFORMANCE OF A BWR **
C** CHANNEL, IT IS EQUALLY APPLICABLE TO A PWR SUBCHANNEL. **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCE BY THE INCLUDE STATMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'AXIAL.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE AXIAL(G,TC,X,VOID,HC)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL G(IIN,IIM),X(IIM),TC(IIM),TSAT,TCIN,HC(IIM),MFR
REAL PI,HIN,HF,ENTH(IIM),XIN,HINT,VOID(IIM),HG,RHOF,RHOG
REAL RFO,RCO,L,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PITCH,HCALC,PSAT
REAL KINT,R(IIN),Z,TD(IIN,IIM),PHI(IIM),CPSUB,INTVAL
INTEGER I,J,M,NF,NC,MINT
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/AXIAL/PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG,PITCH,MFR,TCIN,HIN,CPSUB,
CXIN
C*************************CALCULATE INLET QUALITY***********************
IF(XIN.LT.0.)THEN
X(1)=0.0
ELSE
X(1)=XIN
ENDIF
C****************PREPARE HEAT GENERATION TRANSFER MATRIX****************
DO 201 J=1,M
DO 201 I=1,NF185
TD(I,J)=R(I)*G(I,J)
201CONTINUE
C*********************BEGIN AXIAL BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS*********************
PHI(1)=0.0
Z=0.0
HINT=RF0/(NF-1)
c***********************************NoTE********************************
C** THE DOUBLE INTEGRATION SCHEME CAN ONLY ACCEPT ODD VALUES OF N AND **
C** M.SINCE N IS ALWAYS EQUAL TO NF, IT CAN BE SELECTED TO BE ODD.**
C** THE VALUE OF MINT IS VARIABLE FROM 1 TO M (SELECTED ODD), THUS ALL**
C** EVEN VALUES WILL BE SKIPPED AND RECOMPUTED AS THE AVERAGE OF THE**
C** NEIGHBORING VALUES. ************************************************
c***********************************************************************
DO 101 MINT=3,M,2
Z=Z+2.0*DZ
KINT=Z/(MINT-1)
CALL DINT(HINT,KINT,NF,MINT,TD,INTVAL)
PHI(MINT)=((2.0*PI)/MFR)*INTVAL !CALCULATES PHI
PHI(MINT-1)=(PHI(MINT)+PHI(MINT-2))/2.0 !PHI EVEN VALUE
101 CONTINUE
C*******CALCULATE TC AND HC BASED UPON INTEGRATED HEAT GENERATION*******
DO 102 J=1,M
TC(J)=(PHI(J)/CPSUB)+TCIN !CALCULATES TC BASED ON INT
ENTH(J)=HIN+PHI(J) !CALCULATE ENTHALPY,
IF(TC(J).GT.TSAT.AND.ENTH(J).GT.HF)THEN !IF SATURATED CALCULATE
X(J)=(ENTH(J)-HF)/(HGHF) !QUALITY, ELSE ASSIGN ZERO
VOID(J)=1.0/(1.0+((1-X(J))/X(J))*(RHOG/RHOF)) !VOID FRACTION
TC(J)=TSAT
ELSE
IF(TC(J).GT.TSAT)TC(J)=TSAT
X(J)=0.0
VOID(J)=0.0
ENDIF
102 CONTINUE
C********************CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS***************
C*************************NOTE ON he AT THE INLET***********************
C** SINCE THE ENTRANCE CONDITION EXPRESSION CANNOT ACCEPT VERY SMALL**
C** VALUES, THESE "NEAR Z=0 VALUES WILL BE ASSUMED TO BE THE SAME AS**
C********************THE FIRST VALUE THAT CAN BE CALCULATED*************
c***********************************************************************
Z=0 0
DO 444 J=1,M
CALL HCSUB(TC(J),X(J),Z,HCALC)
HC(J)=HCALC
Z=Z+DZ
444CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END186
c***********************************************************************
C***************CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT SUBROUTINE*********
C** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES A SINGLE VALUE OF THE HEAT TRANSFER **
C** COEFFICIENT FOR SPECIFIED FLOW CONDITIONS. THIS SUBROUTINE IS **
C** DESIGNED TO PREDICT THE VALUE OF h REGARDLESS OF THE STATE OF THE **
C** FLUID (SINGLE OR 2-PHASE).THIS CODE ACCEPTS, AS ARGUMENTS, THE**
C** FLUID TEMPERATURE, QUALITY, AND THE AXIAL DISTANCE FROM THE **
C** ENTRANCE OF THE CHANNEL TO THE FLUID POSITION. OTHER NECESSARY **
C** PARAMETERS ARE PROVIDED IN THE COMMON BLOCK. **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'HCSUB.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE HCSUB(T,X,Z,HCALC)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL T,X,Z,HCALC,DH,DE,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,CHANF,L,MFR,CP,MUT,MUF,MUG
REAL KL,PR,RE,H2F,HCHAN,LDR,XTT,PLR,PDR,RCO,PITCH,HF,HG,PSAT
REAL PI,AFLOW,PH,PW,R(IIN),DRF,DRCL,DZ,V,RFO,HIN,CPSUB,XIN
INTEGER M,NF,NC
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/AXIAL/PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG,PITCH,MFR,TCIN,HIN,CPSUB,
CXIN
COMMON/HCCON/AFLOW,PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF
C************DETERMINE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FLUID PROPERTIES***********
C** THIS WILL CALL TPROP, WHICH RETURNS TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FLUID **
C** PROPERTIES IN THE RANGE FROM 200 TO 690 OF.THE PROPERTIES **
C** RETURNED ARE: Cp, k, MU, AND SATURATED LIQUID DENSITY. **
c***********************************************************************
CALL TPROP(T,CP,KL,MUT,DENS)
IF(T.GE.TSAT)DENS=RHOF !SLIGHTLY MORE ACCURATE IF SAT. IS KNOWN
C***************SATURATED STEAM AND LIQUID VISCOSITIES******************
C** VERY LITTLE INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE ON VISCOSTY AS A FUNCTION OF **
C** SATURATION PRESSURE... SO FOR NOW THE VALUES ARE FIXED AT THOSE **
C** AVAILABLE FOR 1000 PSIA.THE UNITS ARE NOT A CONCERN SINCE THE **
C** ONLY PLACE THEY ARE USED IS IN A RATIO.*****************************
c***********************************************************************
MUF=4.0 !UNITS ARE WRONG, BUT WE NEED A RATIO
MUG=19.7 !UNITS ARE WRONG, BUT WE NEED A RATIO
C*********************CALCULATE FLUID VELOCITY (HEM)********************
V=MFR/(DENS*AFLOW) !(m/s)
C******************CALCULATE NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS*****************
RE=(DENS*V*DE)/MUT
PR=(MUT*CP)/KL
C****************************CALCULATE CHANNEL h************************
HCHAN=0.023*(KL/DH)*(RE**0.8)*(PR**0.4) !(W/re2*OC)
HCHAN=HCHAN*CHANF
C**************CHECK VALIDITY OF DITTUS-BOELTER CORRELATION*************
IF(PR.LT.0.7.OR.PR.GT.100)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' DITTUS-BOELTER CORRELATION VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' Pr = ',PR,' VALIDITY RANGDE:0.7 < Pr < 100 '
ENDIF
IF(RE.LT.10000.0)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' DITTUS-BOELTER CORRELATION VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' Re = ',RE,' VALIDITY RANGDE:Re > 10,000 '
ENDIF
LDR=L/DE
IF(LDR.LT.60.0)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' DITTUS-BOELTER CORRELATION VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' L/De = ',LDR,' VALIDITY RANGE: L/D > 60.0 '
ENDIF
C*************************VERIFY SINGLE OR TWO-PHASE********************
IF(T.GE.TSAT.AND.X.GT.0.0)THEN
XTT=1.0/(((X/(1-X))**0.9)*((RHOF/RHOG)**0.5)*((MUG/MUF)**0.1))187
H2F=(3.5*XTT**(-0.5))*HCHAN
IF(H2F.GT.HCHAN)THEN
HCALC=H2F
ELSE
HCALC=HCHAN
ENDIF
ELSE
HCALC=HCHAN
ENDIF
C************************ENTRANCE REGION CALCULATIONS*******************
C*************************NOTE ON he AT THE INLET***********************
C** SINCE THE ENTRANCE CONDITION EXPRESSION CANNOT ACCEPT VERY SMALL**
C** VALUES, THESE "NEAR Z=0 VALUES WILL BE ASSUMED TO BE THE SAME AS**
C********************THE FIRST VALUE THAT CAN BE CALCULATED*************
c***********************************************************************
PLR=Z/DE
IF(PLR.LT.40.0)THEN
IF(PLR.GE.1.0)THEN
HCALC=HCALC*(1.0+(1.2/PLR))
ELSE
HCALC=HCALC*2.2
ENDIF
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
C******************2-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION SUBROUTINE******************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE TREATS THE AXIAL AND RADIAL CONDUCTION WITHIN A **
C** REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT BY ASSUMING A TWO-REGION GEOMETRY.THE TWO**
C** REGIONS CONSIDERED ARE THE FUEL AND CLADDING. THE GAP BETWEEN THE **
C** FUEL AND CLADDING IS NEGLECTED SINCE THIS CODE IS PRIMARILY **
C** INTENDED TO ANALYZE COUPLING PHENOMENA AND NOT TO PROVIDE A **
C** RIGOROUSLY ACCURATE RESULT FOR THE TEMPERATURE FIELD. THE RESULT**
C** SHOULD BE, HOWEVER, QUITE ACCURATE REGARDLESS OF THIS OMISSION. **
C** THIS SUBROUTINE REQUIRES, AS ARGUMENTS, ARRAYS CONTAINING THE **
C** AXIALLY DEPENDENT COOLANT TEMPERATURE, HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, **
C** AND GUESS FOR THE TEMPERATURE FIELD. AN UPDATED TEMPERATURE FIELD **
C** IS THEN RETURNED AFTER AN SOR ITERATIVE CALCULATION IS PERFORMED. **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE CONDUCT(G,HC,TC,T)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL T(IIN,IIM),RFO,RCO,DRCL,DRF,DZ,L,PI,HC(200),ALPHA,EIG
REAL SUMR,SUMROLD,ALPHOLD,G(IIN,IIM),KF,KC,BETA1,BETA2
REAL BETA3,BETA4,BETA5(IIM),GAM1(IIM),THETA1(IIM),GAM3,THETA3,ETA3
REAL C1,C2,C3,C4,GAM4(IIM),THETA4(IIM),C5,C6,R(IIN),RESID(IIN,IIM)
REAL EPSAL,SQRTARG,ALPHAT,TESTAL,TEST,TC(IIM),EPS
REAL AF,TESTAF,AFOLD,EPSAF,TOLD(IIN,IIM)
INTEGER NF,NC,M,ITMAX,IT,FLAG,I,J,AFCOUNT,BOMB
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/CONDUCT/BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,GAM1,THETA1,
CGAM4,THETA4,ITMAX,EPS,EPSAF,EPSAL
C**********************INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES*******************
IT=0
ALPHA=1.0
SUMR=100.0
ALPHOLD=0.0
AFOLD=0.0
AFCOUNT=0
FLAG=0
C WRITE(*,*)' IT EIG ALPHA AF
C C BOMB'
C WRITE(5,*)' IT EIG ALPHA AF188
C C BOMB'
C*******************BEGIN ITERATION ON TEMPERATURE FIELD****************
DO 999 IT=1,ITMAX
DO 1431 I=1,NF+NC
DO 1431 J=1,M
TOLD(I,J)=T(I,J)
1431CONTINUE
BOMB=0
SUMROLD=SUMR
SUMR =0. 0
AFCOUNT=AFCOUNT+1
C*********DETERMINE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF FUEL AND CLADDING*********
CALL THRMLK(T,KF,KC)
C*********************CALCULATE R = 0 CASE TEMPERATURES*****************
RESID(1,1)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,1)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,2)+
C((G(1,1)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,1)*RESID(1,1)
T(1,1)=T(1,1)+RESID(1,1)*ALPHA
DO 101 J=2,M-1
RESID(1,J)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,J)+DRF*DRF*T(1,J+1)+
CDRF*DRF*T(1,J-1)+((G(1,J)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,J)*RESID(1,J)
T(1,J)=T(1,J)+RESID(1,J)*ALPHA
101CONTINUE
RESID(1,M)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,M)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,M-1)+
C((G(1,M)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,M)*RESID(1,M)
T(1,M)=T(1,M)+RESID(1,M)*ALPHA
C***************CALCULATE GENERAL FUEL REGION TEMPERATURE***************
DO 105 I=2,NF-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,1)+2.0*
CDRF*DRF*T(I,2)+((G(I,1)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(1,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA
DO 103 J=2,M-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRF*DRF*T(I,J+1)+DRF*DRF*T(I,J-1)+((G(I,J)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-
CBETA1*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
103CONTINUE
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,M)+
C2.0*DRF*DRF*T(I,M-1)+((G(I,M)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
105CONTINUE
C***********CALCULATE FUEL/CLAD INTERFACE REGION TEMPERATURE************
BETA3=((2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF)+((2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL)+2.0*C3*
CKF+2.0*C4*KC
GAM3=(2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL
THETA3=(2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF
ETA3=C3*KF+C4*KC
RESID(NF,1)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,1)+THETA3*T(NF-1,1)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,2)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,1)-BETA3*T(NF,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,1)*RESID(NF,1)
T(NF,1)=T(NF,1)+RESID(NF,1)*ALPHA
DO 107 J=2,M-1
RESID(NF,J)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,J)+THETA3*T(NF-1,J)+ETA3*
C(T(NF,J+1)+T(NF,J-1))+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,J)-BETA3*T(NF,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,J)*RESID(NF,J)
T(NF,J)=T(NF,J)+RESID(NF,J)*ALPHA
107CONTINUE
RESID(NF,M)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,M)+THETA3*T(NF-1,M)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,M-1)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,M)-BETA3*T(NF,M))189
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,M)*RESID(NF,M)
T(NF,M)=T(NF,M)+RESID(NF,M)*ALPHA
C****************CALCULATE GENERAL CLADDING TEMPERATURES****************
DO 123 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,1)+2.0*
CDRCL*DRCL*T(I,2)-BETA4*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(I,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA
DO 121 J=2,M-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRCL*DRCL*T(I,J+1)+DRCL*DRCL*T(I,J-1)-BETA4*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
121CONTINUE
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,M)+
C2.0*DRCL*DRCL*T(I,M-1)-BETA4*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
123CONTINUE
C**************CALCULATE CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES***************
DO 131 J=1,M
BETA5(J)=C5+2.0*C6+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ)/KC)
131CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,1)=(1.0/BETA5(1))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,1)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,2)+((2.0*HC(1)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(1))/KC)-BETA5(1)*T(NF+NC,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,1)*RESID(NF+NC,1)
T(NF+NC,1)=T(NF+NC,1)+RESID(NF+NC,1)*ALPHA
DO 135 J=2,M-1
RESID(NF+NC,J)=(1.0/BETA5(J))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,J)+C6*(T(NF+NC,J+1)+
CT(NF+NC,J-1))+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(J))/KC)-BETA5(J)*
CT(NF+NC,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,J)*RESID(NF+NC,J)
T(NF+NC,J)=T(NF+NC,J)+RESID(NF+NC,J)*ALPHA
135CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,M)=(1.0/BETA5(M))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,M)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,M-1)+((2.0*HC(M)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(M))/KC)-
CBETA5(M)*T(NF+NC,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,M)*RESID(NF+NC,M)
T(NF+NC,M)=T(NF+NC,M)+RESID(NF+NC,M)*ALPHA
C*********CALCULATE LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF ITERATION MATRIX FROM*********
C*****SQUARE ROOT OF THE RATIO OF THE SUM OF THE RESIDUALS SQUARED******
EIG=SQRT(SUMR/SUMROLD)
C**************************PERFORM ACCELERATION*************************
AF=1.0/(1.0-EIG)
TESTAF=ABS((AFOLD-AF)/AF)
IF(AFCOUNT.GT.10.AND.TESTAF.LT.EPSAF)THEN
AFCOUNT=0
C WRITE(*,*)' ACCELERATION PERFORMED
C WRITE(5,*)' ACCELERATION PERFORMED
DO 9042 I=1,NF+NC
DO 9042 J=1,M
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+AF*RESID(I,J)
9042 CONTINUE
ENDIF
AFOLD=AF
C**********************OPTIMIZE OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR******************
SQRTARG=1.0-EIG
IF(SQRTARG.LT.0.)GO TO 337
ALPHAT=(2.0/(1.0+SQRT(1.0-EIG)))
TESTAL=ABS((ALPHAT-ALPHOLD)/ALPHAT)
IF(FLAG.EQ.0)THEN
IF(TESTAL.LT.EPSAL)THEN
ALPHA=ALPHAT
FLAG=1190
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
ELSE
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
ENDIF
ENDIF
337CONTINUE
C*********************TEST FOR CONVERGENCE OF FIXED POINTS**************
DO 1432 I=1,NF+NC
DO 1432 J=1,M
TEST=ABS((T(I,J)-TOLD(I,J))/T(I,J))
IF(TEST.GT.EPS)BOMB=BOMB+1
1432 CONTINUE
C WRITE(*,*)IT,EIG,ALPHA,AF,BOMB
C WRITE(5,*)IT,EIG,ALPHA,AF,BOMB
444FORMAT(' IT = ',I4,5X,'EIG = ',F12.7,5X,'ALPHA =',F6.4)
IF(BOMB.EQ.0)GO TO 97
999CONTINUE
97 RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
C********************THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY SUBROUTINE********************
C***********DETERMINES AVERAGE FUEL AND CLADDING TEMPERATURE************
C******AND CALCULATES THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF FUEL ANDCLADDING*******
C** THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES ARE CALCULATED BASEDUPON THE AVERAGE**
C** TEMPERATURE IN THAT REGION.THIS AVERAGE IS DETERMINED BY AN **
C** 2-D INTEGRATION AVERAGING SCHEME, AND THUSSHOULD BE QUITE **
C** ACCURATE.A SINGLE VALUE OF THE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY IN EACH **
C** REGION, HOWEVER. THIS APPROXIMATION IS RELATIVELYACCURATE FOR **
C** THE CLADDING REGION, BUT IS LESS ACCURATE FORTHE FUEL. THE ONLY**
C** ARGUMENT NEEDED IS THE TEMPERATURE FIELD ANDCONSTANTS WHICH ARE**
C** PROVIDED IN THE COMMON BLOCK. THE VALUES, KF ANDKC, ARE RETURNED.**
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE AND FUNCTION BLOCK IS REFERENCEDBY THE INCLUDE **
C** STATEMENT:
**
C** INCLUDE 'THRMLK.FOR'
**
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE THRMLK(T,KF,KC)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL RFO,RCO,L,R(IIN),TRANF(IIN,IIM),TRANC(IIN,IIM),KF,TFAVE
REAL DRCL,KC,T(IIN,IIM),XINT,TCLAVE,DRF,DZ,PI
INTEGER NF,NC,M
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
C****************PREPARE FUEL TEMPERATURE TRANSFER MATRIX***************
DO 31 J=1,M
DO 31 I=1,NF
TRANF(I,J)=T(I,J)*R(I)
31 CONTINUE
C****************CALCULATE FUEL AVERAGE TEMPERATURE ANDKF**************
CALL DINT(DRF,DZ,NF,M,TRANF,XINT)
TFAVE=(2.0*XINT)/(RFO*RFO*L)
KF=XKFF(TFAVE)
!THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION
C***************PREPARE CLADDING TEMPERATURE TRANSFER MATRIX************
DO 33 J=1,M
DO 33 I=1,NC+1
TRANC(I,J)=T(I+NF-1,J)*R(I+NF-1)
33 CONTINUE
C**************CALCULATE CLADDING AVERAGE TEMPERATURE ANDKC************
CALL DINT(DRCL,DZ,NC+1,M,TRANC,XINT)
TCLAVE=(2.0*XINT)/((RCO*RCO-RFO*RFO)*L)
KC=XKCF(TCLAVE)
!THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END191
c***********************************************************************
C*******************FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION******************
c***********************************************************************
REAL FUNCTION XKFF(T)
REAL T,FDENS
COMMON/FUELK/FDENS
XKFF=0.0130+1.0/(T*(0.4848-0.4465*FDENS)) !{W /cmOC}
XKFF=XKFF*100.0
!(W/MOC)
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C*****************CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION****************
c***********************************************************************
REAL FUNCTION XKCF(T)
REAL T
XKCF=0.00575*T+12.25
!(W/MOC)
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
C**********************NEUTRON DIFFUSION SUBROUTINE*********************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR **
C** AND FLUX PROFILE FOR THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL AXIAL GEOMETRY. THE CODE **
C** ALLOWS FOR SPATIALLY VARIABLE CROSS-SECTIONS AND SOURCES. THE MESH**
C** IS ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT OVER THE LENGTH OF THE AXIAL REACTOR **
C** CHANNEL. THE "INNER ITERATION" IS SOLVED SIMPLY BY A TRIDIAGONAL**
C** MATRIX SOLVER. THE OUTER ITERATION CONVERGES UPON THE VALUE OF THE**
C** EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR, WHICH IS CALCULATED BASED UPON A **
C** SIMPSON'S 1/3 RULE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE FISSION SOURCE******
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE DIFFUSE(FLUX,KNEW)
INTEGER IIN,IIM,IIG,IIS
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200,IIG=4,IIS=6)
REAL FLUX(IIM,IIG),DZ,ZOB(IIG), ZOT(IIG),ALPH(IIM,IIG),BTA(IIG)
REAL SR(IIM,IIG),D(IIM,IIG),SS(IIM,IIS),QEXT(IIM,IIG),QF(IIM)
REAL DT(IIM,IIG),DB(IIM,IIG),NUSF(IIM,IIG),GAM(IIG),QEFF(IIM,IIG)
REAL KOLD,KNEW,XKI(IIG),A(IIM,3),ST(IIM),GF(IIM),SINTO,SINTN,L
REAL RFO,RCO,R(IIN),DRF,DRCL,PI,EPSK,TESTK
INTEGER M,I,J,NG,NSSC,OIT,OITMAX,NSS,NF,NC
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/DIFF/NG,EPSK,OITMAX,D,SR,SS,QEXT,XKI,NSS,DT,DB,ALPH,BTA,
CNUSF,GAM,Z0B,ZOT
C********************CALCULATE INITIAL FISSION SOURCE*******************
DO 13 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 13 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
13 CONTINUE
NSSC=0
C************************BEGIN OUTER ITERATION**************************
DO 999 OIT= 1,OITMAX
KOLD=KNEW
C******************DETERMINE AXIAL FLUX IN EACH GROUP*******************
DO 39 I=1,NG
C**********************CALCULATE EFFECTIVE SOURCE***********************
DO 917 J=1,M !THIS RESETS THE SOURCE TERM
QEFF(J,I)=QEXT(J,I) !TO THE EXTERNAL VALUE TO
917 CONTINUE !AVOID CAUSING EXPLOSIONS.
C**********************CALCULATE IN-SCATTER TERMS***********************
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC=0
GO TO 99
ENDIF192
DO 41 K=1,I-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
DO 45 J=1,M
QEFF(J,I)=QEFF(J,I)+FLUX(J,K)*SS(J,NSSC)
45 CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
C*************************INCLUDE FISSION SOURCE************************
99 DO 57 J=1,M
QEFF(J,I)=QEFF(J,I)+QF(J)*(XKI(I)/KNEW)
57 CONTINUE
C***************SETUP MATRIX COEFFICIENTS FOR GROUP FLUX****************
A(1,1)=0.0
A(1,2)=BTA(I)
A(1,3)=-2.0*D(1,I)*Z0B(I)
ST(1)=QEFF(1,I)*DZ*DZ*Z0B(I)
DO 347 J=2,M-1
A(J,1)=-DB(J,I)
A(J,2)=ALPH(J,I)
A(J,3)=-DT(J,I)
ST(J)=QEFF(J,I)*DZ*DZ
347 CONTINUE
A(M,1)=-2.0*D(M,I)*ZOT(I)
A(M,2)=GAM(I)
A(M,3)=0.0
ST(M)=QEFF(M,I)*DZ*DZ*ZOT(I)
C*******CALL TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER TO SOLVE FOR GROUP FLUX**********
CALL THOMAS(A,ST,M,GF)
DO 237 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=GF(J)
237 CONTINUE
C***************CONTINUE INNER GROUP FLUX DETERMINATION*****************
39 CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
C**********UPDATE FISSION SOURCE VECTOR AND CALCULATE NEW K*************
c***********************************************************************
C****************INTEGRATE OLD FISSION SOURCE VECTOR********************
CALL SINT(QF,0.0,L,M,SINTO)
C***********************UPDATE FISSION SOURCE***************************
DO 23 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 23 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
23 CONTINUE
C****************INTEGRATE NEW FISSION SOURCE VECTOR********************
CALL SINT(QF,0.0,L,M,SINTN)
C**************CALCULATE UPDATED MULTIPLICATION FACTOR******************
KNEW=SINTN/((1.0/KOLD)*SINTO)
TESTK=ABS((KNEW-KOLD)/KNEW)
IF(TESTK.LT.EPSK)GO TO 1002
c***********************************************************************
999CONTINUE !OUTER ITERATION CONTROL
c***********************************************************************
C*********TRANSFORM FROM CENTIMETERS BACK TO METERS TO RETURN***********
1002L=L*0.01
DZ=DZ*0.01
C***********************RETURN RESULT TO MAIN PROGRAM*******************
RETURN
END193
c***********************************************************************
C*******************DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE***************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE NUMERICALLY PERFORMS A DOUBLE INTEGRAL, GIVEN THE **
C** INPUT 2-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE DATA TO BE INTEGRATED.THE OTHER**
C** ARGUMENTS USED BY THIS SUBROUTINE ARE AS FOLLOWS: H = SPACING IN**
C** DIRECTION OF THE N INDEX, K = SPACING IN THE DIRECTION OF THE M **
C** INDEX, N = NUMBER OF POINTS OVER ONE VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION, **
C** M = NUMBER OF POINTS OVER OTHER VARIABLE OF INTEGRATION.BOTH N**
C** AND M ARE NUMBERED BEGINNING WITH 1 AND GOING TO N OR M. **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'DINT.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE DINT(H,K,N,M,DAT,XINT)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL H,K,XINT,S(12),DAT(IIN,IIM),DATM(0:IIN,O:IIM)
INTEGER N,M,I,J
C*************************INITIALIZE SUMMATION ARRAYS*******************
DO 101 1=1,12
S(I)=0.0
101CONTINUE
c*****************************TRANsLATE mATRIx**************************
DO 501 I=0,N-1
DO 501 J=0,M-1
DATM(I,J)=DAT(I+1,J+1)
501CONTINUE
c*****************************pERFoRm summATIms************************
DO 1 I=2,N-3,2
S(1)=S(1)+DATM(I,0)
1 CONTINUE
DO 2 I=1,N-2,2
S(2)=S(2)+DATM(I,0)
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 J=2,M-3,2
S(3)=S(3)+DATM(0,J)
3 CONTINUE
DO 4 J=2,M-3,2
DO 4 I=2,N-3,2
S(4)=S(4)+DATM(I,J)
4 CONTINUE
DO 5 J=2,M-3,2
DO 5 I=1,N-2,2
S(5)=S(5)+DATM(I,J)
5 CONTINUE
DO 6 J=2,M-3,2
S(6)=S(6)+DATM(N-1,J)
6 CONTINUE
DO 7 J=1,M-2,2
S(7)=S(7)+DATM(0,J)
7 CONTINUE
DO 8 J=1,M-2,2
DO 8 I=2,N-3,2
S(8)=S(8)+DATM(I,J)
8 CONTINUE
DO 9 J=1,M-2,2
DO 9 I=1,N-2,2
S(9)=S(9)+DATM(I,J)
9 CONTINUE
DO 10 J=1,M-2,2
S(10)=S(10)+DATM(N-1,J)
10 CONTINUE
DO 11 I=2,N-3,2194
S(11)=S(11)+DATM(I,M-1)
11 CONTINUE
DO 12 I=1,N-2,2
S(12)=S(12)+DATM(I,M-1)
12 CONTINUE
C***************CALCULATE INTEGRAL VALUE BASED UPON SUMMATIONS**********
XINT=(H*K/9.0)*(DATM(0,0)+2.0*S(1)+4.0*S(2)+DATM(N-1,0)+
C2.0*S(3)+4.0*S(4)+8.0*S(5)+2.0*S(6)+4.0*S(7)+8.0*S(8)+16.0*S(9)+
C4.0*S(10)+DATM(0,M-1)+2.0*S(11)+4.0*S(12)+DATM(N-1,M-1))
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
C**********************SINGLE INTEGRAL SUBROUTINE***********************
c***********************************************************************
C** SINGLE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE USING SIMPSON'S 1/3 RULE FOR A SET**
C** OF DATA.THIS IS ORGININALLY INTENDED TO INTEGRATE THE FISSION **
C** SOURCE VECTOR IN A MULTI-GROUP NEUTRON DIFFUSION CODE (1-D AXIAL).**
C** THE SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS A 1-D ARRAY CONTAINING THE VECTOR TO BE **
C** INTEGRATED (WHICH MUST HAVE AN ODD NUMBER OF ELEMENTS (M) **
C** NUMBERED FROM 1 TO M), AND THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION (A AND B), **
C** AND RETURNS THE VALUE OF THE INTEGRAL (INTVAL). **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'SINT.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SINT(X,A,B,M,INTVAL)
INTEGER IIM
PARAMETER(IIM=200)
REAL X(IIM),INTVAL,S1,S2,A,B,XINT(0:IIM)
INTEGER I,J,M,MINT
C******************INITIALIZE INTEGRATION VARIABLES*********************
S1=0.0
S2=0.0
INTVAL=0.0
C**********************REASSIGN VECTOR COMPONENTS***********************
MINT=M-1
DO 1 I=0,MINT
XINT(I)=X(I+1)
1 CONTINUE
c**************************pERFoRm summATIoms***************************
DO 3 I=1,MINT-1,2
S1=S1+XINT(I)
3 CONTINUE
DO 5 J=2,MINT-2,2
S2=S2+XINT(J)
5 CONTINUE
C***********************CALCULATE INTEGRAL VALUE************************
INTVAL=((B-A)/(3.0*MINT))*(XINT(0)+4.0*S1+2.0*S2+XINT(MINT))
c****************************RETuRN REsuLT******************************
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C**********THOMAS ALGORITM TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER SUBROUTINE*********
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'THOMAS.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE THOMAS(X,RHS,N,F)
INTEGER IIM
PARAMETER(IIM=200)
REAL X(IIM,3),RHS(IIM),F(IIM)
INTEGER N,K
c****************************mcomposiTiom******************************195
DO 7 K=2,N
X(K,1)=X(K,1)/X(K-1,2)
X(K,2)=X(K,2)-X(K,1)*X(K-1,3)
7 CONTINUE
C*************************FORWARD SUBSTITUTION**************************
DO 9 K=2,N
RHS(K)=RHS(K)-X(K,1)*RHS(K-1)
9 CONTINUE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *** *BACK SUBSTITUTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * **
F(N)=RHS(N)/X(N,2)
DO 13 K=N-1,1,-1
F(K)=(RHS(K)-X(K,3)*F(K+1))/X(K,2)
13 CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************
C**********TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FLUID PROPERTIES SUBROUTINE************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE FLUID PROPERTIES Cp, k, VISCOSITY, **
C** AND SATURATED LIQUID DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE ONLY. **
C** ALTHOUGH THESE PROPERTIES ARE ALSO A FUNCTION OF PRESSURE, THOSE**
C** GIVEN HERE ARE ONLY MILDLY DEPENDENT ON TEMPERATURE (THE DENSITY**
C** IS THAT OF THE SATURATED LIQUID, AND THUS IS NOT HIGHLY TEMP. **
C** DEPENDENT.THE DATA IN THIS SUBROUTINE WAS TAKEN FROM A TABLE **
C** WHICH LISTS THESE PROPERTIES AT 1000 psia, WHICH IS OFTEN THE **
C** PRESSURE RANGE OF INTEREST FOR MOST BWR's.... THE PRESSURE RANGE**
C** FOR WHICH THIS SUBROUTINE WAS INTENDED. ****************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'TPROP.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE TPROP(T,CPT,KT,MUT,DENST)
REAL TEMP(27),CP(27),K(27),MU(27),X,DENS(27),CPT,MUT,KT,DENST
INTEGER I
DATA TEMP/200.0,210.0, 220.0, 240.0, 260.0, 280.0, 300.0,320.0,
1 340.0,360.0, 380.0, 400.0, 420.0, 440.0, 460.0,480.0,
2 500.0,520.0, 540.0, 560.0, 580.0, 600.0, 620.0,640.0,
3 660.0,680.0, 690.0/
DATA CP /1.0008,1.0024, 1.0039, 1.0075, 1.0117, 1.0163,1.0232,
1 1.0307,1.0999, 1.0496, 1.0611, 1.0740, 1.0870,1.1050,
2 1.1240,1.1490, 1.1760, 1.2100, 1.2800, 1.3400,1.4100,
3 1.5100,1.6500, 1.8800, 2.3400, 3.5000, 5.5000/
DATA K /0.3957,0.3972, 0.3977, 0.3988, 0.3992, 0.3987,0.3981,
1 0.3969,0.3947, 0.3919, 0.3885, 0.3840, 0.3787,0.3728,
2 0.3664,0.3595, 0.3510, 0.3410, 0.3298, 0.3189,0.3064,
3 0.2919,0.2753, 0.2565, 0.2335, 0.2056, 0.1854/
DATA MU /0.748,0.697, 0.670, 0.604, 0.551, 0.502, 0.460,0.426,
1 0.396,0.372, 0.351, 0.330, 0.312, 0.296, 0.282,0.270,
2 0.257,0.246, 0.235, 0.225, 0.217, 0.210, 0.200,0.190,
3 0.177,0.161, 0.148/
DATA DENS/60.314,60.006, 59.830, 59.305, 58.727, 58.156,57.537,
1 56.883,56.211, 55.463, 54.720, 53.903, 53.042,52.154,
2 51.230,50.191, 49.097, 47.847, 46.512, 45.249,43.860,
3 43.373,40.486, 38.452, 35.971, 32.787, 30.488/
C*****************TRANSFORM TEMPERATURE TO OF FOR USE HERE**************
T= T*(9.0/5.0)+32.0
C*********************DETERMINE Cp BASED UPON TEMPERATURE***************
DO 101 1=2,27
IF(T.LT.TEMP(I).AND.T.GE.TEMP(I-1))THEN
X=(TEMP(I)-T)/(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))
CPT=X*(CP(I)-CP(I-1))+CP(I-1)
CPT=CPT*4186.8 !TRANSFORM FROM (Btu/lb*OR) TO (J/kg*OC)
GO TO 102196
ENDIF
101CONTINUE
102CONTINUE
C**********************DETERMINE k BASED UPON TEMPERATURE***************
DO 103 1=2,27
IF(T.LT.TEMP(I).AND.T.GE.TEMP(I-1))THEN
IF(T.LT.260.0)THEN !INCREASING REGION
X=(TEMP(I)-T)/(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))
KT=X*(K(I)-K(I-1))+K(I-1)
GO TO 104
ENDIF
IF(T.GE.260.0)THEN
X=(TEMP(I)-T)/(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1)) !DECREASING REGION
KT=X*(K(I-1)-K(I))+K(I)
KT=KT*1.730735 !TRANSFORM FROM (Btu/h*ft*OF) TO (W/m*OC)
GO TO 104
ENDIF
ENDIF
103CONTINUE
104CONTINUE
C**********************DETERMINE MU BASED UPON TEMPERATURE**************
DO 105 1=2,27
IF(T.LT.TEMP(I).AND.T.GE.TEMP(I-1))THEN
X=(TEMP(I)-T)/(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))
MUT=X*(MU(I-1)-MU(I))+MU(I)
MUT=MUT*4.133789E-4 !TRANSFORM FROM (1b/ft*hr) TO (Pa*s)
GO TO 106
ENDIF
105CONTINUE
106CONTINUE
C********************DETERMINE DENSITY BASED UPON TEMPERATURE***********
DO 107 1=2,27
IF(T.LT.TEMP(I).AND.T.GE.TEMP(I-1))THEN
X=(TEMP(I)-T)/(TEMP(I)-TEMP(I-1))
DENST=X*(DENS(I-1)-DENS(I))+DENS(I)
DENST=DENST*16.01846 !TRANSFORM FROM (1b/ftA3) TO (kg /m ^3)
GO TO 108
ENDIF
107 CONTINUE
108CONTINUE
C***********************TRANSFORM TEMPERATURE BACK TO OC****************
T=(5.0/9.0)*(T-32.0)
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END197
c***********************************************************************
C*******************SATURATED FLUID PROPERTIES SUBROUTINE***************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE SATURATED LIQUID AND VAPOR VALUES**
C** AS A FUNCTION OF SATURATION PRESSURE.THE DATA STATEMENTS ARE **
C** LIMITED TO THE RANGE OF 826.69 < PSAT < 1326.17 psia.THIS IS **
C** EASILY ADJUSYED BY ENLARGING THE RANGE OF THE DATA LINES.THE **
C** SUBROUTINE REQUIRES THE ARGUMENT, PSAT, AND RETURNS THE ARGUMENTS:**
C** TSAT, DENSF, DENSG, HF, AND HG.ALL RESULTS ARE RETURNED IN SI **
C** BASE UNITS, AND THE INPUT ARGUMENT MUST BE IN Pa (SI ALSO). ********
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE IS REFERENCED BY THE INCLUDE STATEMENT: **
C** INCLUDE 'SATPROP.FOR' **
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SATPROP(PSAT,TSAT,DENSF,DENSG,HF,HG)
REAL PSATD(30),TSATD(30),VGD(30),VFD(30),HGD(30),HFD(30),PSAT,TSAT
REAL DENSF,DENSG,HF,HG,X,VF,VG
INTEGER I
DATA PSATD/826.69, 841.04, 855.58, 870.31, 885.23,
1 900.34, 915.66, 931.17, 946.88, 962.79,
2 978.90, 995.22, 1011.75, 1028.49, 1045.43,
3 1062.59, 1079.96, 1097.55, 1115.36, 1133.38,
4 1151.63, 1170.10, 1188.80, 1207.72, 1226.88,
5 1246.26, 1265.89, 1285.74, 1305.84, 1326.17 /
DATA VFD /0.02097, 0.02102, 0.02107, 0.02112, 0.02118,
1 0.02123, 0.02129, 0.02134, 0.02140, 0.02146,
2 0.02151, 0.02157, 0.02163, 0.02169, 0.02176,
3 0.02182, 0.02188, 0.02194, 0.02201, 0.02207,
4 0.02214, 0.02221, 0.02228, 0.02235, 0.02242,
5 0.02249, 0.02256, 0.02264, 0.02271, 0.02279 /
DATA VGD /0.54926, 0.53916, 0.52926, 0.51955, 0.51004,
1 0.50070, 0.49155, 0.48257, 0.47377, 0.46513,
2 0.45665, 0.44834, 0.44018, 0.43217, 0.42432,
3 0.41660, 0.40903, 0.40160, 0.39431, 0.38714,
4 0.38011, 0.37320, 0.36642, 0.35975, 0.35321,
5 0.34678, 0.34046, 0.33426, 0.32816, 0.32216 /
DATA HFD /514.4, 516.9, 519.3, 521.8, 524.3,
1 526.8, 529.2, 531.7, 534.2, 536.8,
2 539.3, 541.8, 544.4, 546.9, 549.5,
3 552.0, 554.6, 557.2, 559.8, 562.4,
4 565.0, 567.6, 570.3, 572.9, 575.6,
5 578.3, 581.0, 583.7, 586.4, 589.1 /
DATA HGD /1198.6, 1198.2, 1197.8, 1197.3, 1196.9,
1 1196.4, 1195.9, 1195.4, 1194.8, 1194.3,
2 1193.7, 1193.1, 1192.5, 1191.9, 1191.2,
3 1190.6, 1189.9, 1189.2, 1188.4, 1187.7,
4 1186.9, 1186.1, 1185.3, 1184.5, 1183.6,
5 1182.7, 1181.8, 1180.9, 1179.9, 1179.0 /
DATA TSATD/522.0, 524.0, 526.0, 528.0, 530.0,
1 532.0, 534.0, 536.0, 538.0, 540.0,
2 542.0, 544.0, 546.0, 548.0, 550.0,
3 552.0, 554.0, 556.0, 558.0, 560.0,
4 562.0, 564.0, 566.0, 568.0, 570.0,
5 572.0, 574.0, 576.0, 578.0, 580.0 /
C****************CONVERT PSAT FROM SI TO ENGLISH FOR USE HERE***********
PSAT=PSAT*1.4503773773E-4
C****DETERMINE SATURATION TEMPERATURE BASED ON SATURATION PRESSURE******
DO 1 1=2,30
IF(PSAT.LT.PSATD(I).AND.PSAT.GE.PSATD(I-1))THEN
X=(PSATD(I)-PSAT)/(PSATD(I)-PSATD(I-1))
TSAT=X*(TSATD(I)-TSATD(I-1))+TSATD(I-1) !(OF)
TSAT=(5.0/9.0)*(TSAT-32.0) !OF TO OC198
GO TO 2
ENDIF
1 CONTINUE
2 CONTINUE
C*********DETERMINE SAT. LIQUID DENSITY FROM SATURATIONPRESSURE********
DO 3 1=2,30
IF(PSAT.LT.PSATD(I).AND.PSAT.GE.PSATD(I-1))THEN
X=(PSATD(I)-PSAT)/(PSATD(I)-PSATD(I-1))
VF=X*(VFD(I)-VED(I-1))+VFD(I-1)
DENSF=1.0/VF !(1bm/ftA3)
DENSF=DENSF*16.01846
!CONVERTING TO (kg /m ^3)
GO TO 4
ENDIF
3 CONTINUE
4 CONTINUE
C******DETERMINE SAT. VAPOR DENSIY BASED UPON SATURATIONPRESSURE*******
DO 5 1=2,30
IF(PSAT.LT.PSATD(I).AND.PSAT.GE.PSATD(I-1))THEN
X=(PSATD(I)-PSAT)/(PSATD(I)-PSATD(I-1))
VG=X*(VGD(I-1)-VGD(I))+VGD(I)
DENSG=1.0/VG !(lbm/ftA3)
DENSG=DENSG*16.01846
!CONVERTING TO (kg /m ^3)
GO TO 6
ENDIF
5 CONTINUE
6 CONTINUE
C*****DETERMINE SAT. LIQUID ENTHALPY BASED UPON SATURATIONPRESSURE*****
DO 7 1=2,30
IF(PSAT.LT.PSATD(I).AND.PSAT.GE.PSATD(I-1))THEN
X=(PSATD(I)-PSAT)/(PSATD(I)-PSATD(I-1))
HF=X*(HFD(I)-HFD(I-1))+HFD(I-1)
!(Btu/lbm)
HF=HF*2326.0 !CONVERTING TO (J/kg)
GO TO 8
ENDIF
7 CONTINUE
8 CONTINUE
C*****DETERMINE SAT. VAPOR ENTHALPY BASED UPON SATURATIONPRESSURE******
DO 9 1=2,30
IF(PSAT.LT.PSATD(I).AND.PSAT.GE.PSATD(I-1))THEN
X=(PSATD(I)-PSAT)/(PSATD(I)-PSATD(I-1))
HG=X*(HGD(I-1)-HGD(I))+HGD(I)
!(Btu/lbm)
HG=HG*2326.0 !COVERTING TO (J/kg)
GO TO 10
ENDIF
9 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
C***************************CONVERT PSAT BACK TO SI*********************
PSAT = PSAT*6894.75729318
c***********************************************************************
RETURN
END
c***********************************************************************199
Appendix C: Outer Iteration Coupling Method Computer Code (OIC.FOR)
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO MODEL THE COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL **
C** HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA IN A SINGLE NUCLEAR REACTOR COOLANT CHANNEL.**
C** THIS PROGRAM TREATS THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: STEADY-STATE, ONE-**
C** DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON DIFFUSION, TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION (r,z),**
C** UNIFORM RADIAL NEUTRON FLUX PROFILE, SPATIALLY VARIABLE NEUTRONIC **
C** CROSS-SECTIONS, CONSTANTS COMPUTATIONAL GRID IN EACH REGION, TWO**
C** REGION MODELING OF THE FUEL PIN (FUEL AND CLADDING, NEGLECTING **
C** THE FUEL/CLADDING GAP), VARIABLE FLUID PROPERTIES (TEMPERATURE AND**
C** PRESSURE DEPENDENCE).***********************************************
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE PERFORMS THE COMPLETE CALCULATION SUCH THAT THE THERMAL **
C** AND NEUTRONIC (DIFFUSION) CALCULATIONS ARE COUPLED THROUGH THE **
C** THERMAL HYDRAULIC DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSS SECTIONS.AN ITERATIVE **
C** SOLUTION FOR THE POWER PROFILE IS OBTAINED BY A NEW COUPLED **
C** ITERATION TECHNIQUE. THIS COUPLED ITERATION COMBINES ONLY THE **
C** OUTER ITERATIONS OF THE VARIABLES OF CONCERN. A COMPLETE AXIAL **
C** SWEEP IS PERFORMED FOR EACH VARIABLE INDEPENTLY AND THE OUTER **
C** ITERATION IS SIMULTANEOUS OVER ALL VARIABLES OF INTEREST. THIS **
C** TECHNIQUE IS STABLE AND DOES LEAD TO A CONVERNGENT SOLUTION. **
C** THIS TECHNIQUE DOES REQUIRE MANY MORE OUTER ITERATIONS THAN THE **
C** DECOUPLED SCHEME USED IN THE CODE VDMM.FOR, BUT EACH ITERATION **
C** REQUIRES LESS COMPUTATION TIME SINCE THE OUTER ITERATION IS **
C** PERFORMED SIMULTANEOUSLY AS THE FLUX PROFILE ITERATION. OVERALL **
C** THE COMPUTATION TIME REQUIRED IS GREATER. THE COUPLED SCHEME, **
C** HOWEVER, APPEARS QUITE STABLE, WHILE THE DECOUPLED METHOD IS **
C** ONLY STABLE FOR AN APPROPRIATE CHOICE OF THE HEAT GENERATION **
C** DAMPING FACTOR (GDAMP). AS SUGGEST BY THE NAME, THE OIC METHOD **
C** COUPLES THE NEUTRONIC AND THERMAL HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS OF THE **
C** CALCULATION BY COMBINING THE DIFFUSION OUTER ITERATION WITH THE **
C** CONTROLLING ITERATION OF THE THERMAL HYDRAULIC CALCULATION. **
C** **
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE WAS WRITTEN IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS**
C** FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. THE **
C** AUTHOR OF THIS CODE AND THE THESIS, "NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES FOR **
C** COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL HYDRAULIC NUCLEAR REACTOR CALCULATIONS" **
C** IS: **
C** Curt Matthew Betts **
C** **
C** bettsc@ucs.orst.edu **
C** bettscu@flop.engr.orst.edu **
C** bettscm@fermi.ne.orst.edu **
C** **
C** THIS WORK WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE SUPPORT OF THE UNITED STATES **
C** DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (USDOE).THE CODE CONTAINED HEREIN MAY NOT**
C** BE FULLY FUNCTIONAL. A FULLY FUNCTIONAL CODE CAN BE OBTAINED BY **
C** CONTACTING THE AUTHOR OR Dr. Mary M. Kulas at Oregon State Univ.**
C** THE AUTHOR ALSO WISHES TO ACKNOWLEDGE THE CONTRIBUTION OF **
C** STUDSVIK OF AMIERICA INCORPORATED IN THE DEVELOPEMENT OF THIS CODE**
C** AND THE AFOREMENTIONED THESIS. THIS CODE OBTAINS THE BEST BALANCE **
C** OF STABILITY AND EFFICIENCY OF THE METHODS DEVELOPED TO DATE. **
C** THE MAC.FOR CODE IS SOMEWHAT MORE RIGOROUS IN TERMS OF COUPLING,**
C** BUT THE EFFICIENCY OF THE OIC METHOD IS QUITE SUPERIOR TO THAT OF **
C** MAC TECHNIQUE. **
C** **
c***********************************************************************
C** THE LAST REVISION DATE OF THIS CODE IS :02/13/94 **
c***********************************************************************200
C********************SOURCE FILE TABLE OF CONTENTS**********************
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
THIS BLOCK CONTAINS A LISTING OF THE LOCATIONS OF THE MAJOR
COMMENT AND CODE SEGMENTS OF THIS SOURCE CODE FILE. THESE
LOCATIONS ARE GIVEN BY LINE NUMBER, AND THUS PERTAIN ONLY TO THE
ORIGINAL SOURCE FILE.
BEGINS ON
SECTION: LINE#:
OPENING HEADER 1
THIS TABLE (CONTENTS) 61
LISTING OF CODE VARIABLES 100
INPUT FILE LISTING AND DESCRIPTION 350
'PROGRAM' STATEMENT AND VARIABLE DECLARATIONS 568
FILE OPEN STATEMENTS 598
STACKED CASE CONTROL SECTION & OUTPUT HEADER 601
READ INPUT SECTION 608
OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION INITIALIZATION 1135
'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE CALL 1205
'CONDUCT' SUBROUTINE CALL 1229
'DIFFUSE' SUBROUTINE CALL 1343
CONVERGENCE CHECK ON FLUX AND Keff 1385
'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE (THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS) 1567
'HCSUB' SUBROUTINE (HEAT TRANSFER COEFICIENT) 1648
'CONDUCT' SUBROUTINE (2-D CONDUCTION) 1735
'THRMLK' SUBROUTINE (THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY) 1896
FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION 1937
CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVTY FUNCTION 1948
'DIFFUSE' SUBROUTINE (MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION) 1956
DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE (DINT) 2053
SINGLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE (SINT) 2125
'THOMAS' SUBROUTINE (TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER) 2163
'TPROP' SUBROUTINE (TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT SUBCOOLED 2198
LIQUID FLUID PROPERTIES)
'SATPROP' SUBROUTINE (PRESSURE DEPENDENT SATURATED 2278
STATE FLUID PROPERTIES)
SOURCE FILE END 2389
NOTE: THESE LINE VALUES ASSUME THAT THE SUBROUTINES ARE
CONTAINED IN THE SOURCE CODE, AND ARE NOT REFERENCED
IN INCLUDE STATEMENTS.
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
C*******************CODE VARIABLE LIST COMMENT BLOCK********************
INCLUDE 'OIC-VAR.TXT'
c***********************************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** *INPUT FOR oic.FoR**************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS BLOCK DESCRIBES THE NECESSARY INPUT FOR THIS CODE, OIC.FOR.**
C** EACH PARAMETER IS DESCRIBED ON A LINE-BY-LINE BASIS, AND A SAMPLE **
C** INPUT FILE IS INCLUDED. **
o***********************************************************************
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE #1:
LINE #2:
NCASE
NCASE = NUMBER OF STACKED CASES IN INPUT DECK.
STACKED CASES NEED NOT BE SEPARARED BY ANY
SPACES OR MARKERS.ALL CASES INCLUDE ALL
INPUT AFTER LINE #1.
RFO,RCO,L,PITCH
RFO = FUEL PELLET OUTER RADIUS (m)
RCO = FUEL CLADDING OUTER RADIUS (m), ROD OUTER
RADIUS
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**201
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE#3:
L = REACTOR COOLANT CHANNEL LENGTH (m), ACTIVE
FUEL LENGTH
PITCH = FUEL ROD PITCH (m), SQUARE ARRAY ASSUMED
M,NF,NC,NG
C** M = NUMBER OF AXIAL NODES
C** NF = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES IN FUEL REGION
C** NC = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES IN CLADDING REGION
C** (NC INCLUDES THE INTERFACE NODE)
C** NG = NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS FOR NEUTRON
C** DIFFUSION
C**
C**LINE#4:PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS
C**
C** PSAT = SYSTEM SATURATION PRESSURE (Pa)
C** MFR = CHANNEL MASS FLOW RATE (kg/s)
C** TCIN = CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE (0C)
C** HIN = CHANNEL INLET ENTHALPY (J/kg)
C** FDENS = FUEL DENSITY (g/cm^3)
C**
C**LINE#5:TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
C**
C** TINIT = TEMPERATURE FIELD INITIALIZATION VALUE (0C)
C** FINIT = FLUX INITIALIZATION VALUE
C** GSET = PEAK HEAT GENERATION VALUE (W/m^3)
C** ENPF = AVERAGE ENERGY RELEASE PER FISSION (J)
C**
C**LINE#6:EPST,EPSAL,EPSAF
C**
C** EPST = CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD CONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C** EPSAL = CONDUCTION OPTIMUM OVER-RELAXATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C** EPSAF = CONDUCTION ACCELERATION FACTOR CONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C**
C**LINE#7:EPSPRO,EPSKO
C**
C** EPSPRO= OUTER FLUX PROFILE CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C ** EPSKO = OUTER FLUX PROFILE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C**
C**LINE#8:PROITX
C**
C** PROITX= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE
C** ITERATIONS
C**
C**LINE#9:P1,P2,P3,P4
C**
C** P1 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE FUEL
C** CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE AND VOID FRACTION
C** AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AT EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P2 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE GROUP FLUX
C** AND MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AFTER EACH OUTER
C** FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P3 = OPTIONAL OUPUT SWITCH FOR THE AXIAL COOLANT
C** CHANNEL BEHAVIOR (TC,X,HC,VOID) AFTER EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P4 = OPTIONAL CONDUCTION OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE202
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C **
C**
C**
C **
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE#10:
TEMPERATURE FIELD AFTER EACH FLUX PROFILE
OUTER ITERATION (0=OFF, 1=0N)
P5 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FORTHE DIFFUSION
SUBROUTINE CROSS SECTIONS AFTER EACH OUTER
FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (0=OFF, 1=0N).
OUTPUT FOR ONE GROUP ONLY, SPECIFIED AT
EXECUTION
ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
ITGUES= TEMPERATURE ARRAY INITIALIZATIONFLAG
IGGUES= INTERNAL HEAT GENERATIONARRAY
INITIALIZATION FLAG
IFGUES= FLUX ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
ARRAY INITIALIZATION SHAPES (FLAGS = 1 THROUGH 9)
FLAG = 1 ---> UNIFORM INITIALIZATIONVALUE
(CONSTANT)
FLAG = 2 ---> SINE SHAPE PROFILE
FLAG = 3 ---> SAW-TOOTH SHAPE PROFILE(LINEAR WITH
SLOPE 1 TO MID-POINT, LINEAR DOWN WITH
SLOPE -1)
FLAG = 4 ---> RAMP-UP ONLY (LINEAR UP,ZERO AFTER
MID-POINT)
FLAG = 5 ---> RAMP-DOWN ONLY (ZERO TOMID-POINT,
LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER MID POINT)
FLAG = 6 ---> STEP-DOWN (UNIFORM TOMID-POINT,
ZERO AFTER)
FLAG = 7 ---> STEP-UP (ZERO TOMID-POINT, UNIFORM
AFTER)
FLAG = 8 ---> SINE-RAMP (SINE SHAPED TOMID-POINT,
LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER)
FLAG = 9 ---> RAMP-SINE (LINEAR WITHSLOPE 1 TO
MID-POINT, SINE SHAPED AFTER)
ALL OF THESE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL THREE VALUES,
ITGUES, IGGUES, AND IFGUES.
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: ALL CROSS SECTIONS ARE TO BE INPUT FOR THE REACTOR **
C** COOLANT CHANNEL INLET REGION. THE UNITS FOR ALL CROSS **
C** SECTIONS (MACROSCOPIC) ARE me-1. **
c***********************************************************************
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE #11:GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
DIN(G)(G=1,NG), REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
2-GROUP EXAMPLE: DIN(1),DIN(2)
LINE #12: GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTIONS
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
C**
**
C** SRIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C**LINE#13: GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION
**
C**
**
C** SSIN(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED ON A GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** FOUR GROUP EXAMPLE:
**
C**
**
C** SSIN(1 --> 2),SSIN(1 --> 3),SSIN(2 --> 3),SSIN(1 -->4),**
C** SSIN(2 --> 4),SSIN(3 --> 4)
**203
C**
C** LINE
C**
C**
C* *
C** LINE
C **
C **
C**
C** LINE
C**
C**
C**
C * *
C** LINE
C**
C **
C* *
#14: GROUP NU*FISSION PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS
NUSFIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#15: GROUP EXTERNAL SOURCE STRENGTH
QEXTIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#16: GROUP AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS RELEASED PER
FISSION (NU)
NU(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#17: GROUP FRACTION OF FISSION SPECTRUM (CHI)
XKI(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CROSS SECTION VARIANCES ARE **
C** NOT PRECISELY KNOWN BUT ARE DETERMINED BY VARYING **
C** THE APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS IN AN APPROPRIATE CROSS **
C** SECTION GENERATION CODE. THE UNITS FOR THESE PARAMETERS **
C** ARE AS FOLLOWS: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT **
C** --> 1/(cM*OC), VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT --> 1/cm. **
c***********************************************************************
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
#18: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT
DCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#19: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
COEFFICIENT
DCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#20: REMOVAL CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT
SRCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#21: REMOVAL CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
COEFFICIENT
SRCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#22: SLOWING CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT
SSCV(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP
TRANSFER BASIS ON SINGLE LINE
#23: SLOWING CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
COEFFICIENT
SSCT(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP
TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE
#24: NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCE COEFFICIENT
SFCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#25: NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
COEFFICIENT
SFCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE#26:FLUXALPH
FLUXALPH = FLUX ACCELERATION FACTOR
1.0 < FLUXALPH < 2.0
204
**
**
**
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
PROGRAM OIC
INTEGER IIN,IIM,IIG,IIS
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200,IIG=4,IIS=6)
REAL RFO,RCO,L,PITCH,G(IIN,IIM),X(IIM),TC(IIM),TCIN,PI,HC(IIM)
REAL PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF,XIN,PSAT,MFR,HIN,DRF,DRCL,DZ,AFLOW
REAL BETALBETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,R(IIN),RCALC,GAM1(IIM)
REAL THETA1(IIM),GAM4(IIM),THETA4(IIM),FLUX(IIM,IIG),TSUB,CPSUB
REAL T(IIN, IIM), EPSAL, EPST, EPSAF,ZOB(IIG),ZOT(IIG),ALPH(IIM,IIG)
REAL BTA(IIG),SR(IIM,IIG),D(IIM,IIG),SS(IIM,IIS),QEXT(IIM,IIG)
REAL DT(IIM,IIG),DB(IIM,IIG),NUSF(IIM,IIG),GAM(IIG),XKI(IIG)
REAL SRIN(IIG),SSIN(IIS),QEXTIN(IIG),NUSFIN(IIG),KNEW,VOID(IIM)
REAL ENPF,SUMG,NUSFG(IIN,IIM,IIG),TRAN(IIM),INTVAL,NU(IIG)
REAL SIGF(IIN,IIM,IIG),GMAX,GSET,TESTPRO,FLUXOLD(IIM,IIG),EPSPRO
REAL TESTK,POWRAT,KOLD,EPSKO,DCV(IIG),DCT(IIG),SRCV(IIG),SRCT(IIG)
REAL SSCV(IIS),SSCT(IIS),SFCV(IIG),SFCT(IIG),FINIT,XARG
REAL HF,HG,RHOF,RHOG,TSAT,FMAX(IIG),TIME,FDENS,DIN(IIG),FLUXALPH
REAL SUMR,EIG,ALPHA,ALPHOLD,AF,AFOLD,TESTT,TOLD(IIN,IIM)
INTEGER NF,NC,M,I,J,NG,NSS,NSSC,K,II,PROIT,PROITX,BOMB,FLAG
INTEGER NOTCONV,JMAX,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,IGP,ITICK1,ITICK2,AFCOUNT
INTEGER FLUXC,NCASE,ICASE,ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/CONDUCT/BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,GAM1,THETA1,
CGAM4,THETA4,EPSAF,EPSAL
COMMON/AXIAL/PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG,PITCH,MFR,TCIN,HIN,CPSUB,
CXIN
COMMON/HCCON/AFLOW,PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF
COMMON/DIFF/NG,D,SR,SS,QEXT,XKI,NSS,DT,DB,ALPH,BTA,NUSF,GAM,
CZOB,ZOT
COMMON/CONDUCTC/SUMR,EIG,ALPHA,ALPHOLD,AF,AFOLD,AFCOUNT,TOLD,FLAG
COMMON/FUELK/FDENS
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='0IC.INP',STATUS=1OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='0IC.OUTI)
OPEN(UNIT=39,FILE=10IC-STK.OUT')
C***********************STACKED CASE INPUT SECTION**********************
READ(3,*)NCASE
WRITE(39,*)' CASE EPSKO TIME ITERATIONS Keff'
DO 3333 ICASE=1,NCASE
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * ** *TIME THE RUN * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * **
CALL TIMER(ITICK1)
C***************************READ INPUT FILE DATA************************
READ(3,*)RFO,RCO,L,PITCH
READ(3,*)M,NF,NC,NG
READ(3,*)PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS
READ(3,*)TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
READ(3,*)EPST,EPSAL,EPSAF
READ(3,*)EPSPRO,EPSKO
READ(3,*)PROITX
READ(3,*)P1,P2,P3,P4,P5
READ(3,*)ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
C*********CONDITIONAL FILE OPEN STATEMENTS FOR OPTIONALOUTPUT**********
IF(P1.EQ.1) OPEN (UNIT= 7,FILE= 'TCL- VOID.OUT')
IF( P2. EQ. 1) OPEN(UNIT= 9,FILE= 'DIFFUSE.OUT')
IF( P3. EQ. 1 )OPEN(UNIT= 11,FILE= 'AXIAL.OUT')
IF(P4.EQ.1)0PEN(UNIT=13,FILE=ICONDUCT.OUTI)
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
OPEN(UNIT= 15,FILE= 'X- SECT.OUT')
WRITE(*,*)' YOU HAVE SELECTED TO OUPUT THE CROSS SECTIONDATA'205
WRITE(*,*)' AFTER EACH POWER ITERATION.'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' GENERATING OUTPUT FOR EVERY GROUP IS TYPICALLY TOO'
WRITE(*,*)' LARGE AN AMOUNT OF DATA TO VIEW IN AN EDITOR:'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' INPUT THE ENERGY GROUP FOR WHICH WISH TO OUTPUT'
WRITE(*,*). THE NEUTRONIC CROSS SECTIONS.'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY GROUP = '
READ(*,*)IGP
ENDIF
C************************DIFFUSION CODE INPUT DATA**********************
READ(3,*)(DIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRIN(I),I=1,NG)
NSS=0
DO 1 I=1,NG
NSS=NSS+I-1
1 CONTINUE
READ(3,*)(SSIN(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(NUSFIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(QEXTIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(NU(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(XKI(I),I=1,NG)
DO 2 I=1,NG
DO 2 J=1,M
D(J, I)= DIN(I)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)
QEXT(J,I)=QEXTIN(I)
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 I=1,NSS
DO 3 J=1,M
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)
3 CONTINUE
DO 340 II=1,NG
DO 340 J=1,M
DO 340 I=1,NF+NC
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
340CONTINUE
C**************READ INPUT CROSS SECTION FUNCTION CONSTANTS**************
READ(3,*)(DCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(DCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SSCV(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SSCT(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SFCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SFCT(I),I=1,NG)
C********************READ FLUX ACCELERATION FACTOR**********************
READ(3,*)FLUXALPH
c***********************************************************************
KNEW=1.0 !NEED SOME VALUE FOR K FOR FIRST COUPLING ITERATION
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C****************RESTRICTION ON NUMBER OF SPATIAL POINTS****************
C** THE DOUBLE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE, AS WELL AS OTHER ALGORITHMS, **
C** REQUIRE THAT M, NF, AND NC ARE ALL ODD VALUES AT THE INPUT LEVEL**
c***********************************************************************
c******************************Ecm INPUT pEcK**************************
WRITE(*,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(5,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(*,*)' FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) 'WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*).
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)'
C * * * * * * * * * **
WRITE(5,*)'
C * * * * * * * * * **
CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (m) '
ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(m) '
SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa)
CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '
CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN = ',TCIN,
INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,
FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) '
CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (m) '
ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(m) '
SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa)
CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '
CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN = ',TCIN,
INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,
*******************************************
* * * * * *,
*******************************************
******.
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WRITE( *, *)'
C*************************ECHO INPUT CROSS-SECTIONS*********************
WRITE(*,*)1***********************INPUT DIFFUSION PARAMETERS******
c*****************.
WRITE(5,*)'***********************INPUT DIFFUSION PARAMETERS******
c*****************.
WRITE(*,*)'GROUP
C X(g) '
WRITE(5,*)'GROUP
C X(g)'
DO 4 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
WRITE(5,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
4 CONTINUE
971FORMAT(3X,I2,5(3X,F9.6))
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' SOURCE
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' SOURCE
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP
DO 7 I=1,NG
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC =O
GO TO 7
ENDIF
DO 6 K=1,I-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
WRITE(*,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
WRITE(5,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
6 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*).***********
c*****************.
WRITE(5,*)'***********
c*****************.
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
C*****************ECHO CROSS
WRITE(*,*).***********
c*****************.
wRITE(5,*)1***********
SR(g)
SR(g)
NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
TARGET'
GROUP INDEX SLOWING'
TARGET'
GROUP INDEXSLOWING'
********************************************
********************************************
SECTION FUNCTION CONSTANTS*****************
********CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*
********CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*207
c*****************1
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)' CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
C'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1436 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I),SFCT(I)
WRITE(5,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I),SFCT(I)
1436CONTINUE
757FORMAT(4X,I3,3X,3(5X,E14.4))
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)' CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1437 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
WRITE(5,757)I,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
1437CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*) I*******************************************************
c*****************I
wRITE(5,*) I*******************************************************
c*****************e
WRITE( *, *)'
'
c***********************************************************************
C************************EVALUATE GENERAL CONSTANTS*********************
c***********************************************************************
NC=NC-1
c***********************************NOTE********************************
C** THIS CONVERTS THE # OF RADIAL POINTS IN THE CLAD TO THE # NOT **
C** INCLUDED IN FUEL (EXCLUDES COUNTING I=NF TWICE).THE TOTAL # OF**
C** RADIAL POINTS IS THEN ITOT = NF + NC, AFTER THE TRANSFORMATION **
C** PERFORMED ABOVE.BEFORE IT WAS ITOT = NF + NC 1. **
c***********************************************************************
PI=ACOS(-1.0) !PI
CALL SATPROP(PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG) !PROPERTIES AT PSAT
C***************************ENTRANCE CONDITIONS*************************
IF(TCIN.GE.TSAT)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' THE FLOW IS 2-PHASE AT THE ENTRANCE!'
ENDIF
XIN=(HIN-HF)/(HG-HF)
c***********************************************************************
DRF= RFO /(NF -1) !SPACING IN FUEL REGION208
DRCL=(RCO-RFO)/NC !SPACING IN CLADDING REGION
DZ=L/(M-1) I AXIAL SPACING
RCALC=0.0
DO 19 I=1,NF
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRF
19 CONTINUE !GENERATES R(I) MATRIX
RCALC=RFO+DRCL
DO 21 I=NF+1,NF+NC
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRCL
21 CONTINUE
C********EVALUATE CONSTANTS FOR AXIAL THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS********
TSUB=(TCIN+TSAT)/2.0 !AVERAGE SAT LIQUID TEMPERATURE
CALL TPROP(TSUB,CPSUB,ZIT1,ZIT2,ZIT3) ! AVERAGE VALUE OF CP
AFLOW=PITCH*PITCH-PI*RCO*RCO
PH=2.0*PI*RCO
PW=2.0*PI*RCO
DH=4.0*AFLOW/PH
DE=4.0*AFLOW/PW
PDR=PITCH/(2.0*RCO)
CHANF=0.9217+0.1478*PDR-0.1130*EXP(-7.0*(PDR-1.0)) !CHANNEL FACTOR
C*******************CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY VERIFICATION****************
IF (PDR.LT.1.05.OR.PDR.GT.1.9)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' P/D = ',PDR,' VALIDITY RANGE: 1.05 < P/D < 1.9 '
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
C***********************EVALUATE CONDUCTION CONSTANTS*******************
BETA1=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRF*DRF
BETA2=2.0*DRF*DRF+4.0*DZ*DZ
C1=RFO-(DRF*0.5)
C2=RF0+(DRCL*0.5)
C3=(RFO*DRF)-(DRF*DRF*0.25)
C4=(RFO*DRCL)+(DRCL*DRCL*0.25)
BETA4=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRCL*DRCL
C5=((DZ*DZ)/DRCL)*((2.0*RCO)-DRCL)
C6=(RCO*DRCL)-((DRCL*DRCL)*0.25)
DO 23 I=2,NF-1
GAM1(I)=DZ*DZ+((DZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))
THETA1(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))
23 CONTINUE
DO 25 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
GAM4(I)=DZ*DZ+((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
THETA4(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
25 CONTINUE
C*****************INITIALIZE FLUX AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS****************
IF(ITGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 15 I=1,NF+NC
DO 15 J=1,M ! UNIFORM
T(I,J)=TINIT
15 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 115 I=1,NF+NC
DO 115 J=1,M !SINE SHAPE
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
115 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 215 I=1,NF+NC
DO 215 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN209
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
215 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 315 I=1,NF+NC
DO 315 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !RAMP UP
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
315 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 415 I=1,NF+NC
DO 415 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0 !RAMP DOWN
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
415 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 515 I=1,NF+NC
DO 515 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT !STEP DOWN
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
515 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 615 I=1,NF+NC
DO 615 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0 !STEP UP
ELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT
ENDIF
615 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 715 I=1,NF+NC
DO 715 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M) !SINERAMP
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
715 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 815 I=1,NF+NC
DO 815 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !RAMP SINEELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
815 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 16 I=1,NF+NC
DO 16 J=1,M
G(I,J)=GSET
16 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 116 I=1,NF+NC
DO 116 J=1,M
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
116 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 216 I=1,NF+NC
DO 216 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
216 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 316 I=1,NF+NC
DO 316 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
316 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 416 I=1,NF+NC
DO 416 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
416 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 516 I=1,NF+NC
DO 516 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
516 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 616 I=1,NF+NC
DO 616 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
210
!UNIFORM
!SINE SHAPE
!SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
!RAMP UP
!RAMP DOWN
!STEP DOWN211
G(I,J)=0.0 !STEP UP
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET
ENDIF
616 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 716 I=1,NF+NC
DO 716 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M) !SINERAMP
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
716 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 816 I=1,NF+NC
DO 816 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !RAMPSINE
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
816 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 17 I=1,NG
DO 17 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT !UNIFORM
17 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 117 I=1,NG
DO 117 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
117 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 217 I=1,NG
DO 217 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1)) !SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
ENDIF
217 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.4)THEN
DO 318 I=1,NG
DO 318 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE !RAMP UP
FLUX(J,I)=0.0
ENDIF
318 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 417 I=1,NG
DO 417 J=1,MIF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
417 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 517 I=1
DO 517 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
517 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 617 I=1
DO 617 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
617 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
MR=M-(M+1)
DO 717 I=1
DO 717 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
717 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 817 I=1
DO 817 J=1
IF(J.LE.
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=0.0 !RAMP DOWN
,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
.6)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=FINIT
,I)=0.0
.7)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=0.0
,I)=FINIT
.8)THEN
/2
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
!STEP DOWN
!STEP UP
!SINE - RAMP
,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
.9)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN !RAMPSINE
212
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
817 CONTINUE
ENDIF
797FORMAT(' POWER DISTRIBUTION ITERATION #',I5)
747FORMAT(' CURRENT EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',F8.6)
1757FORMAT(' PROFILE MAXIMUM LOCATION: ',I4,' TOTAL # AXIAL NODES:
C ',I4)
C**********************INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES*******************
SUMR=100.0
ALPHOLD=0.0
ALPHA=1.0
AFOLD=0.0
AFCOUNT=0
FLAG=0
PROIT=0
FLUXC=0
c***********************************************************************
C************BEGIN OUTER ITERATION ON THE AXIAL FLUX PROFILE************
c***********************************************************************213
DO 7777 PROIT=1,PROITX
C WRITE(*,797)PROIT
C WRITE(*,747)KNEW
C WRITE(5,797)PROIT
C WRITE(5,747)KNEW
C WRITE(*,1757)JMAX,M
C WRITE(5,1757)JMAX,M
C WRITE(*,*)"
DO 341 I=1,NG
DO 341 J=1,M
FLUXOLD(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)
341 CONTINUE
KOLD=KNEW
NOTCONV =O
BOMB =O
FLUXC=FLUXC+1
C**CALCULATE AVERAGE FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR USE IN DIFFUSION THOERY**
DO 443 II=1,NG
DO 443 J=1,M
DO 445 I=1,NF
TRAN(I)=R(I)*NUSFG(I,J,II)
445CONTINUE
CALL SINT(TRAN,0.0,RFO,NF,INTVAL)
NUSF(J,II)=INTVAL/(0.5*RFO*RFO)
443 CONTINUE
DO 343 II=1,NG
DO 343 J=1,M
DO 343 I=1,NF+NC
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
343CONTINUE
C***************CALCULATE HEAT GENERATION BASED UPON FLUX***************
DO 447 J=1,M
DO 447 I=1,NF !CALCULATING THE HEAT GENERATION
SUMG=0.0 !MATRIX WITH THE FLUX ENSURES
DO 446 II=1,NG !THE PROPER SHAPE OF THE PROFILE
SUMG=SUMG+SIGF(I,J,II)*FLUX(J,II)
446CONTINUE !THE PROPER MAGNITUDE IS
G(I,J)=ENPF*SUMG !OBTAINED BY A MAGNITUDE SHIFT
447CONTINUE !BELOW
C**********NOW ASSURE THAT HEAT GENERATION IS AT DESIRED VALUE**********
C** FIND MAXIMUM OF HEAT GENERATION MATRIX WHICH WAS CALCULATED BASED **
C** UPON THE NEUTRON FLUX, THEN DIVIDE BY THAT VALUE AND MULTIPLY BY**
C** THE SET REACTOR POWER (THIS WILL KEEP THE REACTOR POWER IN THE **
C** PROVERBIAL BALL-PARK AS LONG AS THE FLUX PROFILE IS REASONABLE).**
c***********************************************************************
GMAX=0.0
DO 450 J=1,M
DO 450 I=1,NF
IF(G(I,J).GT.GMAX)THEN
GMAX=G(I,J)
JMAX=J
ENDIF
450CONTINUE
POWRAT=GSET/GMAX
DO 451 J=1,M
DO 451 I=1,NF
G(I,J)=G(I,J)*POWRAT
451CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
C** NOW G(I,J) IS READY FOR USE IN THE THERMAL ANALYSIS PORTION: **
C** THE HEAT GENERATION HAS BEEN CALCULATED ON THE TWO DIMENSIONAL **
C** FISSION CROSS SECTIONS, THE 1-D (RADIALLY AVERAGED) FISSION CROSS **
C** SECTION HAS BEEN CALCULATED, AND THE HEAT GENERATION MATRIX HAS **
C** BEEN NORMALIZED TO THE INPUT VALUE WHILE MAINTAINING THE **214
C** CALCULATED AXIAL POWER DISTRIBUTION.********************************
c***********************************************************************
C***********************CALCULATE AXIAL PARAMETERS**********************
C WRITE(*,*)' AXIAL CHANNEL ANALYSIS
CALL AXIAL(G,TC,X,VOID,HC)
C***************OPTIONAL AXIAL THERMAL/HYDRAULIC OUTPUT*****************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)1********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCE RESULTS*
c******************1
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,904)PROIT
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)'Z (m) TEMP.(OC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%)
Cc (W/OC*Ie2)1
Z=0.0
DO 1967 J=1,M
WRITE(11,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
1967CONTINUE
wRITE(11,*),******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(11,*)"
ENDIF
ENDIF
C**********************CALCULATE TEMPERATURE FEILD**********************
C WRITE(*,*)' AXIAL & RADIAL CONDUCTION
CALL CONDUCT(G,HC,TC,T)
C*************OPTIONAL CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD OUTPUT**************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)'*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULT
cs*****************I
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,904)PROIT
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)' FUEL CENTERLINECLADDING INNER CLADDIN
CG OUTER'
WRITE(13,*)'Z(In) TEMPERATURE (C) TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERA
CTURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 1969 J=1,M
WRITE(13,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
Z=Z+DZ
1969CONTINUE
wRITE(13,*),*******************************************************
c*****************.
WRITE(13,*)"
ENDIF
ENDIF
C*****RECALCULATE CROSS SECTIONS BASED UPON THERMAL HYDRAULIC DATA******
C*******OPTIONAL FUEL TEMPERATURE AND VOID FRACTION PRINT SECTION*******
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(7, *)'
WRITE(7,904)PROIT
WRITE(7,*)"
WRITE(7,*)' FUEL CENTERLINE VOID'
WRITE(7,*)' TEMPERATURE FRACTION'
DO 736 J=1,M
WRITE(7,*)T(1,J),VOID(J)215
736 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,*)1
ENDIF
ENDIF
904FORMAT(' OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION # 1,14)
c***********************************************************************
DO 737 I=1,NG
DO 737 J=1,M
XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
D(J,I)=DIN(I)+DCV(I)*VOID(J)-DCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)+SRCV(I)*VOID(J)-SRCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
D(J,I)=DIN(I)+DCV(I)*VOID(J)+DCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)+SRCV(I)*VOID(J)+SRCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
737CONTINUE
DO 739 I=1,NSS
DO 739 J=1,M
XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)-SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)+SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
739CONTINUE
DO 741 II=1,NG
DO 741 J=1,M
DO 741 I=1,NF
XARG=T(I,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)+SFCV(II)*VOID(J)-SFCT(II)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)+SFCV(II)*VOID(J)+SFCT(II)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
741CONTINUE
C**********************OPTIONAL CROSS SECTION OUTPUT********************
IF(PROIT.LE.36)THEN
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
1913FORMAT(' ENERGY GROUP:',
1914FORMAT(3(5X,F11.8))
wRITE(15,*p********************
c*****************1
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,904)PROIT
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,1913)IGP
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,*)1 DIFFUSION
WRITE(15,*)' COEFFICIENT
DO 2223 J=1,M
WRITE(15,1914)D(J,
2223CONTINUE
WRITE(15,*)"
12)
*******AXIAL CROSS SECTION DATA***
REMOVAL NU-FISSION'
CROSS SECTION CROSS SECTION'
IGP),SR(J,IGP),NUSFG(1,J,IGP)
wRITE(15,*),*******************************************************
c*****************1
WRITE(15,*)
ENDIF
ENDIF
C**********************CALCULATE DIFFUSION CONSTANTS********************216
C**********TRANSFORM FROM METERS TO CENTIMETERS FORDIFFUSION***********
L=L*100.0
DZ=DZ*100.0
DO 29 I=1,NG
DO 27 J=2,M-1
DT(J,I)=0.5*(D(J+1,I)+D(J,I))
DB(J,I)=0.5*(D(J-1,I)+D(J,I))
ALPH(J,I)=DT(J,I)+DB(J,I)+SR(J,I)*DZ*DZ
27 CONTINUE
ZOB(I)=2.1312*D(1,I)
ZOT(I)=2.1312*D(M,I)
BTA(I)=(2.0*D(1,I)+SR(1,I)*DZ*Z0B(I))*(ZOB(I)+DZ)
GAM(I)=(2.0*D(M,I)+SR(M,I)*DZ*ZOT(I))*(ZOT(I)+DZ)
29 CONTINUE
C***********CALCULATE FLUX PROFILE AND MULTIPLICATIONFACTOR************
C WRITE(*,*)' MULTI-GROUP DIFFUSION
CALL DIFFUSE(FLUX,KNEW)
C***************EVALUATE CONVERGENCE UPON THE FLUXPROFILE**************
c***********************************************************************
C***FIRST NORMALIZE THE PROFILE, SINCE THE MAGNITUDEDOES NOT MATTER****
DO 833 I=1,NG
FMAX(I)=0.0
DO 835 J=1,M
IF(FLUX(J,I).GT.FMAX(I))FMAX(I)=FLUX(J,I)
835 CONTINUE
DO 836 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)/FMAX(I)
836 CONTINUE
833 CONTINUE
C*********************ACCELERATE FLUX CALCULATION***********************
DO 3741 I=1,NG
DO 3741 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FLUXOLD(J,I)+FLUXALPH*(FLUX(J,I)-FLUXOLD(J,I))
3741CONTINUE
C********************OPTIONAL DIFFUSION CODE OUTPUT*********************
IF (PROIT.LE.1.OR.FLUXC.GE.10)THEN
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)'*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
c*****************1
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,904)PROIT
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group#3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 3001 J=1,M
WRITE(9,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
3001CONTINUE
wRITE(9,*) '*******************************************************
c*****************1
WRITE(9,*)"
FLUXC=0
ENDIF
ENDIF
C***********************NOW PERFORM CONVERGENCE CHECK*******************
DO 837 I=1,NG
DO 837 J=1,M
TESTPRO=ABS((FLUX(J,I)-FLUXOLD(J,I))/FLUX(J,I))
IF(TESTPRO.GT.EPSPRO)THEN
NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1ENDIF
837CONTINUE
TESTK=ABS((KNEW-KOLD)/KNEW)
IF(TESTK.GT.EPSKO)NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1
C WRITE(*,*)' FLUX POINTS NOT CONVERGED:
C WRITE(*,*)"
C WRITE(5,*)'
C WRITE(5,*)"
DO 1432 I=1,NF+NC
DO 1432 J=1,M
TESTT=ABS((T(I,J)-TOLD(I,J))/T(I,J))
IF(TESTT.GT.EPST)BOMB=BOMB+1
1432CONTINUE
C WRITE(*,*)PROIT,EIG,ALPHA,AF,BOMB
C WRITE(5,*)PROIT,EIG,ALPHA,AF,BOMB
444FORMAT(' IT = ',I4,5X,'EIG = ',F12.7,5X,'ALPHA
IF(NOTCONV.EQ.O.AND.BOMB.EQ.0)G0 TO 111
C**********************OUTER ITERATION CONTROLLER********
7777CONTINUE
C****CONTINUE AND ECHO TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE
111 WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,903)PROIT
WRITE(5,903)PROIT
903FORMAT(' TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE'/' ITERATIONSREQUIRED
C FOR CONVERGENCE :',I4)
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*****************OPTIONAL OUTPUT FILE MAPPING FORUSER*****************
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE TCL-VOID.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
ENDIF
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE DIFFUSE.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE GROUP AXIAL NEUTRON FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' RESULTS AND EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AS A'
WRITE(5,*)' FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH OUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)'
ENDIF
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE AXIAL.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
ENDIF
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)'
217
',NOTCONV
FLUX POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',NOTCONV
='F6.4)
***************
ITERATIONS****
THIS FILE CONTAINS THE FUEL CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE'
AND VOID FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION'
FOR EACH OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
THIS FILE CONTAINS THE COOLANT TEMPERATURE, QUALITY,'
CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, AND VOID'
FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH'
OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
WRITE(5,*
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
FILE CONCUCT.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
THIS FILE CONTAINS AN OUTPUT OF THE TEMPERATURE'
FIELD AT THE FUEL CENTERLINE, FUEL-CLADDING'
INTERFACE, AND CLADDING OUTER SURFACE AS A FUNCTION'
OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH OUTER FLUX PROFILE'
ITERATION.'218
ENDIF
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE X-SECT.OUT WAS OPENDED BY USER:'
WRITE(5, *)'
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS EACH GROUP DIFFUSIONCOEFFICIENT,'
WRITE(5,*)' REMOVAL CROSS SECTION, AND FISSIONCROSS SECTION AS'
WRITE(5,*)' FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AFTEREACH OUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
C*************NORMALIZE FLUX MAGNITUDES TO THE PROPERVALUES************
DO 3467 J=1,M
FLUX(J,NG)=G(1,J)/(ENPF*SIGF(1,J,NG))
3467CONTINUE
DO 3477 I=NG-1,1,-1
DO 3477 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=(FMAX(I)*FLUX(J,NG))/FMAX(NG)
3477CONTINUE
C**************************GENERATE AXIAL OUTPUT************************
WRITE(*,*)1********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCE RESULTS**
c*****************1
WRITE(5,*)1********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCERESULTS**
WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,*)'Z (M) TEMP.(oC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) HC
C (W/OC*M^2).
WRITE(5,*)'Z(m) TEMP.(0C) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) HC
C (W/0C*M^2)'
Z=0.0
DO 967 J=1,M
WRITE(*,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
WRITE(5,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
967CONTINUE
968FORMAT(F7.4,3X,F7.2,5X,F7.2,7X,F7.2,7X,F14.4)
WRITE(*f*) I*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
wRITE(5,1),*******************************************************
c*****************1
C*********************TEMPERATURE FIELD AXIAL OUTPUT********************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)1*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
c*****************1
WRITE(5,*).*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
C * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5, *)'
WRITE(*,*)'
C OUTER'
WRITE(*,*)'Z (M)
CURE (C)'
WRITE(5,*)'
C OUTER'
WRITE(5,*)'Z (M)
CURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 969 J=1,M
WRITE(*,970)Z,T
WRITE(5,970)Z,T
Z=Z+DZ
969CONTINUE
970FORMAT(F7.4,7X,F7
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERAT
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C)TEMPERAT
(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
.2,11X,F7.2,11X,F7.2)219
NRITE(*,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
C*********************DIFFUSION CODE OUTPUTRESULTS*********************
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)1*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILERESULTS
c*****************1
WRITE(5,*)' *****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUXPROFILE RESULTS
c*****************.
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(5,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
C Group #4'
WRITE(5,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group #3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 2001 J=1,M
WRITE(*,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
WRITE(5,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
2001CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*) I*******************************************************
c*****************1
wRITE(5,*)1*******************************************************
c*****************1
317FORMAT(F10.4,4(5X,E10.4)) c*****************************smp TIMING RuN***************************
CALL TIMER(ITICK2)
TIME=(ITICK2-ITICK1)/100.0
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
WRITE(5,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
C***************************STACKED CASE OUTPUT*************************
WRITE(39,*)ICASE,EPSKO,TIME,PROIT,KNEW
C***************************STACKED CASE CONTROL************************
3333CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
CLOSE(5)
CLOSE(39)
STOP
END
c***************************AxIAL suBROUTINE****************************
INCLUDE 'AXIAL.FOR'
c***************************Ncsug suBROUTINE****************************
INCLUDE 'HCSUB.FOR'220
c***********************************************************************
C******************2-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTIONSUBROUTINE******************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE TREATS THE AXIAL AND RADIALCONDUCTION WITHIN A **
C** REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT BY ASSUMING ATWO-REGION GEOMETRY.THE TWO**
C** REGIONS CONSIDERED ARE THE FUEL ANDCLADDING. THE GAP BETWEEN THE **
C** FUEL AND CLADDING IS NEGLECTED SINCE THISCODE IS PRIMARILY **
C** INTENDED TO ANALYZE COUPLING PHENOMENAAND NOT TO PROVIDE A **
C** RIGOROUSLY ACCURATE RESULT FOR THE TEMPERATUREFIELD. THE RESULT**
C** SHOULD BE, HOWEVER, QUITE ACCURATEREGARDLESS OF THIS OMISSION. **
C** THIS SUBROUTINE REQUIRES, AS ARGUMENTS,ARRAYS CONTAINING THE **
C** AXIALLY DEPENDENT COOLANT TEMPERATURE,HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT, **
C** AND GUESS FOR THE TEMPERATURE FIELD. ANUPDATED TEMPERATURE FIELD **
C** IS THEN RETURNED AFTER AN SOR ITERATIVECALCULATION IS PERFORMED. **
C** IN THIS VERSION IF THIS SUBROUTINE, HOWEVER,THE ITERATIONS MATRIX**
C** IS APPLIED ONLY ONCE. THUS NO ITERATIONIS PERFORMED. THE **
C** CONDUCTION ITERATION IS CONTROLLED BYTHE OUTER FLUX PROFILE **
C** ITERATION.
**
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE CONDUCT(G,HC,TC,T)
INTEGER IIN,IIM
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200)
REAL T(IIN,IIM),RFO,RCO,DRCL,DRF,DZ,L,PI,HC(IIM),ALPHA,EIG
REAL SUMR,SUMROLD,ALPHOLD,G(IIN,IIM),KF,KC,BETA1,BETA2
REAL BETA3,BETA4,BETA5(IIM),GAM1(IIM),THETA1(IIM),GAM3,THETA3,ETA3
REAL C1,C2,C3,C4,GAM4(IIM),THETA4(IIM),C5,C6,R(IIN),RESID(IIN,IIM)
REAL EPSAL,SQRTARG,ALPHAT,TESTAL,TC(IIM)
REAL AF,TESTAF,AFOLD,EPSAF,TOLD(IIN,IIM)
INTEGER NF,NC,M,FLAG,I,J,AFCOUNT
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/CONDUCT/BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,GAM1,THETA1,
CGAM4,THETA4,EPSAF,EPSAL
COMMON/CONDUCTC/SUMR,EIG,ALPHA,ALPHOLD,AF,AFOLD,AFCOUNT,TOLD,FLAG
C*********************RECALCULATE TEMPERATUREFIELD*********************
DO 1431 I=1,NF+NC
DO 1431 J=1,M
TOLD(I,J)=T(I,J)
1431CONTINUE
SUMROLD=SUMR
SUMR=0.0
AFCOUNT=AFCOUNT+1
C*********DETERMINE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF FUEL ANDCLADDING*********
CALL THRMLK(T,KF,KC)
C*********************CALCULATE R = 0 CASE TEMPERATURES*****************
RESID(1,1)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,1)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,2)+
C((G(1,1)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,1)*RESID(1,1)
T(1,1)=T(1,1)+RESID(1,1)*ALPHA
DO 101 J=2,M-1
RESID(1,J)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,J)+DRF*DRF*T(1,J+1)+
CDRF*DRF*T(1,J-1)+((G(1,J)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,J)*RESID(1,J)
T(1,J)=T(1,J)+RESID(1,J)*ALPHA
101CONTINUE
RESID(1,M)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,M)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,M-1)+
C((G(1,M)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,M)*RESID(1,M)
T(1,M)=T(1,M)+RESID(1,M)*ALPHA
C***************CALCULATE GENERAL FUEL REGION TEMPERATURE***************
DO 105 I=2,NF-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,1)+2.0*
CDRF*DRF*T(I,2)+((G(I,1)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(I,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA221
DO 103 J=2,M-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRF*DRF*T(I,J+1)+DRF*DRF*T(I,J-1)+((G(I,J)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-
CBETA1*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
103CONTINUE
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,M)+
C2.0*DRF*DRF*T(I,M-1)+((G(I,M)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
105CONTINUE
C***********CALCULATE FUEL/CLAD INTERFACE REGIONTEMPERATURE************
BETA3=((2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF)+((2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL)+2.0*C3*
CKF+2.0*C4*KC
GAM3=(2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL
THETA3=(2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF
ETA3=C3*KF+C4*KC
RESID(NF,1)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,1)+THETA3*T(NF-1,1)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,2)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,1)-BETA3*T(NF,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,1)*RESID(NF,1)
T(NF,1)=T(NF,1)+RESID(NF,1)*ALPHA
DO 107 J=2,M-1
RESID(NF,J)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,J)+THETA3*T(NF-1,J)+ETA3*
C(T(NF,J+1)+T(NF,J-1))+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,J)-BETA3*T(NF,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,J)*RESID(NF,J)
T(NF,J)=T(NF,J)+RESID(NF,J)*ALPHA
107CONTINUE
RESID(NF,M)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,M)+THETA3*T(NF-1,M)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,M-1)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,M)-BETA3*T(NF,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,M)*RESID(NF,M)
T(NF,M)=T(NF,M)+RESID(NF,M)*ALPHA
C****************CALCULATE GENERAL CLADDING TEMPERATURES****************
DO 123 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,1)+2.0*
CDRCL*DRCL*T(I,2)-BETA4*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(I,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA
DO 121 J=2,M-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRCL*DRCL*T(I,J+1)+DRCL*DRCL*T(I,J-1)-BETA4*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
121CONTINUE
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,M)+
C2.0*DRCL*DRCL*T(I,M-1)-BETA4*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
123CONTINUE
C**************CALCULATE CONVECTIVE BOUNDARYTEMPERATURES***************
DO 131 J=1,M
BETA5(J)=C5+2.0*C6+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ)/KC)
131CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,1)=(1.0/BETA5(1))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,1)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,2)+((2.0*HC(1)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(1))/KC)-BETA5(1)*T(NF+NC,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,1)*RESID(NF+NC,1)
T(NF+NC,1)=T(NF+NC,1)+RESID(NF+NC,1)*ALPHA
DO 135 J=2,M-1
RESID(NF+NC,J)=(1.0/BETA5(J))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,J)+C6*(T(NF+NC,J+1)+
CT(NF+NC,J-1))+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(J))/KC)-BETA5(J)*
CT(NF+NC,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,J)*RESID(NF+NC,J)
T(NF+NC,J)=T(NF+NC,J)+RESID(NF+NC,J)*ALPHA
135CONTINUE222
RESID(NF+NC,M)=(1.0/BETA5(M))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,M)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,M-1)+((2.0*HC(M)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(M))/KC)-
CBETA5(M)*T(NF+NC,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,M)*RESID(NF+NC,M)
T(NF+NC,M)=T(NF+NC,M)+RESID(NF+NC,M)*ALPHA
C*********CALCULATE LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF ITERATION MATRIXFROM*********
C*****SQUARE ROOT OF THE RATIO OF THE SUM OF THERESIDUALS SQUARED******
EIG=SQRT(SUMR/SUMROLD)
C**************************PERFORM ACCELERATION*************************
AF=1.0/(1.0-EIG)
TESTAF=ABS((AFOLD-AF)/AF)
IF(AFCOUNT.GT.10.AND.TESTAF.LT.EPSAF)THEN
AFCOUNT=0
C WRITE(*,*)' ACCELERATION PERFORMED
C WRITE(5,*)' ACCELERATION PERFORMED
DO 9042 I=1,NF+NC
DO 9042 J=1,M
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+AF*RESID(I,J)
9042 CONTINUE
ENDIF
AFOLD=AF
C**********************OPTIMIZE OVER-RELAXATIONFACTOR******************
SQRTARG=1.0-EIG
IF(SQRTARG.LT.0.)GO TO 337
ALPHAT=(2.0/(1.0+SQRT(1.0-EIG)))
TESTAL=ABS((ALPHAT-ALPHOLD)/ALPHAT)
IF(FLAG.EQ.0)THEN
IF(TESTAL.LT.EPSAL)THEN
ALPHA=ALPHAT
FLAG=1
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
ELSE
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
ENDIF
ENDIF
c******************************RETuRN REsuLTs***************************
337RETURN
END
C*************THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY SUBROUTINE ANDFUNCTIONS*************
INCLUDE 'THRMLK.FOR'
c***********************************************************************
C**********************NEUTRON DIFFUSION SUBROUTINE*********************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE EFFECTIVEMULTIPLICATION FACTOR **
C** AND FLUX PROFILE FOR THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL AXIALGEOMETRY. THE CODE **
C** ALLOWS FOR SPATIALLY VARIABLE CROSS-SECTIONSAND SOURCES. THE MESH**
C** IS ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT OVER THE LENGTH OFTHE AXIAL REACTOR **
C** CHANNEL. THE "INNER ITERATION" IS SOLVED SIMPLYBY A TRIDIAGONAL**
C** MATRIX SOLVER. THE OUTER ITERATION CONVERGESUPON THE VALUE OF THE**
C** EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR, WHICH IS CALCULATEDBASED UPON A **
C** SIMPSON'S 1/3 RULE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THEFISSION SOURCE******
c***********************************************************************
SUBROUTINE DIFFUSE(FLUX,KNEW)
INTEGER IIN,IIM,IIG,IIS
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200,IIG=4,IIS=6)
REAL FLUX(IIM,IIG),DZ,ZOB(IIG),ZOT(IIG),ALPH(IIM,IIG),BTA(IIG)
REAL SR(IIM,IIG),D(IIM,IIG),SS(IIM,IIS),QEXT(IIM,IIG),QF(IIM)
REAL DT(IIM,IIG),DB(IIM,IIG),NUSF(IIM,IIG),GAM(IIG),QEFF(IIM,IIG)
REAL KOLD,KNEW,XKI(IIG),A(IIM,3),ST(IIM),GF(IIM),SINTO,SINTN,L
REAL RFO,RCO,R(IIN),DRF,DRCL,PI
INTEGER M,I,J,NG,NSSC,NSS,NF,NC
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/DIFF/NG,D,SR,SS,QEXT,XKI,NSS,DT,DB,ALPH,BTA,NUSF,GAM,
CZOB,ZOT223
C***********************CALCULATE FISSION SOURCE************************
DO 13 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 13 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
13 CONTINUE
NSSC =O
C***********************GROUP FLUX CALCULATION**************************
KOLD=KNEW
C******************DETERMINE AXIAL FLUX IN EACHGROUP*******************
DO 39 I=1,NG
C**********************CALCULATE EFFECTIVE SOURCE***********************
DO 917 J=1,M
!THIS RESETS THE SOURCE TERM
QEFF(J,I)=QEXT(J,I)
!TO THE EXTERNAL VALUE TO
917 CONTINUE
!AVOID CAUSING EXPLOSIONS.
C**********************CALCULATE IN-SCATTERTERMS***********************
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC =O
GO TO 99
ENDIF
DO 41 K=1,I-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
DO 45 J=1,M
QEFF(J,I)=QEFF(J,I)+FLUX(J,K)*SS(J,NSSC)
45 CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
C*************************INCLUDE FISSION SOURCE************************
99 DO 57 J=1,M
QEFF(J,I)=QEFF(J,I)+QF(J)*(XKI(I)/KNEW)
57 CONTINUE
C***************SETUP MATRIX COEFFICIENTS FOR GROUPFLUX****************
A(1,1)=0.0
A(1,2)=BTA(I)
A(1,3)=-2.0*D(1,I)*ZOB(I)
ST(1)= QEFF(1,I) *DZ *DZ *ZOB(I)
DO 347 J=2,M-1
A(J,1)=-DB(J,I)
A(J,2)=ALPH(J,I)
A(J,3)=-DT(J,I)
ST(J)=QEFF(J,I)*DZ*DZ
347 CONTINUE
A(M,1)=-2.0*D(M,I)*ZOT(I)
A(M,2)=GAM(I)
A(M,3)=0.0
ST(M)=QEFF(M,I)*DZ*DZ*ZOT(I)
C*******CALL TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX SOLVER TO SOLVE FOR GROUPFLUX**********
CALL THOMAS(A,ST,M,GF)
DO 237 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=GF(J)
237 CONTINUE
C***************CONTINUE INNER GROUP FLUX DETERMINATION*****************
39 CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
C**********UPDATE FISSION SOURCE VECTOR AND CALCULATE NEWK*************
c***********************************************************************
C****************INTEGRATE OLD FISSION SOURCE VECTOR********************
CALL SINT(QF,0.0,L,M,SINTO)
C***********************UPDATE FISSION SOURCE***************************
DO 23 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 23 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
23 CONTINUE
C****************INTEGRATE NEW FISSION SOURCE VECTOR********************224
CALL SINT(QF,0.O,L,M,SINTN)
C**************CALCULATE UPDATED MULTIPLICATIONFACTOR******************
KNEW=SINTN/((1.0/KOLD)*SINTO)
C*********TRANSFORM FROM CENTIMETERS BACK TOMETERS TO RETURN***********
1002L=L*0.01
DZ=DZ*0.01
C***********************RETURN RESULT TO MAINPROGRAM*******************
RETURN
END
C***************DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATIONSUBROUTINE*******************
INCLUDE 'DINT.FOR'
C***************SINGLE INTEGRAL EVALUATIONSUBROUTINE*******************
INCLUDE 'SINT.FOR'
C********THOMAS ALGORITH TRIDIAGONAL MATRIXINVERSION SUBROUTINE********
INCLUDE 'THOMAS.FOR'
C**SUBCOOLED LIQUID TEMPERATURE DEPENDENTFLUID PROPERTIES SUBROUTINE***
INCLUDE 'TPROP.FOR'
C****PRESSURE DEPENDENT SATURATION STATE FLUIDPROPERTIES SUBROUTINE****
INCLUDE 'SATPROP.FOR'
c***********************************************************************225
Appendix D: Modified Axial Coupling MethodComputer Code (MAC.FOR)
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO MODEL THECOUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL **
C** HYDRAULIC PHENOMENA IN A SINGLENUCLEAR REACTOR COOLANT CHANNEL.**
C** THIS PROGRAM TREATS THE FOLLOWINGCONDITIONS: STEADY-STATE, ONE-**
C** DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON DIFFUSION,TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONDUCTION (r, z),**
C** UNIFORM RADIAL NEUTRON FLUX PROFILE,SPATIALLY VARIABLE NEUTRONIC **
C** CROSS-SECTIONS, CONSTANTS COMPUTATIONALGRID IN EACH REGION, TWO**
C** REGION MODELING OF THE FUEL PIN(FUEL AND CLADDING, NEGLECTING **
C** THE FUEL/CLADDING GAP), VARIABLE FLUIDPROPERTIES (TEMPERATURE AND**
C** PRESSURE DEPENDENCE).***********************************************
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE PERFORMS THE COMPLETECALCULATION SUCH THAT THE THERMAL **
C** AND NEUTRONIC (DIFFUSION) CALCULATIONSARE COUPLED THROUGH THE **
C** THERMAL HYDRAULIC DEPENDENCE OF THE CROSSSECTIONS.AN ITERATIVE **
C** SOLUTION FOR THE POWER PROFILE ISOBTAINED BY A NEW DIRECTLY **
C** COUPLED ITERATION TECHNIQUE.THIS COUPLING TECHNIQUE CALCULATES**
C** ALL VARIABLES AT THE CURRENT AXIALLOCATION SIMULTANEOUSLY BEFORE **
C** PROCEEDING TO THE NEW AXIAL LOCATION.THE OUTER ITERATION IS THUS **
C** ALSO COUPLED FOR ALL VARIABLES.THIS CODE DOES EMPLOY A COMPLETE **
C** AXIAL FLUX SWEEP DURING EACH AXIALLOCATION CONDUCTION **
C** CALCULATION. THIS CODE DOES CONVERGEAND LEAD TO A PROPER **
C** SOLUTION. THIS METHOD IS QUITE STABLE,BUT THE EFFICIENCY IS LESS **
Cr *THAN THAT OF THE OIC SERIES OF CODES.
**
c***********************************************************************
C** THIS CODE WAS WRITTEN IN PARTIAL FULFILLMENTOF THE REQUIREMENTS**
C** FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE INNUCLEAR ENGINEERING. THE **
C** AUTHOR OF THIS CODE AND THE THESIS,"NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES FOR **
C** COUPLED NEUTRONIC/THERMAL HYDRAULICNUCLEAR REACTOR CALCULATIONS" **
C** IS:
**
C** Curt Matthew Betts
**
C**
**
C** bettsc@ucs.orst.edu
**
C** bettscu@flop.engr.orst.edu
**
C** bettscm@fermi.ne.orst.edu
**
C**
**
C** THIS WORK WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE SUPPORTOF THE UNITED STATES **
C** DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY (USDOE).THE CODE CONTAINED HEREIN MAY NOT**
C** BE FULLY FUNCTIONAL. A FULLY FUNCTIONALCODE CAN BE OBTAINED BY **
C** CONTACTING THE AUTHOR OR Dr. Mary M.Kulas at Oregon State Univ.**
C** THE AUTHOR ALSO WISHES TO ACKNOWLEDGETHE CONTRIBUTION OF **
C** STUDSVIK OF AMIERICA INCORPORATED IN THEDEVELOPEMENT OF THIS CODE**
C** AND THE AFOREMENTIONED THESIS. THIS CODEOBTAINS THE BEST BALANCE **
C** OF STABILITY AND EFFICIENCY OF THEMETHODS DEVELOPED TO DATE. **
C** THE MAC.FOR CODE IS SOMEWHAT MORE RIGOROUSIN TERMS OF COUPLING,**
C** BUT THE EFFICIENCY OF THE OIC METHOD ISQUITE SUPERIOR TO THAT OF **
C** MAC TECHNIQUE.
**
C**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** THE LAST REVISION DATE OF THIS CODE IS :02/13/94 **
c***********************************************************************
C********************SOURCE FILE TABLE OFCONTENTS**********************
C** THIS BLOCK CONTAINS A LISTING OF THELOCATIONS OF THE MAJOR **
C** COMMENT AND CODE SEGMENTS OF THIS SOURCECODE FILE. THESE **
C** LOCATIONS ARE GIVEN BY LINE NUMBER, ANDTHUS PERTAIN ONLY TO THE**
C** ORIGINAL SOURCE FILE.
C**
C**
C** SECTION:
C**
* *
* *
BEGINS ON **
LINE#: **
**226
C** OPENING HEADER
1
C** THIS TABLE (CONTENTS) 52
C** LISTING OF CODE VARIABLES 97
Cr *INPUT FILE LISTING AND DESCRIPTION 342
C** 'PROGRAM' STATEMENT AND VARIABLEDECLARATIONS 565
C** FILE OPEN STATEMENTS 593
C** STACKED CASE CONTROL SECTION & OUTPUTHEADER 596
C** READ INPUT SECTION 602
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION INITIALIZATION 1167
C** 'THRMLK' SUBROUTINE CALL 1199
C** 'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE CALL 1240
C** MULTIGROUP ENERGY LOOP INITIALIZATION 1242
C** OUTER AXIAL LOOP INITIALIZATION 1265
C** CONDUCTION CALCULATION 1286
C** CROSS SECTION CALCULATION 1374
C** FULL AXIAL SWEEP DIFFUSION CALCULATION 1408
C** CONVERGENCE CHECK ON FLUX, TEMPERATURE,AND Keff 1488
C** DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE(DINT) 1787
C** SINGLE INTEGRAL EVALUATION SUBROUTINE(SINT) 1859
C** 'TPROP' SUBROUTINE (TEMPERATURE DEPENDENTSUBCOOLED 1896
C** LIQUID FLUID PROPERTIES)
C** 'SATPROP' SUBROUTINE (PRESSURE DEPENDENTSATURATED 1986
C** STATE FLUID PROPERTIES)
C** 'HCSUB' SUBROUTINE (HEAT TRANSFERCOEFICIENT) 2098
C** 'THRMLK' SUBROUTINE (THERMALCONDUCTIVITY) 2186
C** FUEL THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FUNCTION 2228
C** CLADDING THERMAL CONDUCTIVTY FUNCTION 2239
C** 'AXIAL' SUBROUTINE (THERMAL HYDRAULICANALYSIS) 2247
C** SOURCE FILE END 2327
C**
C** NOTE: THESE LINE VALUES ASSUME THAT THESUBROUTINES ARE
C** CONTAINED IN THE SOURCE CODE, AND ARE NOTREFERENCED
C** IN INCLUDE STATEMENTS.
C**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
C*************************MAC CODE VARIABLELIST************************
INCLUDE 'MAC-VAR.TXT'
c***********************************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** *INPUT FOR oic.pm**************************
c***********************************************************************
C**THISBLOCK DESCRIBES THE NECESSARY INPUT FOR THISCODE, MAC.FOR.**
C**EACHPARAMETER IS DESCRIBED ON A LINE-BY-LINE BASIS,AND A SAMPLE**
C**INPUTFILE IS INCLUDED.
**
c***********************************************************************
C**
**
C**LINE#1:NCASE
**
C**
**
C** NCASE = NUMBER OF STACKED CASESIN INPUT DECK. **
C** STACKED CASES NEED NOT BE SEPARARED BY ANY **
C** SPACES OR MARKERS.ALL CASES INCLUDE ALL **
C** INPUT AFTER LINE #1. **
C**
**
C**LINE#2:RFO,RCO,L,PITCH
**
C**
**
C** RFO = FUEL PELLET OUTER RADIUS(m) **
C** RCO = FUEL CLADDING OUTERRADIUS (M), ROD OUTER **
C** RADIUS
**
C** L = REACTOR COOLANT CHANNELLENGTH (M), ACTIVE **
C** FUEL LENGTH
**
C** PITCH = FUEL ROD PITCH (M),SQUARE ARRAY ASSUMED **
C**
**
C**LINE#3:M,NF,NC,NG
**
C**
**
C** M = NUMBER OF AXIAL NODES
**
C** NF = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODESIN FUEL REGION **C** NC = NUMBER OF RADIAL NODES IN CLADDINGREGION
C** (NC INCLUDES THE INTERFACE NODE)
C** NG = NUMBER OF ENERGY GROUPS FORNEUTRON
C** DIFFUSION
C**
C** LINE #4:PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS
C**
C** PSAT = SYSTEM SATURATION PRESSURE(Pa)
C** MFR = CHANNEL MASS FLOW RATE (kg/s)
C** TCIN = CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE(0C)
C** HIN = CHANNEL INLET ENTHALPY (J/kg)
C** FDENS = FUEL DENSITY (g/cmA3)
C**
C** LINE #5:TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
C**
C** TINIT = TEMPERATURE FIELD INITIALIZATIONVALUE (0C)
C** FINIT = FLUX INITIALIZATION VALUE
C** GSET = PEAK HEAT GENERATION VALUE (W/mA3)
C** ENPF = AVERAGE ENERGY RELEASE PER FISSION(J)
C**
C** LINE #6:EPST,EPSAL,EPSAF
C**
C** EPST = CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELDCONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C** EPSAL = CONDUCTION OPTIMUM OVER-RELAXATIONFACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C** EPSAF = CONDUCTION ACCELERATION FACTORCONVERGENCE
C** CRITERION
C**
C** LINE #7:EPSPRO,EPSKO
C**
C** EPSPRO= OUTER FLUX PROFILE CONVERGENCECRITERION
C** EPSKO = OUTER FLUX PROFILE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
C** CONVERGENCE CRITERION
C**
C** LINE #8:PROITX
C**
C** PROITX= MAXIMUM NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE
C** ITERATIONS
C**
C** LINE #9:P1,P2,P3,P4
C**
C** P1 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THEFUEL
C** CENTERLINE TEMPERATURE AND VOID FRACTION
C** AS A FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AT EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P2 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THEGROUP FLUX
C** AND MULTIPLICATION FACTOR AFTER EACH OUTER
C** FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P3 = OPTIONAL OUPUT SWITCH FOR THEAXIAL COOLANT
C** CHANNEL BEHAVIOR (TC,X,HC,VOID) AFTER EACH
C** OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P4 = OPTIONAL CONDUCTION OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE
C** TEMPERATURE FIELD AFTER EACH FLUX PROFILE
C** OUTER ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N)
C**
C** P5 = OPTIONAL OUTPUT SWITCH FOR THE DIFFUSION
C** SUBROUTINE CROSS SECTIONS AFTER EACH OUTER
C** FLUX PROFILE ITERATION (O =OFF, 1=0N).
C** OUTPUT FOR ONE GROUP ONLY, SPECIFIED AT
C** EXECUTIONC**
C** LINE #10: ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
C**
C** ITGUES= TEMPERATURE ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
C** IGGUES= INTERNAL HEAT GENERATION ARRAY
C** INITIALIZATION FLAG
C** IFGUES= FLUX ARRAY INITIALIZATION FLAG
C**
C** ARRAY INITIALIZATION SHAPES (FLAGS = 1 THROUGH 9)
C**
C** FLAG = 1 ---> UNIFORM INITIALIZATION VALUE
C** (CONSTANT)
C** FLAG = 2 ---> SINE SHAPE PROFILE
C** FLAG = 3 ---> SAW-TOOTH SHAPE PROFILE (LINEAR WITH
C** SLOPE 1 TO MID-POINT, LINEAR DOWN WITH
C** SLOPE -1)
C** FLAG = 4 ---> RAMP-UP ONLY (LINEAR UP, ZERO AFTER
C** MID-POINT)
C** FLAG = 5 ---> RAMP-DOWN ONLY (ZERO TO MID-POINT,
C** LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER MID POINT)
C** FLAG = 6 ---> STEP-DOWN (UNIFORM TO MID-POINT,
C** ZERO AFTER)
C** FLAG = 7 ---> STEP-UP (ZERO TO MID-POINT, UNIFORM
C** AFTER)
C** FLAG = 8 ---> SINE-RAMP (SINE SHAPED TO MID-POINT,
C** LINEAR WITH SLOPE -1 AFTER)
C** FLAG = 9 ---> RAMP-SINE (LINEAR WITH SLOPE 1 TO
C** MID-POINT, SINE SHAPED AFTER)
C **
C**
C**
228
ALL OF THESE OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO ALL THREE VALUES, **
ITGUES, IGGUES, AND IFGUES. **
C**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: ALL CROSS SECTIONS ARE TO BE INPUT FOR THE REACTOR **
C** COOLANT CHANNEL INLET REGION. THE UNITS FOR ALL CROSS **
C** SECTIONS (MACROSCOPIC) ARE me-1. **
c***********************************************************************
C**
**
C** LINE #11:GROUP DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS **
C**
**
C ** DIN(G)(G=1,NG), REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C** 2-GROUP EXAMPLE: DIN(1),DIN(2) **
C** **
C** LINE #12: GROUP REMOVAL CROSS SECTIONS **
C**
**
C** SRIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** LINE #13: GROUP SLOWING CROSS SECTION
**
C**
**
C** SSIN(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED ON A GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** FOUR GROUP EXAMPLE: **
C**
**
C** SSIN(1 --> 2),SSIN(1 --> 3),SSIN(2 --> 3),SSIN(1 --> 4),**
C** SSIN(2 --> 4),SSIN(3 --> 4) **
C**
**
C** LINE #14: GROUP NU*FISSION PRODUCT CROSS SECTIONS **
C**
**
C** NUSFIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** LINE #15: GROUP EXTERNAL SOURCE STRENGTH **
C**
**
C** QEXTIN(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **229
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
C**
LINE
LINE
#16: GROUP AVERAGE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS RELEASEDPER
FISSION (NU)
NU(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
#17: GROUP FRACTION OF FISSION SPECTRUM(CHI)
XKI(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
c***********************************************************************
C** NOTE: THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CROSSSECTION VARIANCES ARE **
C** NOT PRECISELY KNOWN BUT ARE DETERMINEDBY VARYING **
C** THE APPROPRIATE PARAMETERS IN AN APPROPRIATECROSS **
C** SECTION GENERATION CODE. THE UNITS FOR THESEPARAMETERS **
C** ARE AS FOLLOWS: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT **
C** --> 1/(cm*OC), VOID DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT --> 1 /cm. **
c***********************************************************************
C **
**
C** LINE#18: DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT VOID DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT **
C ** **
C** DCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** LINE#19:DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
**
C** COEFFICIENT
**
C**
**
C ** DCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C ** **
C** LINE#20: REMOVAL CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT **
C ** **
C** SRCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** LINE#21:REMOVAL CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
**
C ** COEFFICIENT
**
C**
**
C ** SRCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C ** **
C** LINE#22: SLOWING CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT **
C ** **
C** SSCV(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON SINGLE LINE
**
C **
**
C** LINE#23:SLOWING CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
**
C** COEFFICIENT
**
C**
**
C ** SSCT(NSSC)(NSSC=1,NSS),REPEATED BY GROUP TO GROUP **
C** TRANSFER BASIS ON A SINGLE LINE
**
C **
**
C** LINE#24: NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION VOID DEPENDENCECOEFFICIENT **
C ** **
C** SFCV(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C **
**
C** LINE#25:NU*FISSION CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE **
C** COEFFICIENT
**
C**
**
C** SFCT(G)(G=1,NG),REPEATED PER GROUP ON SINGLE LINE **
C**
**
C** LINE#26:VDAMP,GDAMP
**
C**
**
C**
C**
C**
VDAMP = VOID COEFFICIENT DAMPINGFACTOR,
0.0<VDAMP<1.0: 0.0 --> NO DAMPING,
1.0 --> COMPLETE DAMPING
**
**
**
C** TYPICAL VALUE --> 0.33 **
C ** GDAMP = HEAT GENERATION MATRIXDAMPING FACTOR, **230
C** 0.0<GDAMP<1.0: 0.0 --> NO DAMPING, **
C ** 1.0 --> COMPLETE DAMPING
**
C**
**
c***********************************************************************
PROGRAM MAC
INTEGER IIN,IIM,IIG,IIS
PARAMETER(IIN=50,IIM=200,IIG=4,IIS=6)
REAL RFO,RCO,L,PITCH,G(IIN,IIM),X(IIM),TC(IIM),TCIN,PI,HC(IIM)
REAL PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF,XIN,PSAT,MFR,HIN,DRF,DRCL,DZ,AFLOW
REAL BETA1,BETA2,C1,C2,C3,C4,BETA4,C5,C6,R(IIN),RCALC,GAM1(IIM)
REAL THETA1(IIM),GAM4(IIM),THETA4(IIM),FLUX(IIM,IIG),TSUB,CPSUB
REAL T( IIN, IIM), EPSAL, EPSAF, ZOB(IIG),ZOT(IIG),ALPH(IIM,IIG)
REAL BTA(IIG),SR(IIM,IIG),D(IIM,IIG),SS(IIM,IIS),QEXT(IIM,IIG)
REAL DT(IIM,IIG),DB(IIM,IIG),NUSF(IIM,IIG),GAM(IIG),XKI(IIG)
REAL SRIN(IIG),SSIN(IIS),QEXTIN(IIG),NUSFIN(IIG),KNEW,VOID(IIM)
REAL ENPF,SUMG,NUSFG(IIN,IIM,IIG),TRAN(IIM),INTVAL,NU(IIG),VDAMP
REAL SIGF(IIN,IIM,IIG),GMAX,GSET,TESTF,FLUXOLD(IIM,IIG),EPSPRO
REAL TESTK,POWRAT,KOLD,EPSKO,DCV(IIG),DCT(IIG),SRCV(IIG),SRCT(IIG)
REAL SSCV(IIS),SSCT(IIS),SFCV(IIG),SFCT(IIG),FINIT,XARG
REAL HF,HG,RHOF,RHOG,TSAT,FMAX(8),GOLD(IIN,IIM),GDAMP,TIME
REAL ALPHA,EIG,SUMR,SUMROLD,ALPHOLD,KF,KC,RESID(IIN,IIM),EPST
REAL SQRTARG,ALPHAT,TESTAL,TESTT,AF,TESTAF,AFOLD,HINT
REAL TOLD(IIN,IIM),QF(IIM),QEFF(IIM,IIG),BETA5(IIM),DIN(IIG)
INTEGER NF,NC,M,I,J,NG,NSS,NSSC,K,II,PROIT,PROITX,BOMB,AFCOUNT
INTEGER NOTCONV,JMAX,P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,IGP,ITICK1,ITICK2,JJ,FLAG
INTEGER FLUXC,IG,ICASE,NCASE,ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
COMMON/INP/NF,NC,M,RFO,RCO,L,R,DRF,DRCL,DZ,PI
COMMON/AXIAL/PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG,PITCH,MFR,TCIN,HIN,CPSUB,
CXIN
COMMON/HCCON/AFLOW,PH,PW,DH,DE,PDR,CHANF
COMMON/AXIALC/HINT
COMMON/FUELK/FDENS
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='MAC.INP',STATUS='OLD')
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='MAC.OUT')
OPEN(UNIT=39,FILE='MAC-STK.OUT')
C***********************STACKED CASE INPUT SECTION**********************
READ(3,*)NCASE
WRITE(39,*)' CASE EPSKO TIME ITERATIONS Keff'
DO 3333 ICASE=1,NCASE c*******************************TImE THE HDN****************************
CALL TIMER(ITICK1) c***************************HEAD INPUT FILE DATA************************
READ(3,*)RFO,RCO,L,PITCH
READ(3,*)M,NF,NC,NG
READ(3,*)PSAT,MFR,TCIN,HIN,FDENS
READ(3,*)TINIT,FINIT,GSET,ENPF
READ(3,*)EPST,EPSAL,EPSAF
READ(3,*)EPSPRO,EPSKO
READ(3,*)PROITX
READ(3,*)P1,P2,P3,P4,P5
READ(3,*)ITGUES,IGGUES,IFGUES
C*********CONDITIONAL FILE OPEN STATEMENTS FOR OPTIONALOUTPUT**********
IF(P1.EQ.1)0PEN(UNIT=7,FILE=1TCL-VOID.OUT')
IF( P2. EQ. 1) OPEN(UNIT= 9,FILE= 'DIFFUSE.OUT')
IF(P3.EQ.1)0PEN(UNIT=11,FILE=1AXIAL.OUT')
IF(P4.EQ.1) OPEN (UNIT= 13,FILE= 'CONDUCT.OUT')
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
OPEN(UNIT=15,FILE='X-SECT.OUT')
WRITE(*,*)' YOU HAVE SELECTED TO OUPUT THE CROSS SECTION DATA'
WRITE(*,*)' AFTER EACH POWER ITERATION.'
WRITE( *, *)'
GENERATING OUTPUT FOR EVERY GROUP IS TYPICALLY TOO'
WRITE(*,*)' LARGE AN AMOUNT OF DATA TO VIEW IN AN EDITOR:'
WRITE(*,*)"231
WRITE(*,*)' INPUT THE ENERGY GROUP FOR WHICH YOUWISH TO OUTPUT'
WRITE(*,*)' THE NEUTRONIC CROSS SECTIONS.'
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY GROUP = '
READ(*,*)IGP
ENDIF
C************************DIFFUSION CODE INPUT DATA**********************
READ(3,*)(DIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRIN(I),I=1,NG)
NSS=0
DO 1 I=1,NG
NSS=NSS+I-1
1 CONTINUE
READ(3,*)(SSIN(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(NUSFIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(QEXTIN(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(NU(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(XKI(I),I=1,NG)
DO 2 I=1,NG
DO 2 J=1,M
D(J,I)=DIN(I)
SR(J,I)=SRIN(I)
QEXT(J,I)=QEXTIN(I)
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 I=1,NSS
DO 3 J=1,M
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)
3 CONTINUE
DO 340 II=1,NG
DO 340 J=1,M
DO 340 I=1,NF+NC
NUSFG(I,J,II)=NUSFIN(II)
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
340CONTINUE
C**************READ INPUT CROSS SECTION FUNCTIONCONSTANTS**************
READ(3,*)(DCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(DCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SRCT(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SSCV(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SSCT(I),I=1,NSS)
READ(3,*)(SFCV(I),I=1,NG)
READ(3,*)(SFCT(I),I=1,NG)
C************************READ DAMPING COEFFICIENTS**********************
READ(3,*)VDAMP,GDAMP
c***********************************************************************
KNEW=1.0 !NEED SOME VALUE FOR K FOR FIRST COUPLING ITERATION
c***********************************************************************
c***********************************************************************
C****************RESTRICTION ON NUMBER OF SPATIAL POINTS****************
C** THE DOUBLE INTEGRATION SUBROUTINE, AS WELL ASOTHER ALGORITHMS, **
C** REQUIRE THAT M, NF, AND NC ARE ALL ODD VALUES AT THEINPUT LEVEL**
c***********************************************************************
c******************************Ecm INPUT mcK**************************
WRITE(*,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(5,*)'**********INPUT GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CO
CNIDTIONS*********'
WRITE(*,*)' FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) '
WRITE(*,*)' CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (M) '
WRITE(*,*)' ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(M) '
WRITE(*,*)' SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa) '
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '232
WRITE( *, *)' CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN =',TCIN,'((AC) '
WRITE(*,*)' INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
WRITE(*,*)' PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,'(W/m^3) '
WRITE(5,*)' FUEL RADIUS = RFO = ',RFO,'(m) '
WRITE(5,*)' CLAD RADIUS = RCO = ',RCO,'(m) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL LENGTH = L = ',L,' (m)
WRITE(5,*)' ROD PITCH = PITCH = ',PITCH,'(n) '
WRITE(5,*)' SATURATION PRESSURE = PSAT = ',PSAT,'(Pa) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL FLOW RATE = MFR = ',MFR,'(kg/s) '
WRITE(5,*)' CHANNEL INLET TEMPERATURE = TCIN = ',TCIN,'(o5C) '
WRITE(5,*)' INLET ENTHALPY = HIN = ',HIN,'(J/kg) '
WRITE(5,*)' PEAK HEAT GENERATION RATE = GSET = ',GSET,'(W/m^3) '
wRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
c*****************1
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*************************ECHO INPUT CROSS-SECTIONS*********************
WRITE(*,*)' ***********************INPUT DIFFUSIONPARAMETERS******
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(5,*)' ***********************INPUT DIFFUSIONPARAMETERS******
WRITE(*,*)'GROUP SR(g) NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
C X(g) '
WRITE(5,*)'GROUP SR(g) NUSF(g) QEXT(g) NU(g)
C X(g)'
DO 4 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
WRITE(5,971)I,SR(5,I),NUSF(5,I),QEXT(5,I),NU(I),XKI(I)
4 CONTINUE
971FORMAT(3X,I2,5(3X,F9.6))
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' SOURCE TARGET'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP GROUP INDEXSLOWING'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' SOURCE TARGET'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP GROUP INDEX SLOWING'
DO 7 I=1,NG
IF(I.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC =O
GO TO 7
ENDIF
DO 6 K=1,I-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
WRITE(*,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
WRITE(5,*)K,I,NSSC,SS(5,NSSC)
6 CONTINUE
7 CONTINUE
wRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
c*****************,
WRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*****************ECHO CROSS SECTION FUNCTIONCONSTANTS*****************
WRITE(*,*)1*******************CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*
WRITE(5,*)'*******************CROSS SECTION FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS*
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)'WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)'
C'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1436 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I)
WRITE(5,757)I,DCT(I),SRCT(I)
1436CONTINUE
757FORMAT(4X,I3,3X,3(5X,E14.4))
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(*,*)"
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DIFFUSION REMOVAL
COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CROSS SECTION TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS
DIFFUSION REMOVAL
COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
,SFCT(I)
,SFCT(I)
CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(*,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(*,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
WRITE(5,*)' CROSS SECTION VOID COEFFICIENTS'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' ENERGY DIFFUSION REMOVAL
CNU-FISSION'
WRITE(5,*)' GROUP COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION
CCROSS SECTION'
DO 1437 I=1,NG
WRITE(*,757)I
WRITE(5,757)I
1437CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)'****
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
WRITE(5,*) .****
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * **
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
***************** C***
,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
,DCV(I),SRCV(I),SFCV(I)
***************************************************
**I
***************************************************
**I
****ECHO DAMPING COEFFICIENTS**********************
WRITE(*,*)1************************DAMPING COEFFICIENTS***********
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(5,*)1************************DAMPING COEFFICIENTS***********
c*****************1
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' VOID DAMPING HEAT GENERATION DAMPING'
WRITE(5,*)' VOID DAMPING HEAT GENERATION DAMPING'
WRITE(*,1290)VDAMP,GDAMP
WRITE(5,1290)VDAMP,GDAMP
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(*,*)'
WRITE(5,*)'
1290FORMAT(16X,F5.3,19X,F5.3)
c***********************************************************************
C************************EVALUATE GENERAL CONSTANTS*********************
c***********************************************************************
NC=NC-1234
c***********************************NOTE********************************
C** THIS CONVERTS THE # OF RADIAL POINTS INTHE CLAD TO THE # NOT **
C** INCLUDED IN FUEL (EXCLUDES COUNTING I=NFTWICE).THE TOTAL # OF**
C** RADIAL POINTS IS THEN ITOT = NF + NC, AFTERTHE TRANSFORMATION **
C** PERFORMED ABOVE.BEFORE IT WAS ITOT = NF + NC - 1. **
c***********************************************************************
PI=ACOS(-1.0)
!PI
CALL SATPROP(PSAT,TSAT,RHOF,RHOG,HF,HG)
!PROPERTIES AT PSAT
C***************************ENTRANCE CONDITIONS*************************
IF(TCIN.GE.TSAT)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' THE FLOW IS 2-PHASE AT THE ENTRANCE!'
ENDIF
XIN=(HIN-HF)/(HG-HF)
c***********************************************************************
DRF= RFO /(NF -1) !SPACING IN FUEL REGION
DRCL= (RCO- RFO) /NC
!SPACING IN CLADDING REGION
DZ=L/(M-1)
!AXIAL SPACING
RCALC=0.0
DO 19 I=1,NF
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRF
19 CONTINUE
!GENERATES R(I) MATRIX
RCALC=RFO+DRCL
DO 21 I=NF+1,NF+NC
R(I)=RCALC
RCALC=RCALC+DRCL
21 CONTINUE
C********EVALUATE CONSTANTS FOR AXIAL THERMAL HYDRAULICANALYSIS********
TSUB=(TCIN+TSAT)/2.0
!AVERAGE SAT LIQUID TEMPERATURE
CALL TPROP(TSUB,CPSUB,ZIT1,ZIT2,ZIT3)
!AVERAGE VALUE OF CP
AFLOW=PITCH*PITCH-PI*RCO*RCO
PH=2.0*PI*RCO
PW=2.0*PI*RCO
DH=4.0*AFLOW/PH
DE=4.0*AFLOW/PW
PDR=PITCH/(2.0*RCO)
CHANF=0.9217+0.1478*PDR-0.1130*EXP(-7.0*(PDR-1.0)) !CHANNEL FACTOR
HINT=RFORNF-1) !RADIAL HEAT GENERATION INTEGRATION SPACING
C*******************CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY VERIFICATION****************
IF (PDR.LT.1.05.OR.PDR.GT.1.9)THEN
WRITE(*,*)' CHANNEL FACTOR VALIDITY COMPROMISED
WRITE(*,*)' P/D = ',PDR,' VALIDITY RANGE: 1.05 < P/D < 1.9 '
ENDIF
c***********************************************************************
C***********************EVALUATE CONDUCTION CONSTANTS*******************
BETA1=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRF*DRF
BETA2=2.0*DRF*DRF+4.0*DZ*DZ
C1=RFO-(DRF*0.5)
C2=RF0+(DRCL*0.5)
C3=(RFO*DRF)-(DRF*DRF*0.25)
C4=(RFO*DRCL)+(DRCL*DRCL*0.25)
BETA4=2.0*DZ*DZ+2.0*DRCL*DRCL
C5=((DZ*DZ)/DRCL)*((2.0*RCO)-DRCL)
C6=(RCO*DRCL)-((DRCL*DRCL)*0.25)
DO 23 I=2,NF-1
GAM1(I)=DZ*DZ+((DZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))
THETA1(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRF)/(2.0*R(I)))
23 CONTINUE
DO 25 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
GAM4(I)=DZ*DZ+((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
THETA4(I)=DZ*DZ-((DZ*DZ*DRCL)/(2.0*R(I)))
25 CONTINUE
C*****************INITIALIZE FLUX AND TEMPERATURE FIELDS****************
IF(ITGUES.EQ.1)THENDO 15 I=1,NF+NC
DO 15 J=1,M
T(I,J)=TINIT
15 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 115 I=1,NF+NC
DO 115 J=1,M
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
115 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 215 I=1,NF+NC
DO 215 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
215 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 315 I=1,NF+NC
DO 315 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
315 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 415 I=1,NF+NC
DO 415 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
415 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 515 I=1,NF+NC
DO 515 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT
ELSE
T(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
515 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 615 I=1,NF+NC
DO 615 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT
ENDIF
615 CONTINUE
ENDIF
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!UNIFORM
!SINE SHAPE
!SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
!RAMP UP
!RAMP DOWN
!STEP DOWN
!STEP UP236
IF(ITGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 715 I=1,NF+NC
DO 715 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
!
ELSE
T(I,J)=((M*TINIT)/MR)-J*(TINIT/MR)
ENDIF
SINERAMP
715 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(ITGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 815 I=1,NF+NC
DO 815 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
T(I,J)=TINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!RAMPSINE
ELSE
T(I,J)=TINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
815 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 16 I=1,NF+NC
DO 16 J=1,M
!UNIFORM
G(I,J)=GSET
16 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 116 I=1,NF+NC
DO 116 J=1,M
!SINE SHAPE
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
116 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 216 I= 1,NF +NC
DO 216 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
216 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.4)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 316 I=1,NF+NC
DO 316 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(14+1))
!RAMP UP
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
316 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 416 I=1,NF+NC
DO 416 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=0.0
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
!RAMP DOWN237
416 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 516 I=1,NF+NC
DO 516 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET
!STEP DOWN
ELSE
G(I,J)=0.0
ENDIF
516 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.7)THEN
DO 616 I=1,NF+NC
DO 616 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=0.0
!STEP UP
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET
ENDIF
616 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 716 I=1,NF+NC
DO 716 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
!SINERAMP
ELSE
G(I,J)=((M*GSET)/MR)-J*(GSET/MR)
ENDIF
716 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IGGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 816 I=1,NF+NC
DO 816 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
G(I,J)=GSET*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!RAMP SINE
ELSE
G(I,J)=GSET*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
816 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.1)THEN
DO 17 I=1,NG
DO 17 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT
!UNIFORM
17 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.2)THEN
DO 117 I=1,NG
DO 117 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
117 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.3)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 217 I=1,NG
DO 217 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
!SAW TOOTH (DOUBLE RAMP)
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
ENDIF217 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.4)THEN
DO 318 I=1,NG
DO 318 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=0.0
ENDIF
318 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.5)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 417 I=1,NG
DO 417 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=0.0
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)
ENDIF
417 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.6)THEN
DO 517 I=1,NG
DO 517 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=0.0
ENDIF
517 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ
DO 617 I=1
DO 617 J=1
IF(J.LE.
FLUX(J
ELSE
FLUX(J
ENDIF
617 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.8)THEN
MR=M-(M+1)/2
DO 717 I=1,NG
DO 717 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=((M*FINIT)/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
ENDIF
717 CONTINUE
ENDIF
IF(IFGUES.EQ.9)THEN
DO 817 I=1,NG
DO 817 J=1,M
IF(J.LE.(M+1)/2)THEN
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*(2.0*J/(M+1))
ELSE
FLUX(J,I)=FINIT*SIN((J*PI)/M)
ENDIF
817 CONTINUE
ENDIF
.7)THEN
,NG
,M
(M+1)/2)THEN
,I)=0.0
,I)=FINIT
!RAMP UP
!RAMP DOWN
/MR)-J*(FINIT/MR)
!STEP DOWN
!STEP UP
!SINERAMP
!RAMP SINE
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797FORMAT(' POWER DISTRIBUTION ITERATION #',I5)
747FORMAT(' CURRENT EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',F8.6)
1757FORMAT(' PROFILE MAXIMUM LOCATION: ',I4,' TOTAL # AXIAL NODES:
C ',I4)
C******INITIAL FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR USE IN INITIALFLUX CALC*******
DO 1443 II=1,NG
DO 1443 J=1,M
NUSF(J,II)=NUSFG((NF+1)/2,J,II)
1443 CONTINUE
DO 1343 II=1,NG
DO 1343 J=1,M
DO 1343 I=1,NF+NC
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
1343 CONTINUE
C********************CALCULATE INITIAL FISSIONSOURCE*******************
DO 13 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 13 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
13 CONTINUE
NSSC=0
C**********************INITIALIZE ITERATION VARIABLES*******************
ALPHA=1.0
SUMR=100.0
ALPHOLD=0.0
AFOLD=0.0
AFCOUNT=0
FLUXC=0
FLAG=0
c***********************************************************************
C************BEGIN OUTER ITERATION ON THE AXIAL FLUXPROFILE************
c***********************************************************************
DO 7777 PROIT=1,PROITX
WRITE(*,797)PROIT
WRITE(*,747)KNEW
C WRITE(5,797)PROIT
C WRITE(5,747)KNEW
WRITE(*,1757)JMAX,M
C WRITE(5,1757)JMAX,M
WRITE(*,*)"
C**************RESET AND STEP SOME ITERATIONVARIABLES******************
BOMB=0
SUMROLD=SUMR
SUMR=0.0
AFCOUNT=AFCOUNT+1
FLUXC=FLUXC+1
KOLD=KNEW
NOTCONV=0 c******************************STORE OLD FIELDs*************************
DO 301 I=1,NG
DO 301 J=1,M
FLUXOLD(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)
301 CONTINUE
DO 302 I=1,NF+NC
DO 302 J=1,M
TOLD(I,J)=T(I,J)
302 CONTINUE
DO 304 J=1,M
DO 304 I=1,NF
GOLD(I,J)=G(I,J)
304 CONTINUE
C*********DETERMINE THERMAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF FUEL ANDCLADDING*********
CALL THRMLK(T,KF,KC)
C**CALCULATE CONDUCTION CONSTANTS DEPENDENT ON THERMALCONDUCTIVITIES***240
BETA3=((2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF)+((2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL)+2.0*C3*
C KF+2.0*C4*KC
GAM3=(2.0*KC*DZ*DZ*C2)/DRCL
THETA3=(2.0*KF*DZ*DZ*C1)/DRF
ETA3=C3*KF+C4*KC
C***************CALCULATE HEAT GENERATION BASED UPON FLUX***************
DO 447 J=1,M
DO 447 I=1,NF !CALCULATING THEHEAT GENERATION
SUMG=0.0 !MATRIX WITH THEFLUX ENSURES
DO 446 II=1,NG !THE PROPER SHAPEOF THE PROFILE
SUMG=SUMG+SIGF(I,J,II)*FLUX(J,II)
446CONTINUE !THE PROPER MAGNITUDE IS
G(I,J)=ENPF*SUMG !OBTAINED BY A MAGNITUDE SHIFT
447CONTINUE !BELOW
C**********NOW ASSURE THAT HEAT GENERATION IS AT DESIRED VALUE**********
C** FIND MAXIMUM OF HEAT GENERATION MATRIX WHICH WAS CALCULATED BASED**
C** UPON THE NEUTRON FLUX, THEN DIVIDE BY THAT VALUE AND MULTIPLY BY**
C** THE SET REACTOR POWER (THIS WILL KEEP THE REACTOR POWER IN THE **
C** PROVERBIAL BALL-PARK AS LONG AS THE FLUX PROFILE IS REASONABLE).**
c***********************************************************************
GMAX=0.0
DO 450 J=1,M
DO 450 I=1,NF
IF(G(I,J).GT.GMAX)THEN
GMAX=G(I,J)
JMAX=J
ENDIF
450CONTINUE
POWRAT=GSET/GMAX
DO 451 J=1,M
DO 451 I=1,NF
G(I,J)=G(I,J)*POWRAT
451CONTINUE
C*****************DAMP THE HEAT GENERATION MATRIX***********************
DO 448 J=1,M
DO 448 I=1,NF
G(I,J)=G(I,J)*GDAMP+GOLD(I,J)*(1.0-GDAMP)
448CONTINUE
C***********************CALCULATE AXIAL PARAMETERS**********************
CALL AXIAL(G,TC,X,VOID,HC)
C************CALCULATE EFFECTIVE SOURCE FOR EACH GROUP******************
DO 739 IG=1,NG
DO 917 J=1,M !THIS RESETS THE SOURCE TERM
QEFF(J,IG)=QEXT(J,IG)
!TO THE EXTERNAL VALUE TO
917 CONTINUE
!AVOID CAUSING EXPLOSIONS.
C**********************CALCULATE IN-SCATTER TERMS***********************
IF(IG.EQ.1)THEN
NSSC=0
GO TO 99
ENDIF
DO 41 K=1,IG-1
NSSC=NSSC+1
DO 45 J=1,M
QEFF(J,IG)=QEFF(J,IG)+FLUX(J,K)*SS(J,NSSC)
45 CONTINUE
41 CONTINUE
C*************************INCLUDE FISSION SOURCE************************
99 DO 57 J=1,M
QEFF(J,IG)=QEFF(J,IG)+QF(J)*(XKI(IG)/KNEW)
57 CONTINUE
C********************BEGIN LOOP ON THE AXIAL POSITION (j)***************
DO 8888 J=1,M
C**CALCULATE AVERAGE FISSION CROSS SECTION FOR USE IN DIFFUSION THOERY**
DO 443 II=1,NG241
DO 445 I=1,NF
TRAN(I)=R(I)*NUSFG(I,J,II)
445 CONTINUE
CALL SINT(TRAN,0.0,RFO,NF,INTVAL)
NUSF(J,II)=INTVAL/(0.5*RFO*RFO)
443 CONTINUE
DO 343 II=1,NG
DO 343 I=1,NF+NC
SIGF(I,J,II)=NUSFG(I,J,II)/NU(II)
343 CONTINUE
C***************CALCULATE HEAT GENERATION BASED UPON FLUX***************
C** NOTE: THE HEAT GENERATION IS CALCULATED BASED UPON THE ASSUMPTION **
C** THAT THE THERMAL FLUX IS THE ONLY ENERGY GROUP WHICH **
C** CONTRIBUTES TO THE HEAT GENERATION. THIS IS ONLY ACCURATE **
C** TO WITHIN <10% FOR THERMAL SYSTEMS.***************************
c***********************************************************************
C*********PERFORM CONDUCTION CALCULATION FOR THIS AXIAL LOCATION********
BETA5(J)=C5+2.0*C6+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ)/KC)
C*********************CALCULATE J = 1 CASE TEMPERATURES*****************
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
RESID(1,1)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,1)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,2)+
C((G(1,1)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,1)*RESID(1,1)
T(1,1)=T(1,1)+RESID(1,1)*ALPHA
DO 106 I=2,NF-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,1)+
C 2.0*DRF*DRF*T(I,2)+((G(I,1)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(I,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA
106 CONTINUE
RESID(NF,1)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,1)+THETA3*T(NF-1,1)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,2)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,1)-BETA3*T(NF,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,1)*RESID(NF,1)
T(NF,1)=T(NF,1)+RESID(NF,1)*ALPHA
DO 124 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
RESID(I,1)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,1)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,1)+
C 2.0*DRCL*DRCL*T(I,2)-BETA4*T(I,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,1)*RESID(I,1)
T(I,1)=T(I,1)+RESID(I,1)*ALPHA
124 CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,1)=(1.0/BETA5(1))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,1)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,2)+((2.0*HC(1)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(1))/KC)-BETA5(1)*T(NF+NC,1))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,1)*RESID(NF+NC,1)
T(NF+NC,1)=T(NF+NC,1)+RESID(NF+NC,1)*ALPHA
GO TO 33
ENDIF
C*********************CALCULATE J = M CASE TEMPERATURES*****************
IF(J.EQ.M)THEN
RESID(1,M)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,M)+2.0*DRF*DRF*T(1,M-1)+
C((G(1,M)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,M)*RESID(1,M)
T(1,M)=T(1,M)+RESID(1,M)*ALPHA
DO 107 I=2,NF-1
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,M)+
C 2.0*DRF*DRF*T(I,M-1)+((C(I,M)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-BETA1*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
107 CONTINUE
RESID(NF,M)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,M)+THETA3*T(NF-1,M)+
C2.0*ETA3*T(NF,M-1)+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,M)-BETA3*T(NF,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,M)*RESID(NF,M)
T(NF,M)=T(NF,M)+RESID(NF,M)*ALPHA
DO 125 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
RESID(I,M)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,M)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,M)+242
C 2.0*DRCL*DRCL*T(I,M-1)-BETA4*T(I,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,M)*RESID(I,M)
T(I,M)=T(I,M)+RESID(I,M)*ALPHA
125 CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,M)=(1.0/BETA5(M))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,M)+2.0*C6*
CT(NF+NC,M-1)+((2.0*HC(M)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(M))/KC)-
CBETA5(M)*T(NF+NC,M))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,M)*RESID(NF+NC,M)
T(NF+NC,M)=T(NF+NC,M)+RESID(NF+NC,M)*ALPHA
GO TO 33
ENDIF
C**********CALCULATE GENERAL AXIAL POSITION CASETEMPERATURES***********
RESID(1,J)=(1.0/BETA2)*(4.0*DZ*DZ*T(2,J)+DRF*DRF*T(1,J+1)+
CDRF*DRF*T(1,J-1)+((G(1,J)*DZ*DZ*DRF*DRF)/KF)-BETA2*T(1,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(1,J)*RESID(1,J)
T(1,J)=T(1,J)+RESID(1,J)*ALPHA
DO 105 I=2,NF-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA1)*(GAM1(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA1(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRF*DRF*T(I,J+1)+DRF*DRF*T(I,J-1)+((G(I,J)*DRF*DRF*DZ*DZ)/KF)-
CBETA1*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
105CONTINUE
RESID(NF,J)=(1.0/BETA3)*(GAM3*T(NF+1,J)+THETA3*T(NF-1,J)+ETA3*
C(T(NF,J+1)+T(NF,J-1))+C3*DZ*DZ*G(NF,J)-BETA3*T(NF,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF,J)*RESID(NF,J)
T(NF,J)=T(NF,J)+RESID(NF,J)*ALPHA
DO 123 I=NF+1,NF+NC-1
RESID(I,J)=(1.0/BETA4)*(GAM4(I)*T(I+1,J)+THETA4(I)*T(I-1,J)+
CDRCL*DRCL*T(I,J+1)+DRCL*DRCL*T(I,J-1)-BETA4*T(I,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(I,J)*RESID(I,J)
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+RESID(I,J)*ALPHA
123 CONTINUE
RESID(NF+NC,J)=(1.0/BETA5(J))*(C5*T(NF+NC-1,J)+C6*(T(NF+NC,J+1)+
CT(NF+NC,J-1))+((2.0*HC(J)*RCO*DZ*DZ*TC(J))/KC)-BETA5(J)*
CT(NF+NC,J))
SUMR=SUMR+RESID(NF+NC,J)*RESID(NF+NC,J)
T(NF+NC,J)=T(NF+NC,J)+RESID(NF+NC,J)*ALPHA
C*******************PERFORM CROSS SECTIONCALCULATIONS******************
33 XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
D(J,IG)=DIN(IG)+DCV(IG)*VOID(J)-DCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,IG)=SRIN(IG)+SRCV(IG)*VOID(J)-SRCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
D(J,IG)=DIN(IG)+DCV(IG)*VOID(J)+DCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)
SR(J,IG)=SRIN(IG)+SRCV(IG)*VOID(J)+SRCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
DO 740 I=1,NSS
XARG=T(1,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)-SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
SS(J,I)=SSIN(I)+SSCV(I)*VOID(J)+SSCT(I)*SQRT(XARG)
ENDIF
740CONTINUE
DO 741 I=1,NF
XARG=T(I,J)-T(1,1)
IF(XARG.LT.0.0)THEN
XARG=ABS(XARG)
NUSFG(I,J,IG)=NUSFIN(IG)+SFCV(IG)*VOID(J)-SFCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)
ELSE
NUSFG(I,J,IG)=NUSFIN(IG)+SFCV(IG)*VOID(J)+SFCT(IG)*SQRT(XARG)243
ENDIF
741CONTINUE
C**********************CALCULATE DIFFUSIONCONSTANTS********************
C**********TRANSFORM FROM METERS TO CENTIMETERS FORDIFFUSION***********
L=L*100.0
DZ=DZ*100.0
C**********CALCULATE FLUX PROFILE AT THE CURRENT AXIALPOINT************
ZOB(IG)=2.1312*D(1,IG)
BTA( IG)=( 2. 0* D( 1, IG)+ SR (1,IG) *DZ *ZOB(IG))*(ZOB(IG) +DZ)
FLUX(1,IG)=(QEFF(1,IG)*DZ*DZ*Z0B(IG)+2.0*D(1,IG)*Z0B(IG)*
C FLUX(2,IG))/BTA(IG)
DO 1324 JJ=2,M-1
DT(JJ,IG)=0.5*(D(JJ+1,IG)+D(JJ,IG))
DB(JJ,IG)=0.5*(D(JJ-1,IG)+D(JJ,IG))
ALPH(JJ,IG)=DT(JJ,IG)+DB(JJ,IG)+SR(JJ,IG)*DZ*DZ
FLUX(JJ,IG)=(QEFF(JJ,IG)*DZ*DZ+DB(JJ,IG)*FLUX(JJ-1,IG)+
C DT(JJ,IG)*FLUX(JJ+1,IG))/ALPR(JJ,IG)
1324CONTINUE
ZOT(IG)=2.1312*D(M,IG)
GAM(IG)=(2.0*D(M,IG)+SR(M,IG)*DZ*ZOT(IG))*(ZOT(IG)+DZ)
FLUX(M,IG)=(QEFF(M,IG)*DZ*DZ*ZOT(IG)+2.0*D(M,IG)*ZOT(IG)*
C FLUX(M-1,IG))/GAM(IG)
C*************TRANSFORM FROM CENTIMETERS BACK TOMETERS*****************
L=L*0.01
DZ=DZ*0.01
c***********************************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ***END AXIAL LOOP (j)***************************
8888CONTINUE
C************************ACCELERATION SECTIONS**************************
C ACCELERATION IS PERFROMED ONLY ON THECONDUCTION SECTION FOR NOW
C SINCE IT IS THE ONLY SECTION SETUP FORSUCH A CALCULATION
C*********CALCULATE LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF ITERATIONMATRIX FROM*********
C*****SQUARE ROOT OF THE RATIO OF THE SUM OF THE RESIDUALSSQUARED******
EIG=SQRT(SUMR/SUMROLD)
C**************************PERFORM ACCELERATION*************************
AF=1.0/(1.0-EIG)
TESTAF=ABS((AFOLD-AF)/AF)
IF(AFCOUNT.GT.10.AND.TESTAF.LT.EPSAF)THEN
AFCOUNT=0
WRITE(*,*)' ACCELERATION PERFORMED
DO 9042 I=1,NF+NC
DO 9042 J=1,M
T(I,J)=T(I,J)+AF*RESID(I,J)
9042 CONTINUE
ENDIF
AFOLD=AF
C**********************OPTIMIZE OVER-RELAXATIONFACTOR******************
SQRTARG=1.0-EIG
IF(SQRTARG.LT.0.)GO TO 337
ALPHAT=(2.0/(1.0+SQRT(1.0-EIG)))
TESTAL=ABS((ALPHAT-ALPHOLD)/ALPHAT)
IF(FLAG.EQ.0)THEN
IF(TESTAL.LT.EPSAL)THEN
ALPHA=ALPHAT
FLAG=1
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
WRITE(*,*)' CONDUCTION OVER-RELAXATION FACTOROPTIMIZED
ELSE
ALPHOLD=ALPHAT
ENDIF
ENDIF
337CONTINUE
C*********************ENERGY GROUP STEP CONROLLER***********************
739CONTINUE244
c***********************************************************************
C**********UPDATE FISSION SOURCE VECTOR ANDCALCULATE NEW K*************
c***********************************************************************
C****************INTEGRATE OLD FISSION SOURCEVECTOR********************
L=L*100.0
DZ=DZ*100.0
CALL SINT(QF,0.0,L,M,SINTO)
C***********************UPDATE FISSIONSOURCE***************************
DO 223 J=1,M
QF(J)=0.0
DO 223 I=1,NG
QF(J)=QF(J)+NUSF(J,I)*FLUX(J,I)
223CONTINUE
C****************INTEGRATE NEW FISSION SOURCEVECTOR********************
CALL SINT(QF,0.0,L,M,SINTN)
C**************CALCULATE UPDATED MULTIPLICATIONFACTOR******************
KNEW=SINTN/((1.0/KOLD)*SINTO)
C*************TRANSFORM FROM CENTIMETERS BACK TOMETERS*****************
L=L*0.01
DZ=DZ*0.01
c***********************************************************************
C**************************EVALUATE CONVERGENCE*************************
c***********************************************************************
C***FIRST NORMALIZE THE PROFILE, SINCE THEMAGNITUDE DOES NOT MATTER****
DO 833 I=1,NG
FMAX(I)=0.0
DO 835 J=1,M
IF(FLUX(J,I).GT.FMAX(I))FMAX(I)=FLUX(J,I)
835 CONTINUE
DO 836 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=FLUX(J,I)/FMAX(I)
836 CONTINUE
833 CONTINUE
C**********************NOW PERFORM CONVERGENCECHECKS*******************
C**********************FLUX PROFILE CONVERGENCECHECK*******************
DO 837 I=1,NG
DO 837 J=1,M
TESTF=ABS((FLUX(J,I)-FLUXOLD(J,I))/FLUX(J,I))
IF(TESTF.GT.EPSPRO)NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1
837CONTINUE
TESTK=ABS((KNEW-KOLD)/KNEW)
IF(TESTK.GT.EPSKO)NOTCONV=NOTCONV+1
WRITE(*,*)' FLUX POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',NOTCONV
WRITE(*,*)"
C WRITE(5,*). FLUX POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',NOTCONV
C WRITE(5,*)"
C******************TEMPERATURE FIELD CONVERGENCECHECK******************
DO 838 J=1,M
DO 838 I=1,NF+NC
TESTT=ABS((T(I,J)-TOLD(I,J))/T(I,J))
IF(TESTT.GT.EPST)BOMB=BOMB+1
838CONTINUE
WRITE(*,*)' TEMPERATURE POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',BOMB
WRITE(*,*)"
C WRITE(5,*)' TEMPERATURE POINTS NOT CONVERGED: ',BOMB
C WRITE(5,*)"
C**********************CONVERNGED LOOP OUTCOMMAND**********************
IF(NOTCONV.EQ.O.AND.BOMB.EQ.0)00 TO 111
c***********************************************************************
C***********************OPTIONAL OUTPUTSECTIONS************************
c***********************************************************************
C*******OPTIONAL FUEL TEMPERATURE AND VOIDFRACTION PRINT SECTION*******245
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(7,*)"
WRITE(7,904)PROIT
WRITE(7,*)"
WRITE(7,*)' FUEL CENTERLINE VOID'
WRITE(7,*)' TEMPERATURE FRACTION'
DO 736 J=1,M
WRITE(7,*)T(1,J),VOID(J)
736 CONTINUE
WRITE(7,*)"
ENDIF
904FORMAT(' OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION# ',I4)
C********************OPTIONAL DIFFUSION CODEOUTPUT*********************
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
IF (PROIT.EQ.1.OR.FLUXC.GE.10)THEN
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' *****************NEUTRON DIFFUSIONFLUX PROFILE RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,904)PROIT
WRITE(9,*)"
WRITE(9,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(9, *)'
WRITE(9,*)' Z (m) Group #1 Group #2 Group#3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 3001 J=1,M
WRITE(9,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
3001CONTINUE
wRITE(9,*),*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'
WRITE(9,*)"
FLUXC=0
ENDIF
ENDIF
C***************OPTIONAL AXIAL THERMAL/HYDRAULICOUTPUT*****************
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)' ********************AXIAL COOLANTPERFORMANCE RESULTS*
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,904)PROIT
WRITE(11,*)"
WRITE(11,*)'Z (m) TEMP.(OC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%)
Cc (W/OC*m^2)1
Z=0.0
DO 1967 J=1,M
WRITE(11,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
1967CONTINUE
wRITE(11,*),******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(11,*)"
ENDIF
C*************OPTIONAL CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELDOUTPUT**************
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)1*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULT
cs*****************,
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,904)PROIT
WRITE(13,*)"
WRITE(13,*)' FUEL CENTERLINECLADDING INNER CLADDIN246
CG OUTER'
WRITE(13,*)'Z (m) TEMPERATURE (C) TEMERPATURE (C)TEMPERA
CTURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 1969 J=1,M
WRITE(13,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NF+NC,J)
Z=Z+DZ
1969CONTINUE
wRITE(13,*)1*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(13,*)"
ENDIF
C**********************OPTIONAL CROSS SECTIONOUTPUT********************
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
1913FORMAT(' ENERGY GROUP: ',I2)
1914FORMAT(3(5X,F11.8))
WRITE(15,*).***************************AXIAL CROSS SECTIONDATA***
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,904)PROIT
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,1913)IGP
WRITE(15,*)"
WRITE(15,*)' DIFFUSION REMOVAL NU-FISSION'
WRITE(15,*)' COEFFICIENT CROSS SECTION CROSS SECTION'
DO 2223 J=1,M
WRITE(15,1914)D(J,IGP),SR(J,IGP),NUSFG(1,J,IGP)
2223CONTINUE
WRITE(15,*)"
wRITE(15,*).*******************************************************
c*****************I
WRITE(15,*)
ENDIF
C************************OUTER ITERATIONCONTROL************************
7777CONTINUE
C****CONTINUE AND ECHO TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTERFLUX PROFILE ITERATIONS****
111 WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,903)PROIT
WRITE(5,903)PROIT
903FORMAT(' TOTAL NUMBER OF OUTER FLUX PROFILE'/'ITERATIONS REQUIRED
C FOR CONVERGENCE :',I4)
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
C*****************OPTIONAL OUTPUT FILE MAPPING FORUSER*****************
IF(P1.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE TCL-VOID.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE FUEL CENTERLINETEMPERATURE'
WRITE(5,*)' AND VOID FRACTION AS A FUNCTIONOF AXIAL POSITION'
WRITE(5,*)' FOR EACH OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
IF(P2.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE DIFFUSE.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE GROUP AXIALNEUTRON FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' RESULTS AND EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATIONFACTOR AS A'
WRITE(5,*)' FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACHOUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF247
IF(P3.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE AXIAL.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS THE COOLANTTEMPERATURE, QUALITY,'
WRITE(5,*)' CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT,AND VOID'
WRITE(5,*)' FRACTION AS A FUNCTION OF AXIALPOSITION FOR EACH'
WRITE(5,*)' OUTER FLUX PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5, *)'
ENDIF
IF(P4.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE CONCUCT.OUT WAS OPENED BY USER:'
WRITE(5, *)'
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS AN OUTPUT OFTHE TEMPERATURE'
WRITE(5,*)' FIELD AT THE FUEL CENTERLINE,FUEL-CLADDING'
WRITE(5,*)' INTERFACE, AND CLADDING OUTERSURFACE AS A FUNCTION'
WRITE(5,*)' OF AXIAL POSITION FOR EACH OUTERFLUX PROFILE'
WRITE(5,*). ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*). '
ENDIF
IF(P5.EQ.1)THEN
WRITE(5,*)' FILE X-SECT.OUT WAS OPENDED BY USER:'
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(5,*)' THIS FILE CONTAINS EACH GROUPDIFFUSION COEFFICIENT,'
WRITE(5,*)' REMOVAL CROSS SECTION, AND FISSIONCROSS SECTION AS'
WRITE(5,*)' FUNCTION OF AXIAL POSITION AFTEREACH OUTER FLUX'
WRITE(5,*)' PROFILE ITERATION.'
WRITE(5,*)"
ENDIF
C*************NORMALIZE FLUX MAGNITUDES TO THE PROPERVALUES************
DO 3468 J=1,M
FLUX(J,NG)=G(1,J)/(ENPF*SIGF(1,J,NG))
3468CONTINUE
DO 3477 I=NG-1,1,-1
DO 3477 J=1,M
FLUX(J,I)=(FMAX(I)*FLUX(J,NG))/FMAX(NG)
3477CONTINUE c***************************Now GENERATE OUTPUT*************************
C**************************GENERATE AXIAL OUTPUT************************
WRITE(*,*)'********************AXIAL COOLANT PERFORMANCERESULTS**
c*****************1
WRITE(5,*)' ********************AXIAL COOLANTPERFORMANCE RESULTS**
WRITE( *, *)'
WRITE(*,*)'Z(m) TEMP.(oC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) He
C (W/OC*M^2)1
WRITE(5,*)'Z(11) TEMP.(oC) QUALITY (%) VOID (%) He
C (W/OC*M^2)'
Z=0.0
DO 967 J=1,M
WRITE(*,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
WRITE(5,968)Z,TC(J),X(J)*100.0,VOID(J)*100.0,HC(J)
Z=Z+DZ
967CONTINUE
968FORMAT(F7.4,3X,F7.2,5X,F7.2,7X,F7.2,7X,F14.4)
WRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
c*****************.
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C*********************TEMPERATURE FIELD AXIALOUTPUT********************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)1*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,248
WRITE(5,*)'*******************CONDUCTION TEMPERATURE FIELD RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,
WRITE(*,*) '
WRITE(5,*) '
WRITE(*,*)
C OUTER'
WRITE(*,*) Z(m)
CURE (C)'
WRITE(5,*)
C OUTER'
WRITE(5,*) Z(m)
CURE (C)'
Z=0.0
DO 969 J=1,M
WRITE(*,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NC+NC,J)
WRITE(5,970)Z,T(1,J),T(NF,J),T(NC+NC,J)
Z=Z+DZ
969CONTINUE
970FORMAT(F7.4,7X,F7.2,11X,F7.2,11X,F7.2)
WRITE(*,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **.
wRITE(5,*).*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
C*********************DIFFUSION CODE OUTPUT RESULTS*********************
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)'*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(5,*)1*****************NEUTRON DIFFUSION FLUX PROFILE RESULTS
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(5,*)' EFFECTIVE MULTIPLICATION FACTOR:K = ',KNEW
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)'
WRITE(*,*)' Z(m) Group #1 Group #3
C Group #4'
WRITE(5,*)' Z(m) Group #1 Group #3
C Group #4'
Z=0.0
DO 2001 J=1,M
WRITE(*,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
WRITE(5,317)Z,FLUX(J,1),FLUX(J,2),FLUX(J,3),FLUX(J,4)
Z=Z+DZ
2001CONTINUE
WRITR(*,*)1*******************************************************
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **.
wRITR(5,*).*******************************************************
c*****************.
317FORMAT(F10.4,4(5X,E10.4))
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * ** *STOP TIMING RUN * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * **
CALL TIMER(ITICK2)
TIME=(ITICK2-ITICK1)/100.0
WRITE(*,*)"
WRITE(5,*)"
WRITE(*,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
WRITE(5,*)' TOTAL RUNTIME = ',TIME
C***************************STACKED CASE OUTPUT*************************
WRITE(39,*)ICASE,EPSKO,TIME,PROIT,KNEW
C***************************STACKED CASE CONTROL************************
3333CONTINUE
c***********************************************************************
CLOSE(5)
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
FUEL CENTERLINE
TEMPERATURE (C)
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C)TEMPERAT
CLADDING INNER CLADDING
TEMERPATURE (C) TEMPERAT
Group #2
Group #2249
CLOSE(39)
STOP
END
c***********************************************************************
C***************DOUBLE INTEGRAL EVALUATIONSUBROUTINE*******************
INCLUDE 'DINT.FOR'
C***************SINGLE INTEGRAL EVALUATIONSUBROUTINE*******************
INCLUDE 'SINT.FOR'
C**********TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT FLUID PROPERTIESSUBROUTINE************
INCLUDE 'TPROP.FOR'
C*******************SATURATED FLUID PROPERTIESSUBROUTINE***************
INCLUDE 'SATPROP.FOR'
C***************CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTSUBROUTINE*********
INCLUDE 'HCSUB.FOR'
C************THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY SUBROUTINE ANDFUNCTIONS**************
INCLUDE 'THRMLK.FOR'
C*******************AXIAL COOLANT ANALYSISSUBROUTINE*******************
INCLUDE 'AXIAL.FOR'
c***********************************************************************